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ABSTRACT 

This study explores art educators' perceptions of female students who use 

computer-aided design (CAD) in the U.S. and Taiwan. Its qualitative research was 

conducted through in-depth interviews in which open-ended questions were discussed 

with instructors of CAD courses in the U.S. and Taiwan. Information gleaned from 

the teachers' observations and comments led to recommendations for program design 

that should increase U.S. and Taiwanese female university students' willingness to 

use CAD technology for the arts. 

The interviewees comprised twenty volunteers: six men and three women who 

teach in the U.S. and seven men and three women who teach in Taiwan. The research 

questions are (1) how do art educators develop instructional activities in CAD courses? 

(2) what are art educators' perceptions of the relationship between the gender 

socializatíon and CAD leaming? and (3) how do art educators perceive female 

students studying CAD? 

In order to address the three research questions, the interview questions were 

based on a Hterature review framework that include three topics: the involvement of 

women in instractional activities in higher education, the socialization of women, and 

the nature of university courses in CAD for the arts. The three categories of interview 

questions comprised instmctional activities, the sociaHzation of women, and the 

leaming of CAD software. The interview statements were designed to elicit 

similarities and differences between American and Taiwanese female students' 

participation in CAD instmctional activities, understanding of the problems female 

students may face in CAD courses, and fmally, identification of the problems they 

vni 



may have in using software such as 3DS MAX'^'^, Autodesk VIZ'^'^, and AutoCAD™. 

There are certain differences in educational background and cultural tradition for 

women in the U.S. and Taiwan that shape their different values. According to the U.S. 

interviewees, their female students were self-confident about their professional 

knowledge. Their abiHty to leam computer skiHs was not much different from the 

male students' abilities. The U.S. interviewees found that many of their female 

students performed weH in class. The Taiwanese interviewees held the same view as 

the U.S. interviewees that there are no differences in the two genders' ability to leam. 

Howéver, Taiwanese women displayed somewhat weaker motivation for leaming than 

their U.S. counterparts due to Taiwan's system of higher education and traditional 

family values. Taiwanese women students tend not to regard CAD-related 

employment as a likely lifelong career. 

The interviewees suggested that having a basic prior knowledge of designing, 

drawing, and computer knowledge can help female students avoid frustration in 

leaming advanced CAD software. Several interviewees brought up the relationship 

between computer graphics and artistíc creativity. They suggested that CAD course 

design should not only focus on the study and development of skills, but also on the 

development of s jdents' creativity. Hence, this study claims that in order to elevate 

the quaHty of creaHve computer projects, it is required that the students develop a 

sense of visual art while taking courses in CAD. 

This study indicates art educators' perceptions of the CAD leaming of female 

students in the U.S. and Taiwan. The observations are usefiil for the development of 

pedagogy that can encourage female students to use CAD comfortably and eflficiently. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of Studv 

In contemporary society, we are experiencing the integration of computer 

technology and mass media, resulting in online environments such as e-news, 

e-shopping/business, interactive TV, and multimedia systems. Massive amounts of 

information circulating rapidly in the media accelerate globalization and continue to have 

a powerful worldwide impact on many developments in the 21^' century. 

In the art world, artists and technologists are cooperating in making tools for the 

creation of digital art. Sherman & Craig (2003) write, "Technologists (engineers) often 

provide the basis for the (carrier) medium and push to improve the medium itself. Artists 

approach a medium as a way to express their ideas or simply as a place to explore the 

representation of ideas" (p. 68). Computers have become a medium for art in theatre, 

architecture, and visual art, influencing the way artists think and work. Sofhvare 

facilitates imagination in technical drawing and design, providing artists diverse ways to 

express their ideas. 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) is revolutionary software that has been used in 

theatre, architecture, and visual art. CAD integrates computational geometry, computer 

graphics, and artificial intelligence to assist in the design process, replacing traditional 

hand drawing and changing the creative process. The advantages of using CAD software 

in drawing are as follows: 



1. Ease of revision—Convenient editing and amending of images, including copying, 

tuming and twisting, and shifting horizontally, which simplifies the drawing process 

and enhances efficiency. 

2. Graphics accuracy—Provides nearly perfect images and plots that are far more 

convenient than those that are hand-drawn. 

3. Convenience in preserving and management—Files graphics by digital means, 

eliminating the weaknesses inherent to traditional hand drawing. 

4. Cooperation with other graphics software in editing to enhance visual effects—CAD 

software possesses 2D and 3D graphic functions. CAD can be used with other 

software to edit graphics, such as Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Premiere. The user 

can employ them to complete works according to a specifíc purpose. 

In theatre, CAD systems are used to draft floor plans and elevations, build 3D 

models, and create lighting and texture maps that allow designers to produce elaborate 

scenery for stage productions (McKinley 2002, ^ 13). CAD drafting/designing has helped 

drafters/designers to produce works of high quahty. Communicating with the producer, 

director, and technical director, the designer can adjust shape, color, and light in a 

rendering. The convenience of computer technology directly affects digital work created 

by an artist. As a resuH, courses addressing CAD for the stage are offered in university 

theatre departments such as those at the University of Alabama, Penn State University, 

Yale University, and the University of Delaware. 

At the Texas Tech University College of Architecftire, several CAD courses are 

offered, including Computer Assisted Design Development, Introduction to Computers in 



Architecture 3D Digital Visualization, and Virtual Reality Software and Technology. 

Architecture majors have opportunities to leam the functions of software which allow 

them to model buildings and present ideas for their assignments before they tum to the 

job market. Glenn Hill (personal communication, April 14, 2004), Texas Tech University, 

Design Visualization Director, noted that CAD skills are becoming important in the job 

market. Through technology, architects can choose from diverse methods to communicate 

in three dimensions, facilitating presentation of their works to clients. 

Catherine Vadala Maltbie's doctoral dissertation (2000) concemed visual art. She 

wrote about an art college located in the U.S. Midwest. The college offered a course, 

Modeling for 3D Networking, which introduces students to CAD sofitware for model 

making. The students leam to use CAD to create work, for example a sculpture, and then 

post the work on a website (p. 57-58). This course counted toward the three 

concentrations in the School of Fine Arts. According to Maltbie, 

The first concentration represents two-dimensional art, which includes 

painting, drawing, and printmaking. The second concentration represents 

3D art, including sculpture, ceramics, and fiber arts. The third concentration 

represents arts that are dependent on light sensitive, electronic or chemical 

processes, including photography and electronic arts. (p. 58) 

In the course, students draw sketches to present their concepts. They employ skills to 

create and integrate 3D models into their own art (p. 91), gaining experience in using 

different media for their work. 

Since the 1950s, the United States (U.S.) has become a primary force in computer 

graphic technology, CAD systems included (Kerlow, p. 7-31). Accordingly, CAD use and 

teaching experience is more developed in the U.S. than in many other countries. CAD 



courses, especially in theatre and visual art, have been offered only recently in 

universities in Taiwan. Thus U.S. experience can be a reference for the needs of 

Taiwanese teachers. 

Statement of the Problem 

I taught "Computer Aided Design for the Stage" in the Drama Department at 

National Taiwan University of Arts from 1998 to 2001. In my teaching experience, 

female students were less willing to use computers to create their projects than were male 

students. 

In her article, "Fostering Inclusive Environments for Girls With Technology," Joan 

Hanor (2001) points out, "girls were less interested in computers and less confident in 

their computer skills even when they had as much experience with the technology as did 

the boys" (p. 222). Studies about gender differences in using computers show that men 

are more interested in computer-related material than women, and men have a greater 

range of computing experience than women (Margolis and Fisher, 2002; Davies, et al., 

2002). Women tend to get computer anxiety more easily than men, and they also worry 

more about computer error messages (Copper and Weaver, 2003, p. 13). Mark J. Brosnan 

(1998) employs a psychological perspective to examine the issue of computer anxiety in 

students. He writes, "Females higher in masculinity are lower in computer anxiety" (p. 

73). If a woman possesses masculine characteristics, she is able to smooth away 

computer anxiety problems. Gender messages continue to be strong and gender 

socialization affects the application of computer skills. Assistant Professor Bilkey 



(personal communication, October 24, 2003), who teaches in the Department of Theatre 

and Dance at Texas Tech University, took a CAD course as a graduate student at the 

University of Wisconsin. Bilkey notes that in terms of classroom performance in leaming 

to use the software, male students seemed more confídent than female students. Female 

students became frustrated more easily than male students when leaming CAD. 

Computer technology is often associated with math and science, CAD software 

included. CAD systems are associated with geometrical design, which includes line mode, 

arc mode, and circle mode. Geometrical design also involves the dimensions of space and 

perspective, which are produced using x, y, and z coordinate positions (Besant, 1980, p. 

51-52). Students who have experienced problems with these concepts may fínd them 

diffícult. They may need to spend more time to familiaríze themselves with geometry, 

perspective, and the dimension of space when leaming CAD, requiring more help from 

teachers. The observational studies showed women interact less in the classroom (Sadker, 

Sadker, and Steindam, 1989; Bailey, 1988). In Valerie N. Morphew's study (2000), 

female students do have difficulty in science classes. Students just sit and take notes, and 

they do not have many opportunities to ask questions and discuss the topics in class. 

Morphew uses "Strategies for Teaching 'Female-Friendly' Science to Women" as the title 

of an article describing teaching strategies; she suggests that, without the traditional 

authority of the teacher in class, the teacher and sftidents can work closely, and the 

student will feel free to ask questions and discuss issues with the teacher. She believes 

this teaching strategy helps female students' leaming (p. 101-106). Her strategy may help 

female students overcome obstacles when leaming CAD. 



Steve Rittler teaches 3D animation, 3D modeling, and 3D character animation at 

William Paterson University. Following is an observation that he communicated to me 

via E-mail (April, 2004). 

I've often thought, considering the successful results from many of 

my female students in their studies, that it is a curious fact that more 

women do not enroll in 3D graphics courses and that so few of them 

seem to be working in the field after their education. 

(Rittlers@wpunj .edu) 

There seem to be relatively few women using computers for artistic purposes, especially 

in 3D graphics design. Computer technology pervades our professional work. Computer 

technology is widely used in digital graphic design, web page design, imagery, and 

animation (Gordon & Gordon, 2002, p. 8-10). In general, people with low computer 

literacy are likely to have fewer opportunities in the highly competitive job market (Clark, 

1999, p. 52-66). 

Purpose of the Research 

The purpose of this study is to explore art educators' perceptions of female students 

in CAD courses in the U.S. and Taiwan. Conducting in-depth interviews with university 

faculty helped me to present the issues: currently, why fewer women use computers for 

artistic purpose in the fíeld of CAD; and what problems women face in leaming CAD. As 

noted eariier, the CAD teaching experience is likely to be more advanced in the U.S. than 

other countries. CAD courses have had a rapid and recent development in Taiwanese 

universities. The differences of cultural tradition between two countries account for very 

different teaching. Such differences provide rich possibilities from which to draw 

recommendations. 



mcrease 
This study aims, fírst, to identify dimensions in which it may be possible to i 

women's willingness to leam computer technology at the university level. Second, this 

study is useful to the development of pedagogy that will encourage female students in 

both the U.S. and in Taiwan to use CAD comfortably and effíciently. 

Significance of the Study 

This study employs feminism to explain women's experience, acknowledging the 

existence of objective reality. Through historical development, and the reality shaped by 

society, politics, culture, economies, and education, I attempt to explain women's past 

and present (Guba and Lincoln, p. 26) in terms of their education and career, and to 

explore how these factors influence women using technology for arts. 

Framework of Study 

The body of research emphasizes higher educafíon systems and gender socialization 

in terms of women and their educafíon and women and their career expectations in both 

the U.S. and Taiwan. The focus is presenting similarities and differences between 

American and Taiwanese instmctional activities, and women's future plarming. If 

instmctional activities and future plans affect female students' performance in computer 

technology, then these are topics worthy of exploration. Moreover, conceming cognitive 

skills, if most students who major in the arts are lacking skills in geometry, space, and 

perspective, they could have a difficult time leaming CAD. In order to understand these 

issues, the theoretical frame comprises feminist pedagogy, feminism, and Benjamin 



Bloom's Taxonomy. The interview questions develop from this framework; the details are 

given in chapter three. 

Research Ouestions 

The research questions are: 

1. How do art educators develop instmctional activities in CAD courses? 

2. What are art educators' perceptions of the relationship between gender socialization 

and CAD leaming? 

3. How do art educators perceive female students studying CAD? 

Through interview, these three questions may be answered. The interview questions were 

designed to investigate the similarities and differences between the American and the 

Taiwanese female students' participation in CAD instmctional activities, to understand 

what potential problems female students face in CAD courses at university, and to 

identify the potential problems in using CAD software for female students. Open-ended 

questions are the strategy. The subjects interviewed are the art educators who teach CAD 

courses in the U.S. and Taiwan. 

Limitations of the Research 

Because CAD is used in certain professional fíelds in which men predominate, such 

as architecture and machinery, resources focusing directly on women's experience of 

leaming CAD are limited. Thus materials referring to the closely related topics of women 

and information technology, gender issues and computer science, and pedagogy will be 



used to support the study. Second, a qualitative research interview, while empirical, is 

subjective and fluid. Finally, findings may or may not be cross-culturally relevant. 

Interpretation of the results may be limited by the researcher's predominately Taiwanese 

background. 

Definition of Terms 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 

CAD is "using computer graphics to do work that formerly would have been done 

with pencil and paper. CAD requires a high-resolution monitor and special software" 

(High-Tech Dictionary, 2004, f 1). 

Related CAD software has been widely used in the field of art. CAD possesses the 

functions of 2D drawing, 3D modeling, color painting, virtual light effects, and animation. 

It is now an indispensable tool of contemporary product design, architecture, and fíhn 

production. CAD can also help technicians in management and in cost estimation through 

the use of statistics provided by graphic data. A list of software with applications in the 

fields of architecture, theatre, and visual art is shown in Table 1.1. 



Table 1.1 List of Software with Applications x : Feature 

CAD Software 2D 3D Lighting Rendering Animafíon Professional Fields 

/Materials 

AutoCAD x x 

SketchUp X x 

AutoCAD LT X 

3DSMAX X x x 

AutodeskVIZ x x x X 

VectorWorks 
VectorWorks 

Spotlight 

FormZ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Architecture 

Theatre 

Visual Art 

Architecture 

Theatre 

Architecture 

Visual Art 

Theatre 

Architecture 

Theatre 

Theatre 

Theatre 

Visual Art 

Gender Socialization 

Socialization is a process of transforming a biological individual into a social person. 

Gender refers to the socially constmcted differences between women and men. In the 

developmental process of an individual, gender identity is imavoidable and effects 

education, values, and culture. 

Homogeneous Sampling 

Selecting participants who are very similar in experience, perspective, or outlook 

produces a narrow, homogeneous sample, and makes data collection and analysis 

relatively simple (Gay and Airasian, p. 139). 
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Focusing Codes 

This study adopts focusing codes as a method to organize data. A code is a 

meaningful unit of information, representing a perspective and a theme conveyed in the 

data. 

Consciousness-Raising 

Consciousness-raising is the manner of allowing the minorities to work together. 

Among them, there are no experts, but a group of minorities telling their own stories and 

sharing their power and frustrations. Likewise, they can connect together to create 

tremendous power. 

/CÃmg (1143.B.C.) 

Anonymous. In The Man ofMany Qualities: A Legacy ofthe I Ching, Siu states, 

"The theme of the / Ching is the advance and retreat of the dragon—the sjonbol of the 

great man and of the benefícent forces of nature. Its philosophical premise evolved during 

the formative centuries of Chinese civilization in the central plains of eastem Asia" (Siu, 

1968, p. I). 

Concept Leaming 

Concept leaming is the foundation that leads students to think. When applied to 

teaching, it can help the students develop concepts at a higher level and acquire the 

principles of knowledge. Through concept, we can process the messages according to 

different categorizations. We are able to conduct thinking activities, such as ratiocination 

and making a strategic decision. Thus, concept is the foundafíon of thinking. (Eggen and 

Kauchak, 2001,p.ll8-119). 

11 



Computer Graphics 

According to Egerton and Hall (1998), "Computer graphics or computer 

visualization involves the computer with the visual forms: it is the interface of graphical 

communications with computer technology.. .The types of display available when 

computer graphic are used vary enormously. We are familiar with simple, static 

two-dimensional displays of rectangular objects, including bar graphs and 

histograms.. ..and [there are] even more complex representations that include moving and 

developing images of perspecfive view of three-dimensional objects" (p. 1). 

Banking Education 

The concept of " banking" education, according to Freire (1970), is teacher as 

narrating Subject, students as patient, listening objects. "Education thus becomes an act 

of depositing, in which the students are the depositories and the teacher is the depositor. 

Instead of communicating, the teacher issues communiqués and makes deposits which the 

students patiently receive, memorize, and repeaf' (p. 58). 

Problem-Posing Education 

According to Freire (1971), teachers and students co-operate in a dialogue that seeks 

to humanize and liberate. Teacher and students become jointly responsible for a process 

of inquiry through dialogue. Students are no longer docile listeners; rather they are 

critical co-investigators in dialogue with the teacher (p. 68). 

Summary 

This study involved instmctional activities, social needs, and cognitive skiUs. These 

can provide insight into the experience for female students using CAD. The framework of 

12 



study forms the foundation of interview questions. Through in-depth interviews, I attempt 

to understand the issues which are not addressed in the literature. Data analysis can help 

me to answer the three research questions. These answers can be useful to the design of 

programs to increase female university students to use CAD Technology for the Arts. 
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CHAPTERII 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This study concems three topics: the involvement of women in instmctional 

activities in higher education, the socialization of women, and university courses in CAD 

for the arts. It incorporates three supporting theoretical frameworks involving feminist 

pedagogy, the wave of feminism, and Benjamin Bloom's (1956) Taxonomy. These 

fi-ameworks are used to examine the similarities and differences between U.S. and 

Taiwanese female student participation in instmctional activities, to understand what 

social factors affect their leaming of computer technology, and to identify problems they 

may have in using CAD software. 

The Involvement of Women in Instmctional Activities in Higher Education 

With regard to interactions between teachers and students in classrooms, Morphew 

(2000) points out that traditional hierarchical, dualistic, and competitive teaching styles 

make female students feel uncomfortable in classrooms where the teacher is the one who 

knows and the students are those who do not know (p. 103). According to Brazilian 

educator Paulo Freire's theory (1971), íhese traditional teaching styles express the 

"banking" concept of education: the teacher narrates the subject and the students are 

patient listening objects (p. 57). Freire, whose educational concepts originate from his 

concem for the oppressed, is a Brazilian education reformer. He observes that in Brazil 

and other Latin American countries, and even in advanced countries in the West, 

14 



oppression is a rather common phenomenon. He discovered that many oppressed people 

adopt submissive stances toward their oppressors. He believes that the culture of the 

oppressed is formed by people from the ideology of the oppressors, who are their 

minority in the society. The oppressed are trained to be silent and obedient, to become 

socially and politically ignorant people. Thus, oppressors dominate them more easily (p. 

60). Traditional schooling is an example of this kind of oppression. Freire argues that the 

relationship between the teacher and the students, in traditional schools, is hke 

"banking," that is: 

(a) the teacher teaches and the students are taught; 

(b) the teacher knows everything and the students know nothing; 

(c) the teacher thinks and the students are thought about; 

(d) the teacher talks and the students listen—^meekly; 

(e) the teacher disciplines and the students are disciplined; 

(f) the teacher chooses and enforces his choice, and the students comply; 

(g) the teacher acts and the students have the iUusion of actíng through the 

action of the teacher; 

(h) the teacher chooses the program content, and the students (who were not 

consulted) adapt to it; 

(i) the teacher confuses the authority of knowledge with his own professional 

authority, which he sets in opposition to the freedom of the students; 

(j) the teacher is the Subject of the leaming process, while the pupils are mere 

objects (p. 59). 

In "banking" education, the teacher teaches through instmction, and all the students 

listen, record, and repeat. This is unquestioned by students. The teachers are expected to 

know everything; they are the Subjects of the teaching, who are capable of controlling 

and selecting the contents of the course. The students are passive, waiting to leam and be 

taught. In fact, "banking" education has been adopted as pedagogy for a long time in both 

15 



the U.S. and Taiwan and has deeply influenced students' leaming. 

In the classroom, Maiy Anna Lundeberg (1997) points out that male students may 

dominate discussion, "they are more likely to receive praise or correction for the 

intellectual content of their answers than are females" (p. 55). Female students do not feel 

fi-ee to express their ideas and opinions in the classroom, a phenomenon which has been 

studied. Linda Campbell (2003) writes, 

Girls tend to be quieter, cause fewer discipline problems, interact less with 

teachers, be asked fewer complex questions, and receive less praise and 

constmctive feedback than boys. They are not disciplined as harshly as boys for 

similar offenses. (p. 71) 

Women in the U.S. have been labeled passive leamers as they often keep silent, leam by 

rote, and accept authority (Hyde and Deal, 2003, p. 193). On the other hand, according to 

Morphow, female students feel that they receive fewer opportunities to ask questions or 

to discuss certain topics with their teachers (p. 105). This situation could relate to 

traditional "banking" education, in that hierarchical and dualistic classrooms are not 

suitable for students, especially women. 

Similarly, in Taiwan, students tend to be conservative in the classroom. Teachers 

dominate most of the class tíme and students accept everything teachers say without 

questioning. In "A Cross-Cultural Perspectíve on Taiwanese Literature," Jing Fen Wu 

(2003) explains that this classroom behavior is highly related to the Taiwanese tradition 

of hierarchy and respect for elders, values which are transmitted through family 

education. To the Taiwanese, the status of teachers is equal to that of their parents. 

Teachers symbolize authority (p. 96-97). Confucianism also influenced this tradition. Su 

(1995) states. 
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Confucius believed that.. .a hierarchal system was essential to the harmonious 

well being of society. The Chinese classroom reflects this. Chinese students 

regard their teacher as all knowing, and the absolute authority on the subject 

matter. Since the teacher is the sole authority in the classroom, rigid order and 

formality are the main features of the Chinese leaming environment. (Ku et al. 

2004, p. 89, cited in Sue). 

At every educational level, students have been educated to respect their teachers, thereby 

alienating teachers and the students. 

However, Freire (1970) states, "Only dialogue, which requires critical thinking, is 

also capable of generating critical thinking. Without dialogue there is no communication, 

and without communication there can be no tme education" (p. 81). He beheves that the 

role of education should be to eliminate the stmcture of class domination, and it should 

be a joint effort between teachers and students. Freire proposes that a desirable educatíon 

is a problem-posing education. A problem-posing education: 

(a) sets itself the task of demythologizing; 

(b) regards dialogue as indispensable to the act of cognition which unveils 

reality; 

(c) makes them [students] critical thinkers; and 

(d) bases itself on creativity and simulates tme reflection and action upon 

reality, thereby responding to the vocation of men [sic]as beings who are 

authentic only when engaged in inquiry and creative transformation. (list 

adapted from Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, p. 71) 

Unlike "banking" education, "problem-posing" education advocates that people are 

not objects to accept everything passively. In the classroom, the teacher raises questions 

in order to communicate and to generate a dialogue with the students. As the students 

present their views, the teachers may reconsider the issues and discuss them further with 

the students. Teaching becomes the process of exploring knowledge together. Teachers 
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are no longer the sole proprietors of knowledge in the role of commanders. Instead, they 

become the presenters of problems and act as communicators. The students become 

thinkers who possess capabilities to critícize and create. Chiao Ling Yang (1998) claims 

that only through frequent dialogue, retrospection, communication, and reconsideration, 

can education develop its liberating functions. Through the process of interrogation, 

retrospection, dialogue, and communication, the teacher and the students can be liberated 

from the relationships of oppressors and oppressed and can create the interrelationship of 

teaching and being taught (p. 255). In this way, the "problem-posing" education is an 

instmment for liberation (Freire, 1970, p. 66). Teacher and students have the opportunity 

to work together to discover reality. Freire sees education as interactive productivity, and 

this notion is an inspiration for feminist pedagogy. 

Feminist Pedagogv 

According to Frances A. Maher and Mary K. Tetreault (2002), "Feminist pedagogies 

are explicitly designed to foster equal access, participation, and engagement for all 

sttidents in the leaming process" (p. 130). Feminist pedagogy does not mean teaching 

only, but includes teacher and student opinion on the material for a course. It emphasizes 

equality, interaction, and application. Both the teacher and the students participate in the 

course design. The teacher regards practice as a method to motivate students. The 

teacher's role is that of a facilitator, leading the students in demonstration of their own 

abilities. As in Freirean theory, students are encouraged to fínd their own values; feminist 

pedagogy also focuses on personal experiences and relates to personal knowledge. 
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Further, Maher and Tetreault write, "[Feminist educatorsj seek to oppose sexism, 

racism, social class prejudice, and homophobia as barriers to equality. Moreover they 

wish to enable students, particularly female students, to create an education that fosters 

personal awakening and growth as well as social equality and justice" (p. 130). Feminist 

pedagogy has been mfluenced by postmodemism. Feminist educators emphasize the 

importance of education for oppressed and marginalized groups. They consider issues of 

patemalism and prejudice. They see the purpose of education as that of awakening the 

consciousness of the oppressed. Like Freirean education, feminist pedagogy is grounded 

in the idea of liberation. 

Another major source of feminist pedagogy comes from the influence of women's 

movements, especially the women's liberation movement in the U.S. in the 1960s (Maher 

and Tetreault, p. 131). The consciousness-raising group was the most significant activity 

in the liberation movement, bringing women together to talk to each other about their 

experiences, problems, feelings, and concems. This sharing did help women to develop 

both personal and feminist consciousness, from which they advanced further reforms 

(Freeman, 1971, TI 8). FoIIowing the consciousness-raising model, feminist education 

emphasizes the group process of examination of power relationships in the classroom. 

bell hooks (2003) writes, 

Talking to share information, to exchange ideas is the practice both inside and 

outside academic setting that aíTirms to listeners that leaming can take place in 

varied time frames (we can share and leam a lot in fíve minutes) and that 

knowledge can be shared in diverse modes of speech. (p. 44) 

Feminist educators regard the classroom as a locale for freedom and liberation. They 

emphasize that personal experience is indispensable in both teaching and leaming. The 
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teacher's authority is shared by the students, and is built upon cooperation. 

According to Yang's conceptualization, the educational perspective of a feminist 

pedagogy tends to be leamer centered, understanding oriented, and postmodem. Feminist 

pedagogy conveys the perception of the postmodem in the subversion of male-centered 

knowledge and the challenging of dichotomized thinking pattems. It emphasizes 

difference in values and advocates a curriculum that reflects women's contribution to 

history. Likewise, education should represent how women understand the world and the 

manner of their leaming. Through dialogue and retrospection, both men and women can 

reshape their ideals and build their experiences. Feminist pedagogy perceives individual 

experience to be the source of leamer orientation. It claims that teaching materíals are not 

the only sources of knowledge and teachers are not authorítative. In the teaching process, 

the teacher should lead the students to think of their own experíences and articulate their 

own voices (p. 257). Penny Welch (2002) suggests that a feminist pedagogy is based on 

three prínciples, "to strive for egalitarian relationships in the classroom; to try to make all 

students feel valued as individuals; and to use the experíence of students as a leaming 

resource" (p. 115). These three principles will inform the examination of current 

instmctional activities in higher education in this study, especially in relation to CAD 

leaming by women in the U.S. and in Taiwan. 

The Socialization of Women 

Psychologist Wen Ying Lin (2002) believes that, if many teachers have the 

impression that men are better than women in science, and women perform better in 
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liberal arts, then students may tend to intemalize these stereotypes and expectations into 

their own thinking (p. 52). For instance, In Hong, Veach, and Lawrenz 's (2003) article 

"An Investigation of the Gender Stereotyped Thinking of Taiwanese Secondary School 

Boys and Girls" states, "The strongest gender stereotyped thinking for high academic 

school students concems their belief that boys are superior to girls in logical thinking, 

mathematics, and science, whereas giris are better at language and liberal arts" (p. 502). 

This situation adversely affects women, making them believe that it is impossible to 

perform well in science or other related subjects, such as computer technology. 

Wendy Alter (personal communication, March 23, 2002) expressed her concems 

about women leaming computer technology. She studied electrical engineering and 

computer science at a U.S. university in the late 1970s at which she was one of four 

females in an electrical engineering class of over one hundred students at a time when the 

fíeld was prejudiced against women. Society and culture at the time supported the belief 

that women were not suitable for scientifíc education. Education is influenced by gender 

and socialization. Women's technological potential was often neglected. 

Education of U.S. Women 

Historically, men and women have been treated differentiy. In the U.S., it was not 

until the last half of the 18"" century that women were allowed to receive formal 

education in high school. In 1850, women were fínally allowed to study at a university. 

Faculty members followed the stereotypes of tradition: women were trained in domestic 

science while men were educated for future high paying jobs (Sexton, 1976, p. 41-48). 

Women were educated in the concept of "tme" womanhood: piety, purity, submissiveness, 
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and domesticity. Piety was the foundation of the virtues and the foundation of women's 

lives; purity was the moral imperative that determined women's social value; 

submissiveness implied women's obedience to God and men; and domesticity was the 

most important value associated with women, culminating in motherhood (Welter, 1996, 

p.151-174). U.S. women were educated to guard these social norms. "Tme" 

womanhood's power lies not only in the expression of female virtue, but in the form of 

influence exerted indirectiy on the society. 

The act of women attending school, to study domestic science, was the fírst step in 

the development of a public female culture and of the women's movement. Katz and 

Rapone (1980) believe that domestic science did bring U.S. women into society in the 

19' century; they wnte, "[The domestic culture] provided a foundation for the extension 

of women's activities into the male-dominated public world" (p. 7). This event enabled 

some American women who were able to come out of the house. 

By the 1920s, there were many changes in the lives of U.S. women. First, they won 

the right to vote, allowing women's voices to be heard. Second, the U.S. economy was 

growing, opening opportunities for women in the workforce, as clerks, typists, teachers, 

and secretaries (Rury, p. 96). Third, public school systems established courses for women 

who wanted to graduate from high school. Rury adds, "by the 1920s many employers 

clearly preferred women with high school training—and even college—for positions as 

saleswomen" (p. 113). Lynn Y. Weiner (1985) points out that woman's work started 

shifting from a factory or shop setting to an offíce towards the begirming of the 20"̂  

century (p. 47). Although inequality existed in the female occupational hierarchy. 
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especially in terms of wages, the literature shows that U.S. women increasingly entered 

the work force. By the 1950s, almost 20 percent of married women worked outside the 

home (Komarovsky, p. 3). This demonstrates that education became an important channel 

forwomen seekingjobs. 

On the other hand, Betty Friedan (1963) argued that when many women in the U.S., 

in the 1950s, entered college, they did not plan for a future career, but to be housewives 

and mothers. Oppressed by the patriarchal system, women tried their best to create a 

perfect image of being satisfíed and happy homemakers; "the girls seemed suddenly 

incapable of any ambition, any vision, any passion, except the pursuit of a wedding ring" 

(Friedan, p.l50). In the 1960s, duríng a second wave of women's movement, Fríedan's 

ideas received widespread resonance, awakening Amerícan women to discuss their lives 

(Dicker and Piepmeier, 2001, p. 9). 

The situation of education in the U.S., according to Yung Mei Tsai's study (1973), 

was such that women attended colleges in smaller numbers than men, even though 

female students eamed better grades than men in high school (p. 117). In the 1970s, the 

U.S. Department of Education's report showed that the difference between male and 

female students attending college was around one million (Davis A. Kaplan, 2004, p. 7). 

The researchers revealed that this difference could be linked to conditions in a 

male-oríented society, especially among working and middle-class families who believed 

that their daughters should play a domestic role at home and did not encourage women to 

pursue higher education (Tsai, p. 117-118; Babcock and Laschever, 2003, p. 65). 

Further, Astin and Snyder (1984) observed that giris were not advised by counselors 
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to enter advanced math classes. In the 1980s, the number of giris in classes of math and 

science decreased (p. 183), limiting options for female students who later entered 

computing courses in preparation for professional careers. In Campbell's study (2003), 

the subject of computer science and technology classes in high school, women usually 

enrolled in word processing and clerícal support courses (p. 71). Shariene Hesse-Biber 

and Gregg Lee Carter (2000) point out that women were still ttained to be secretaríes, 

receptionists, fíle clerks, or sales workers, which are low-paying positions (p. 104). They 

argue that, "This is partly because of socialization and partly because of different 

educational fracks taken by males and female" (p. 50). These factors led to a lack of 

professional development; many professional fields lack female role models, and 

computing is one of them. 

In fact, the number of women in higher education has changed significantly in the 

U.S. since the 1980s. According to the U.S. Department of Education, the population of 

female students has greatly surpassed that of male students. This trend continued in the 

1990s and into 2000. Kaplan's study (2004) projects that, in 2012, university female 

students will outnumber male students in the U.S. by about tvvo million (p. 7). This 

change may be linked to Amerícan women realizing that sexual discrímination in the 

workplace is very seríous (Babcock and Laschever, 2003, p. I); likewise, they perceive 

that they have to obtain high qualifications to enter a company seeking equal 

opportunities and pay. According to Catalyst (1994), "In 1982 there were 0.62 white 

female professionals for every white man; in 1992, there were 0.94" (p. 20). Thus Keith 

T. Poole and L. Harmon Zeigler (1985) state, "Education is an additional varíable in 
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explaining the women's attitudes toward equality.. .Educated women are somewhat more 

likely to end up in better jobs" (p. 14). U.S. women began to seek their liberation in the 

early part of the 20" century. They enthusiastically fought for freedom and equality, for 

equal educational opportunities, and for the same prívileges as men in their careers and 

family lives. Nevertheless, social and cultural factors influenced many women to reject 

subjects related to math and science. In the 1990s, studies indicated that the cause for the 

difference between men and women in the fields of math and science is lack of 

self-confidence among women, not lack of ability (Margolis and Fisher, 2002, p. 81; 

Hesse-Biber and Carter, 2000, p. 99). Margolis and Fisher also note, "Women's loss of 

confidence is especially severe in historícally male-dominated fields" (p. 81). 

Education of Taiwanese Women 

In China, women could not receive formal education until the late 19' century (Lu, 

2002, p. 34). This was linked to conservative and feudal religions. For instance, 

Confucianism deeply influenced Chinese society. In the analects, Lun Yu, Book 17, 

Confucius (551-479 B.C.) said, "ft is only women and petty persons who are difficult to 

provide for. Drawing them close, they are immodest, and keeping them at a distance, they 

complain" (Ames and Rosemont, 1998, p. 211). In / Ching (1143 B.C.), "K« stood for 

cold, softness, contraction, wetness, femininity, and the like. Yang stood for heat, 

hardness, expansion, dryness, masculinity, and the like" (Siu, 1968, p. 2). Yin represents 

the feminine (mother); it is receptive, which means accepting. On the contrary, yang 

represents the masculine (father); it is creative, which also means strong (GÔtz, 1999, p. 

10). These Chinese moral codes were the catalyst for sexual oppression of women in 
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patríarchal tradition. They were also buríed deep in Taiwanese hearts. Women in Taiwan 

were deprived of the right to receive education. In the feudal system, women spent their 

time at home cooking, doing laundry, and looking after children. 

In the early 20"̂  century, women's social status had not changed much. The 

patriarchal family was a general phenomenon in Taiwan. Women were dependent on 

fathers, husbands, and sons to define their relationships in society. Tsai states (1978), 

"Getting married and having children, especially a son, are the only ways for women in 

traditional Chinese society to obtain security" (p. 258). Taiwanese women had 

opportunities to attend elementary school, but most women were unable to attend 

secondary school or college; many women could not receive any formal education, 

especially women in mral areas. Of the women who were bom between 1926 and 1930, 

56.2% were ilHterate or self-educated (Huang, 2001, p. 284). In the 1940s, most 

Taiwanese lived in poverty. Families only supported their boys in attending college (Lai, 

1999, Tl 4). As a result, the number of Taiwanese women who attended college was much 

lower than the number of men. 

After WWII, a few women, about 0.6%, had opportunities to attend college in the 

1950s (Huang, p. 284). The goal of female college students was to prepare for teaching in 

elementary or secondary schools. Teachers colleges were their fírst choice. These 

institutions specialize in cultivating teachers who would maintain the traditional values 

imposed on females, obedience and silence. These values were taught to young women 

through elementary and secondary education by teachers who graduated from teachers 

colleges. Thus Taiwanese women were educated to be mild, caring, and good at 
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homemaking; meanwhile, men were trained to enter the job market (Lu, p. 78-80). 

By the mid-1960s, during the Chiang regime, the Emergency Decree (martial law) 

was enforced in Taiwan. Li (2001) states, 

With martial law (1947-1987), came harsh curtailment of the basic human 

rights of the Taiwanese people: freedom of assembly, freedom of association, 

freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of movement, etc. Thus, 

establisliment of new political parties and newspapers were banned, and 

travel abroad was tightly restricted (^ 3). 

Without freedom of the press and broadcast media, martial law deprived Taiwanese of 

the ríght to reach the world. In this situation, many women did not know about the 

feminist movement. Tsai (1973) states, "The women's liberation movement should at 

least increase the expectation among women regarding higher education" (p. 65). 

However, in a conservative culture, society, and politics, the feminist movement did not 

support women who received higher education. Taiwanese believed that the best thing for 

women was to keep a good marríage; women did not need much knowledge other than 

homemaking skills. Female education was never given weight in many Taiwanese 

families, and secondary school was the fínal education for most Taiwanese women in the 

1970s. This occurred because Taiwan's compulsory education was extended from six to 

nine years in 1968 (Xue, 2000, p. 138). Among the women who were bom in the 1950s, 

only 5% could continue their higher education; 8.5% of men could (Huang, p. 284). 

Martial law was removed in 1987, and Taiwan's economy soared (Tai, p. 101). 

These conditions gave Taiwanese families better incomes and most parents began to 

expect their daughters as well as their sons to eam higher degrees. According to the 

Republic of China Ministry of Education, almost 60% of college students in 1998 in 
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Taiwan were women (Lai, ]| 5). 

Nevertheless, equal educational opportunities between men and women have not 

eliminated sex bias in the classroom. Hui Ling Pan (2003) writes that male students 

receive more attention and more encouragement from teachers. Men performed better 

than women in math and logic. Meanwhile, women performed better in subjects that 

required memorization, as they were accustomed to passive leaming. These ideas were 

teacher's beliefs (p. 85). These also influenced thinking of students in both genders. In 

Taiwanese high school, Zuway-R Hong, McCarthy Veach, and Frances Lawrenz report 

(2003), 

For boys, the greatest gender stereotyped thinking concemed language and 

mathematics and science abilities. Boys reported believing that they are 

superíor to girls in mathematics and science, whereas they perceived girls as 

having better language skills. (p. 501) 

Gender segregation was characteristic of education, a fact which is obvious in the 

segregation of different genders to different departments - men in science and women in 

humanities. 

According to education statistics in 1999, the number of male students studying 

science subjects was 8.6 times that of females in Taiwan. Meanwhile, the number of 

female students studying domestic science was 5.1 times of that of the males. In the 

humanities, the ratio between male and female students was 1 to 3.5. Subjects that are 

competitive in the current Taiwanese job market are mostly those men study, such as 

natural science, mathematics, information science, and engineering (Lai, f 11-12). 

Traditional socialization gives women the wrong impression that technology is a male 

domain. The phenomenon of gender segregation in today's high tech job market is 
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getting more serious. 

The Wave of Feminism 

The difference in gender roles developed due to the interaction between the 

biological and the social factors in the human history, resulting in sex bias. Yin-He Li 

(2004) claims it is the cause for male domination and female submissiveness. Women's 

consciousness has been liberated by the second wave of feminism (p. 40). Dicker and 

Piepmeier (2003) state, "[The central issues of movement are] equal opportunities in 

employment and education, access to child care and abortion, the eradication of violence 

against women, and the passage of Equal Right Amendment" (p. 9). Women awakened to 

the fact that they have been oppressed by customs, laws, religions, and male-dominated 

philosophy. 

Simone De Beauvoir (1953) claims, 

Woman thus seems to be the inessential who never goes back to being the 

essential, to be the absolute Other, without reciprocity. This conviction is dear 

to the male, and every creation myth has expressed it, among others the legend 

of genesis, which, through Christíanity, has been kept alive in Westem 

civilization. (p. 141) 

De Beauvoir argues that the issue for a woman is how to face herself and defíne her 

existence. In The Second Sex, she examines the female as the second sex under 

patriarchal subordination. Women's biological functions of procreation render them 

imprisoned to their natural bom duties. Their oppression comes from reproduction, 

resulting in economic, cultural, and political disadvantages for them. De Beauvoir 

suggests that women regard themselves as the essential (p. xxix). Women coordinate 

between their natural reproduction and employment (p. 680). Rosemarie Putnam Tong 
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(1998) adds, while citing de Beauvoir, conceptualizes, 

Women can go to work... [They] work in a capitalist patriarchy [that] is 

oppressive and cxploitative, particulariy it results in women's working a double 

day: one shift in the office or factory and one shift at home.. .Women can 

become intellectuals, members of the vanguard of change for women...Women 

can work toward a socialist transformation of society...[Women can]...identify 

themselves through the eyes of the dominant group in society. (p. 187-188) 

De Beauvoir advocates that there is no persistent and predetermined future for women. 

Kate Millett claims that the oppression of women should be re-understood and 

terminated. Among all the ideas, patriarchal polities are the key concepts. Millett (1970) 

states, "Sexual polities obtain consent through the 'socialization' of both sexes to basic 

patriarchal polities with regard to temperament, role, and status" (p. 26). The term 

'temperament' to MiIIett refers to characteristics as embedded in men and women. Men 

are masculine, women are feminine; men's role is in achievement, interest, and ambition; 

women's is in domestic service and attendance upon men and infants. Men's status is 

superior and women's inferior. Millett points out that people begin to spoon-feed children 

with stereotypes through the socializing processes of education, rehgion, and family, 

enhancing the hierarchy, leading women to negate themselves and to accept their position. 

This shapes the concept of sex-class. Tong (1998) writes, "To eliminate male control, 

men and women have to eliminate gender—specifícally, sexual status, role, and 

temperament—as it has been constmcted under patriarchy" (p. 49). In order to eliminate 

this inequality, it is essential to eliminate the allocation of gender roles. 

Mary Daly interprets the oppression of women in patriarchal religious traditions. 

Daly (1978) states, 'Tatriarchy is itself theprevailing religion ofthe entireplanet, and its 
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essential message is necrophilia" (p. 39). She argues that religions including Buddhism, 

Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity, and also including secular Freudianism, 

Jungianism, Marxisni, and Maoism are situated on the foundation of patriarchy. She 

points to traditional rituals such as Indian suttee, Chinese foot binding, European witch 

buming, and American gynecology as involving patriarchy. (p. 111-112). She writes that 

these patriarchal religions harmed women's minds and bodies. Daly suggests that women 

should retreat from all the patriarchal systems to engage in a 

knowing/acting/self-centering process. In this way, women can create a new environment, 

a women-identifíed environment (p. 315). 

Today, third wave feminism responds to "a world global capitalism and information 

technology, postmodemism and postcolonialism, and enviromnental degradation" 

(Dicker and Piepmeier, 2003, p. 10). The transition from labor-intensive to 

technology-intensive markets has offered a wider range of opportunities for women in the 

job market. Victoria Lu (2002) suggests that women have broken away from the shadows 

of patriarchy. Many feel that they should not follow the male role models, or challenge 

the male authority, but rather should find their own paths to discover self-assurance (p. 

335). Meanwhile, women should possess equal opportunities to demonstrate their talents 

and acquire the same chances to develop themselves as effectively as their male 

counterparts. Women should enjoy a freedom of space at work, without any worry or 

concem from the sex/gender system (Byl, 2003, Î 18). 
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Universitv Courses in CAD for the Arts 

Leaming Model 

According to a study by the American Association of University Women 

Educational Foundation in 2000, in order to gain fluency in the use of information 

technology, students have to leam three kinds of interdependent knowledge: skills, 

concepts, and capabilities (SCC). 

Skills are necessary for job preparedness, productivity, and other aspects of 

fluency... Concepts explain how and why information technology works. 

Capabilities, essential for problem solving, include managing complex systems 

as well as testing solutions. (p. xi) 

The SCC model is employed in CAD leaming. The objectives of the course of Computer 

Assisted Design offered by the Texas Tech University College of Architecture are: 

1. To be able to use computer graphics as an aid in the schematic design 

stage of the design process. 

2. To be able to apply 2D and 3D concepts of CAD software in the design 

and communication of architecture [art projects]. 

3. To be able to integrate the use of the computer as a design drawing tool. 

4. To be able to, three-dimensionally, model an architectural [art] design. 

5. To be able to do basic architectural [art] rendering and imaging. 

6. To understand critical issues in the use of computer graphics technology, 

in architectural [art] design. 

7. To be able to compose a full color digital schematic design presentation on 

the web. (Robertson, 2004, ^ 4). 

Objective 1 is skills training, the skills part of the SCC model; students become familiar 

with CAD software. Objectíve 2, the concepts part of the SCC model requires students to 

understand how and why CAD works. Objectíve 3-7, the capabilitíes part of the SCC 

model, require students leam to integrate the use of CAD into art projects and to manage 
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design process problems. 

In CAD courses, the SCC model helps students understand the basic ideas and 

concepts involved in CAD. Students focus on problems which go beyond mere software 

operation; they leam about issues in the interrelatíonship between using CAD and 

designing. Students are expected to use CAD to create works such as floor plans, 

elevatíons, and tliree-dimensional images (scenery) in the field of theatre (Syllabus, 

Teaque, 2004). AIso, students create digital models for sculpture, ceramics, and product 

design in the fíeld of visual art (Syllabus, Thurman, 2004). 

Female students use of CAD 

At present, CAD is mainly applied to architectural and industrial design (Zhanf, 

Kame, and Baciu, p. 8). Certain types of CAD software, 3DS Max™, Autodesk VIZ™, 

Maya , and AutoCAD , deal with coordinate systems for model creation, lighting, 

cameras placement, and color channels (Kerlow, 2004, p. vii-ix). CAD systems display 

both two-dimensional and three-dimensional views. According to Egerton and Hall 

(1998), 

We are familiar with simple, static two-dimensional displays of rectangular 

objects, including bar graphs and histograms. Then there are curved plots of 

surfaces, used in displaying realistic objects, and even more complex 

representatíons that include moving and developing images of perspectíve 

views of three-dimensional objects. (p. 3) 

Students need a sense of geometry, space, and perspective when leaming CAD software. 

In Left Brain, Right Brain, Springer and Deutsch (1985) claim that, in general, the 

language ability of women is better than men, while men demonstrate better ability to 

mortally manipulate spatial relations than do women (p. 175-185). 
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Egerton and Hall (1998) also write, 

We know that a computer monitor (or a television) does not actually contain the 

object depicted.. .What a computer does is to hold, in numerical form, 

representations of points of an object; these are then transformed by 

mathematical techniques so that the image on the screen matches the reality we 

wish to display. (p. 7) 

Spatial ability relates to the understanding of mathematical and scientifíc concepts (Xie 

and Shauman, 2003, p. 41). Thus, students need the mathematical knowledge that can aid 

them in leaming CAD software. In Differential Validity Differential Prediction, and 

College Admission Testing: A Comprehensive Review and Analysis, Young and Kobrin 

(2001) reveal that the average score on the SAT Mathematical section was 531 for men 

and 495 for women, in 1998-1999 (p. 6). CNN.com reports (2004) that males scored 537 

on the math and that female scored 501 (]| 8). The ability to use the CAD system maybe 

related to mathematical and spatial ability, such that female students may have some 

disadvantage in leaming CAD. 

Questions about women's ability in mathematics, science, and technology are not 

new. This has simply been a core stereotype for centuries. Londa Schiebinger (1989) 

points out that, in the 17'̂  century, the philosopher Margaret Cavendish believed that 

female brains were cold and soft; meaning that women were not able to engage in logical 

thought and rigorous study. In the 18"" century, medical reports indicated that the female 

cranial cavity was smaller than the male's. Thus, it was beheved that women were 

incapable of doing serious scientifíc research. In the late 19"" century, it was believed that 

if women tried to engage in intellectual activities, it would shrivel their ovaries. A woman 

needed to have strong ambition and determination, in order to engage science, because 
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women themselves tended to be influenced by these beliefs (p. 1-2). The idea that women 

are incapable of doing science was common in past centuries and become a tenet of the 

socialization process. 

Did female scientists make important contributions to technology? According to 

Shwu-Ching Young's (1998) study, women did make some valuable contributions in 

technological applications. Augusta Ada Lovelace, the only child of the poet Lord Byron, 

was a liberal 19"' century woman. Not only did she achieve brílliance in language and 

music, but also in mathematics. When she was 15, she demonstrated great talents in 

mathematics while studying with the great mathematician Augustus de Morgan. While 

she was leaming with de Morgan, she got interested in the analytical engine constmcted 

by another mathematician, Charles Babbage. Later, she helped Babbage to wríte the 

instmctions for this analytical engine. Thus today, people regard Charles Babbage as the 

father of the computer and Augusta Ada Lovelace as the world's first computer 

programmer. 

Moreover, there are at least two instance of women working on computer software 

designs. Adele Goldstine contributed to the development of ENIAC (Electronic Numeral 

Integrator and Computer) in the 1940s. Another woman, Grace Hopper also played a 

signifícant role in the development of COBOL (Common Business Oriental Language) in 

the 1960s (p. 22-23). These women were until recently not even included in the written 

history of computer development. The achievements of women have often been neglected 

in history because of the conservatism, religion, and sexism that were the social norm in 

the past (De Beauvoir, 2003, p. 34, GÔtz, 1999, p. 93-95). 
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GÔtz (1999) states, "... any difference between men and women with regard to 

technical activity must be presumed to have originated in social practice rather than in 

capacity" (p. 95). Xie and Shauman (2003) believe ".. .biological factors are not the sole, 

perhaps not even the major, causes of observed gender difference in math and science 

achievement" (p. 42). Psychological, social, and cultural factors have likely had a 

negative effect on women's motivation to leam computer technology (Canada and Bmsca, 

1992, p. 44). Thus it is almost without doubt that, given the same opportunities and equal 

treatment, women can perform as well as men. Even though there may be inherent bom 

differences between the sexes, the aforementioned examples support the idea that 

differences in scientifíc performance between the sexes are not caused by natural 

capabilities. 

Instmctional Strategies 

Jonassen and Grabowski point out that people leam in different ways, depending on 

what they are trying to leam (p. 3). In a study about computer courses in universities in 

Taiwan, Shiue (2003) claims, "some students leam better if abstract [concept] principles 

are presented with concrete examples later drawn from the abstractions [conceptíon]; 

others leam better if concrete examples are presented fírst, with abstraction drawn from 

the examples" (p. 394). The concept is the foundation for what the students think. When 

taught, concepts can help students think and acquire knowledge at a higher level. A 

concept is a collective term for attributes and mles which students can process according 

to different categories. Concepts help students remember new subjects by recognizing 

common characteristícs (Eggen and Kauchak,"2001, p. 118-119, Taylor, 2002, p. 
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150-151). 

Taylor (2002) believes that concept leaming can assist students; fírst, they are able 

to organize and integrate infomiation; second, by increasing the amount they leam from 

topics; and third, by helping them apply their leaming to solve problems. He also 

suggests that teachers present examples when concepts are introduced. Through exercises, 

examples can help students understand subjects (p. 152). He believes that a combination 

of concepts and examples is essential for leaming. Such a combination can be used to 

teach CAD. 

Access to and Experience with Computers 

Gender differences in attitudes toward computers have been studied. Usually, the 

research focus is on three factors: computer use, computer anxiety, and computer 

confidence. The studies indicate that men spend more time using computers than women 

(Davies, et al. 2002, Tl 15; Yang, 2001, Abstract). Lin (1998), in a study which included 

99 men and 118 women, found that 39% of the male college students and 32% of the 

female college students in the study spent more than three hours every day working on 

computers in Taiwan (H 5). Studies have shown that women experíence greater computer 

anxiety than men do (Busch, 1995, p. 151; Teasdale and Lupart, 2001, p. 2; Davies, 

Klawe, Ng, Nyhus, and Sullivan, 2002,1| 21; Cooper and Weaver, 2003, p. 13). Again, in 

Lin's study (1998) half of the 58 Taiwanese women who participated would ask for help 

immediately when they faced computer problems, and only 10 women tríed to fínd a 

solution by themselves (Tj 5). In a 1998 study, Mark J. Brosnan found that 95% of college 

women in the study (n = 80) agreed that men are better at using computers than women 
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and 96% that of the college women thought that using computers was not a female 

activity (p. 68). Tor Busch (1995), in a study which included 80 women and 67 men, 

found that mcn had greater computer confídence than women, a difference of about 4% 

as measured by the questionnaire. Other studies indicate that, in general, women do not 

plan to make their future careers in computer fíelds. (Chen and Zhang, 1999; Hesse-Biber 

and Carter, 2000, p. 105-107; Teasdale and Lupart, 2001, p. 5-6). 

Davies, et al. (2002) wríte, 

Computers are perceived as belonging to the male domains of mathematícs, 

science, electronics, and machinery.. .Computer use and expertise have been 

associated with masculinity, and therefore, gender socializatíon serves to act 

negatively on female students' computer interactions. (p. Î 7) 

Socializatíon processes may explain differences in attitudes between the genders in 

regard to computers. Education and culture create different attitudes in men and in 

women. Gendered behaviors are constmcted by social forces, including expectations and 

behaviors related to the use of computers, which contríbute to the existing technological 

gender gap. 

Computer technology has affected many disciplines, from fíne arts to engineeríng. 

Although opportunities to use computers appear to be similar for both men and women 

today, women's attitudes toward computers are often negatíve (Davies, et al., 2002, T| 21). 

Women, as well as men, should have more positive support and encouragement when 

they access a computer. Educators should provide students of both genders a friendly 

technological enviroimient that allows them to have the same chance, without 

competition, and to leam in the classroom. The concept of genderiessness should be 

employed at every educational level (T| 16). 
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An Evaluation Guideline—Bloom's Taxonomy 

In order to understand the problems female students may encounter when 

leaming to use CAD software, I chose the most frequently used functions in CAD, 

namely building 3D models, creating materials, creating lighting, animating scenes, 

rendering scenes, and integrating the use of CAD into projects, as items for analysis to 

examine their cognitive abilities. This study employed Benjamin Bloom's cognitive 

domain (1956) as an evaluative guide to understand student-centered leaming activities 

that involve knowledge and the development of intellectual skills. There are six major 

categories, which are listed below. This framework starts from the simplest behavior to 

the most complex (Figure 2.1.). 

Figure 2.1. Bloom's Taxonomy (Adapted from: Melvin Soto, 1998, OfficePort 

Educational Site: http://www.offíceport.com/edu/blooms.htm) 
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The following defínitions are adapted from Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: 

The Classification ofEihicational Goals. 

1. Knowledge: Knowledge, as defíned here, involves the recall of specifícs and 

universals, the recall of method and processes; or the recall of a pattem, stmcture, or 

setting. 

2. Understanding: This represents the lowest level of understanding. It refers to a 

apprehension such that the individual knows what is being communicated and can 

make use of the material or idea being communicated, without necessarily being 

able to relate it to other material or see its fuUest implication. 

3. Application: The use of abstractions in particular and concrete situations. The 

abstractions may be in the form of general ideas, mles of procedures, or generalized 

methods. Abstractions may also be technical principles, ideas, and theories which 

must be remembered. 

4. Analysis: The breakdown of a communication into its constituent elements or parts 

such that the relative hierarchy of ideas is made clear and/or the relations between 

the ideas expressed are made explicit. Such analyses are intended to clarify the 

communication, to indicate how the communication is organized, and the way in 

which it manages to convey its effects, as well as its basis and arrangement. 

5. Synthesis: The putting together of elements and parts so as to form a whole. This 

involves the process of working with pieces, parts, elements, etc, and arranging and 

combining them in such a way as to constitute a pattem or stmcture not cleariy there 

before. 
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6. Evaluation: Judgments about the value of material and methods for given purposes. 

Quantitative and qualitatíve judgments about the extent to which material and 

methods satisfy criteria. Use of a standard of appraisal. The criteria may be those 

determined by the student or those that are given to him (Bloom, 1956, p. 186-193). 

Summary 

In this chapter, the issue of the education of female students is discussed in order to 

explore the shaping of inequalities between the genders due to socialization. The 

challenges women face in using computer technology apart from such social phenomena 

are discussed in detail. The phenomenon of gender socialization happens in almost every 

country in the world. 

There are certain differences in educational background and cultural traditíon for 

women in the U.S. and Taiwan that shape their different values. However, according to 

related literature, there are similarities in women's experience in using the computer, in 

both countries. Although it is not obvious that the women in either country are excluded 

from receiving higher educatíon and acquiring skills that can help them to get 

high-paying jobs, they still lack confídence in male-domain fíelds due to the impact of 

gender socializatíon. For instance, only about 28% of U.S. women had bachelor's degrees 

in 1993-1994 (Hesse-Biber and Carter, 2000, p. 106), and about 34% of Taiwanese 

women in 1998 (Lai, 1999, t 12) in the fíeld of computer technology. Women seem to 

exclude themselves from preparing for high paying-jobs. 

For an artist, computer technology has become one of the creative tools among 
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which the application of CAD in artistic creation is worth mentioning. However, due to 

its complicated interface, it takes a long time to leam the skill. In the process of leaming, 

female students tend to get discouraged and give up easily. Davies, et al. (2002) pointed 

out that "Many studies across age and culture have been conducted, and not one of them 

reported a case where the girls reported more positive attitudes toward computers than 

the boys did" (T| 21). In order to enhance their use of CAD software, I hope through this 

research to address following questions: (1) what are the abilities of female students in 

using CAD? (2) What kind of help should a teacher give female students in the process of 

leaming? (3) What kind of teaching methods can increase female students' incentives for 

leaming? The result will be helpful for women in leaming computer technology. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

This study was conducted through in-depth interviews using open-ended questions. 

The interview questions were developed from the literature review: the involvement of 

women in instmctional activities in higher education, the socialization of women, and 

university art courses in computer aided design. The questions will be aimed at eliciting 

similarities and differences between American and Taiwanese female students' 

participation in CAD instractional activities (Tl), understanding what problem.s female 

students may face in CAD courses (T2), and fínally, identifying the problems they may 

have in using such software as 3DS MAX™, Autodesk VIZ™, and AutoCAD™ (T3). 

The interview questions were related to instmctional activities, the influence of 

gender socialization on leaming CAD software, and female students' problems in using 

CAD software. The research subjects are university faculty who teach CAD courses in 

the departments of theatre, architecture, or visual art. The study was carried out according 

to John Lofland and Lyn H. Lofland's (1995) description, "gathering—collecting or 

assembling data; focusing—asking social scientific questions about these data; and 

analyzing—developing and presenting a social science analysis of the data" (p. 1). The 

model of research design following this framework is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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1. Gathering Data: 

Interviews 

3. Data Analysis 

2. Focusing Data: 

• Examine similarities and differences between American and Taiwanese 

female students' participation in CAD instmctional activities (Tl); 

• Identify what problems (e.g. social factors) female students may face in 

CAD courses at the college level (T2); 

• Identify problems they may have in using CAD software such as 3DS 

^TM 
MAX"", Autodesk VIZ'^, and AutoCAD'™ (T3). 

Figure 3.1. The Model of Research Design (Adapted from: John Lofland and 

Lyn H. Lofland. Analyzing Social Settings, p. 2) 
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Gathering Data 

Technique 

Interviewing is the major method of collecting data in this study. WiIIiam L. Miller 

and Benjamin F. Crabtree (2004) state, 

The depth interview is a powerful qualitative research tool when the 

focus of inquiry is narrow, the respondents represent a clearly 

defíned and homogeneous bounded unit with an already known 

context, the respondents are familiar and comfortable with the 

interview as a means of communication, and the goal is to generate 

themes and narratives. (p. 186) 

This statement suggests that interviewing is an effective method when the topic is narrow 

and specific in scope and the interviewees are a homogeneous group. Since this study has 

a specifíc objective, and the interviewees are university instmctors who have experience 

in teaching CAD courses, interviewing is an appropriate technique. Moreover, 

interviewing can help researchers to present current issues not addressed in the literature. 

Through the process of interaction, interviewers and interviewees can come to new 

understandings conceming problems that have been neglected by previous researchers. 

Interviewing can also help researchers to discover what problems exist and how they 

occurred. 

Strategies 

This study was carried out by conducting in-depth interviews and discussing 

open-ended questions with instractors who teach CAD courses in the U.S. and Taiwan. 

Shulamit Reinharz (1992) says, "Open-ended interview research explores people's views 

of reality and allows the researcher to generate theory" (p. 18). Through open-ended 
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questions, I can access the instractors' ideas, thoughts, and memories, which will provide 

useful information for future data analysis. 

Subiects and Settings 

The in-depth interviews conducted in April, May, and June of 2004. Gay and 

Airasian (2000) suggest, "Qualitative research most often deals with small, purposive 

samples. The researcher's msight guides the selection of participants, [and] the use of 

purposive sampling requires that the researcher describe in detail the method used to 

select a sample" (p. 141). Thus, the subjects in this study must meet the foUowing 

quahfícations: fírst, they must be either part-time or full-time university faculty; second, 

they should have taught CAD courses in the departments of architecture, theatre, or 

visual art; third, the instractors themselves must possess practical experience in using 

CAD in producing their own work so that they will have a more accurate understanding 

of the demands and expectations of students using CAD; and fourth, the number of 

interviewees was limited to twenty volunteers. These included six men and three women 

who teach in the U.S. and seven men and three women who teach in Taiwan. Although 

the original expectation was to interview a total of ten female teachers (fíve Americans 

and fíve Taiwanese), only six women were interviewed. 

The explanation for the smaller number of women is that, in the field of architecture, 

the architects are predominantly male. The situation is the same in the fíeld of theatre; 

most of the set designers and technical designers are men. In the fíeld of 3D modeling 

and 3D animation, there are not many female artists. Because of this, the number of 

women interviewed was smaller than the number of men. Most interviews were 
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conducted face-to-face in the offices of the instructors. However, two Taiwanese teachers 

were interviewcd by E-mail. 

The U.S. setting for this study was a college of architecture in the southwest, a 

department of theatre & dance in the southeast, and a school of theatre and a school of 

visual art in northeast. The Taiwanese setting was a department of theatre art and a 

college of fíne and applied arts in Taipei, a visual communication design Department, a 

craft and design department, and a department of multímedia and animations arts in 

Taipei county, and departments of architecture in Chungli city, Ilan county, and Tauryuan 

county. 

Assigned Codes 

Each teacher was assigned a code. For example, the first interviewee was a male 

American university teacher. His assigned code was US-M-1. The 15' interviewee was a 

female Taiwanese university teacher. Her assigned code was T-F-15. The median age for 

the American women teachers was 26 and for the Taiwanese women, 30. The median age 

for the male American teachers was 32, and Taiwanese males 38. Detailed informatíon is 

shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Interview Number, Location, Sex, Age, and Assigned Codes 

Interview 

Niunber 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Interview Ouestions 

Location 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

Sex 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Age 

31 

52 

26 

23 

52 

39 

32 

30 

28 

46 

38 

38 

46 

38 

34 

26 

30 

35 

37 

39 

Assigned Code 

US-M-1 

US-M-2 

US-F-3 

US-F-4 

US-M-5 

US-M-6 

US-M-7 

US-F-8 

US-M-9 

T-M-10 

T-M-11 

T-M-12 

T-M-13 

T-M-14 

T-F-15 

T-F-16 

T-F-17 

T-M-18 

T-M-19 

T-M-20 

The purpose of using open-ended questíons is to examine similaríties and 

differences between American and Taiwanese female students' participation in CAD 

instmctional activities, to identify what problems female students may face in CAD 

courses at the college level, and finally, to identify problems they may have in using 

CAD software such as 3DS MAX™, Autodesk VIZ™, and AutoCAD™. The questíons 
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fall into three categories: instmctional activities, gender socialization, and problems in 

using CAD software. 

The first category of question concems instractional activities. Vemon F. Jones and 

Louise S. Jones (1986) suggest ways of improving students' motivation and achievement. 

They suggest improving the quality of direct and active instractions, teaching more than 

facts, incorporating students' interests, responding to individual student leaming styles, 

taking into account students' levels of cognitive development, and involving students in 

academic goal settíng (p. 251). Following these concepts, there are three subcategoríes 

included in the following three questions: goals, instmctional strategies, and leaming 

activities—included in the following three questions: 

1. What are the goals for CAD course? 

2. What are the instractional strategies used for CAD course? 

3. What are the leaming activities for CAD courses? 

Below are the topics involved duríng the interviews. These issues are meant to help me 

understand instractors' teaching methods and instractor-student interactions in class. 

• What is the title of the course? Bríefly descríbe are the objectives of this course. 

• How do you provide a clear instraction/ strategy to your students in their leaming of 

CAD content (e.g. concept leaming or example leaming)? According to your 

teaching experíence, what instractional activity benefits female students most in 

leaming CAD? Why? How do you assess student achievement? What procedures do 

you use? 

• How do you plan for class activitíes (e.g. group activity or individual activity)? 
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According to your teaching experíences, which activity style could benefits female 

students most in leaming CAD? Why? How do you lead class discussions? 

• Do you think female students feel comfortable duríng class discussion? Why? 

• How do you encourage your students to raise questions in your class? 

• Do you think female students feel free to raise questíons in your class? Please 

explain. 

• What skills do this course require (e.g. computer operation, 2D digital art or studies 

of aesthetics)? Please explain. 

• Do you think language (English) could be an obstacle that hinders students from 

leaming CAD? (This question will only be asked of Taiwanese instmctors). 

The second category of questions concems socialization. The purpose of this 

category is to clarify whether socialization influences female students' acquisition of 

computer skills in CAD courses and in their design work. There are also two 

sub-categories of questions: one conceming career expectations and the other conceming 

lack of female role models. The topics involved during the interviews are: 

• Literature shows that women perform better in liberal arts than in science. Do you 

think this gender stereotype could hinder female students from leaming CAD? If so, 

how? If not, why? 

• Literature shows that female students tend not to worry much about their future 

careers. Do you think this tendency affects their leaming motivation? If so, how? If 

not, why? 

• Literature shows that sexual discrimination at work places is serious, especially in 
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term of opportunities and pay. Do you think this could affect female students' 

leaming moti\ation? If so, how? If not, why? 

• Literature shows that women in the fíeld of computer technology have been ignored. 

In other words, technological work lacks female role models. Do you think this 

could cause female students to lack confidence in using computers to do their work? 

If so, how? If not, why? 

Finally, in order to understand the problems female students may encounter when 

leaming to use CAD software, the most frequently used functions in CAD are objects for 

analysis. Conceming the characteristics in the use of CAD, this study employs only 

knowledge, application, and synthesis of the Bloom's categories as cognitive targets to 

evaluate female students' abilitíes in leaming CAD. Bloom's Taxonomy wiU be used to 

understand female students' current situations. The format of questions is: 

A. Building 3D Models: 

a. Understanding terms of geometry (knowledge) 

b. Choosing appropriate methods to create models (application) 

c. Integrating separate models in the scene (synthesis) 

B. CreatíngMaterials: 

a. Understanding terms of the material editor 

b. Choosing appropriate methods to create/use materials 

c. Integrating materials in the scene 

C. Creatíng Lighting: 

a. Understanding ternis of types of light sources 
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b. Choosing appropriate methods to create lights in the scene 

D. Animating the Scenes: 

a. Understanding tenns of animation 

b. Choosing appropriate methods to animate 

E. Rendering the Scenes: 

a. Understanding terms of rendering 

b. Choosing appropriate methods of rendering 

F. Integrating the Use of CAD Into Art Project 

In order to build up mutual tmst and cooperation, Marjorie L. DeVault (2002) 

suggests a kind of 'woman talk.' The concept of 'woman talk' means the researcher 

conducts the interview without using many technical terms (p. 66). In this study, the 

interviewees are designers and artists who teach in universities who may not be familiar 

with educational terms. To prevent the teachers from losing interest, the interviewing is 

similar to everyday woman talk instead of traditional survey discourse. 

Focusing Data 

This study adopts focusing codes as a method to organize data. A code is a 

meaningful unit of inforaiation, representing a perspective and a theme conveyed in the 

data. Sub-categories are the focusing codes including goals, instmctional strategies, 

leaming activities, career expectations, role models and labeled problems in using CAD 

software. FoIIowing the interviews, three more focusing codes were used: percentage of 

the female students, additional skills, and attítudes toward computers; they are also 
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important factors for this study. In total, there are nine focusing codes. 

The evaluations of intcrview statements are reflected in the interview objectives: to 

examine similarities and differences between American and Taiwanese female students' 

participation in CAD instructional activities, the reference code is Tl; to identify 

problems female sludents may face in CAD courses at the college level, the reference 

code is T2; to identify problems they may have in using such software as 3DS MAX 

the reference code is T3. The format of focusing data with an actual interview as example 

is shown in Table 3.2 — Table 3.10. 
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Table 3.2. The Format of Focusing Data: Goals 

Focusing Code: Goals 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 Course: Computer Assisted Design Development Tl 

-The generation, communication and management of 

three-dimensional design information during the design 

process. Emphasis on maintaining the integrity of the 

design information throughout the design process and 

communication through web based presentation 

Table 3.3. The Fomiat of Focusing Data: Instractional Strategies 

Focusing Code: Instractional Strategies 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement 

US-M-1 -There are 2 areas: there is the conceptual idea of why 

you want to do something with the software; and of 

course, there is the tool set, you got to know how to use 

to actually understand why you want to do it. 

Reference 

Tl 
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Table 3.4. The Forniat of Focusing Data: Leaming Activities 

Focusing Code: Leaming Activities 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement 

US-M-1 -There have been female students who have got the 

highest grade in the class and then there have been 

classes where boys have got the highest grade. So right 

now, if I took the best girl and best guy in the class, I 

would consider them to be fairly equal. 

Reference 

T1,T2 

Table 3.5. The Format of Focusing Data: Percentage of Female Students 

Focusing Code: Percentage of The Female Students 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement 

US-M-1 —I have only 3 girls and 14 boys in the class. 

Reference 

T1,T2 

Table 3.6. The Format of Focusing Data: Additional Skills 

Focusing Code: Additional SkiIIs 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 -I do see a relationship between the software and these 

mechanically inclined, science, mechanics and so forth. 

So if there is really that bridge, then I think it is going to 

impact the female facility to leam that software. 

T3 
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Table 3.7. The Format of Focusing Data: Attitudes About Computers 

Focusing Code: Leaming Activities 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 -If I was teaching female students software for the first 

time, as compared to a guy for the fírst time; it does 

seem that the guy is more open to that. If you are more 

open, you will leam it more quickly. Females seem to 

give up earlier than the guys and seem to get fmstrated 

earlier. 

T2,T3 

Table 3.8. The Format of Focusing Data: Career Expectations 

Focusing Code: Career Expectations 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement 

US-M-1 - Female students did worry about their future careers, 

and this tendency helped their leaming motivation. 

Reference 

T2 
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Table 3.9. The Fomiat of Focusing Data: Role Models 

Focusing Code: Role Models 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 -I never looked at it that way [the lack of role models T2 

causmg female students to lack confídence in using 

computers]. Well I think, in everything people look 

towards something to give them motivation. So if there 

was a female who was considered a role model in the 

technology of computers, then I think, yes, that would 

have an affect. The reason is, we all look for some kind 

of motivation to excel. Whether that is just a goal or a 

role model, we are still looking at something to emulate. 

So it could have an effect on leaming. 

Table 3.10. The Format of Focusing Data: Problems in Using CAD Software 

Focusing Code: Problems in Using CAD Software 

Assigned Codes 

US-M-1 

Interview Statement Reference 

-There are some females who are able to do all this at T3 

the same level. What I mean by that is, I haven't seen 

any difference between a female who is able to do a 

good model, to do the materials and to do the lighting. If 

she is good at one, she is good at others, too. 
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Data Analvsis 

Data analysis is divided into three parts: instractional activitíes, socialization, and 

leaming CAD software. The data on instractional activities is based on the focusing 

codes: goals, instructional strategies, leaming actívities, percentage of female students, 

additional skills, and attitudes about computers. The data on socializatíon is based on the 

foUowing focusing codes: career expectatíons and role models. The data on leaming 

CAD is based on focusing codes of problems in using CAD software. 

Summary 

The literature review, which examined the involvement of women in instmctíonal 

actívities in higher education, feminist pedagogy, the socialization of women, the wave of 

feminism, and the nature of university courses in CAD for the arts and Bloom's 

Taxonomy, is the fírst step for designing the interview questions. Through the search for 

appropriate art educators and contacting teachers who agreed to be interviewed, 

interviewing, transcribing, coding, and data analysis, I was able to reference to Tl, T2, 

and T3. The results may help answer the three research questions: (1) how do art 

educators develop instractional activities in CAD courses? (2) What are art educators' 

perceptions of the relationship between the gender socialization and CAD leaming? (3) 

How do art educators perceive female students studying CAD? 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Based on interviews with art educators both in the U.S. and Taiwan, this chapter 

focuses on the participation of U. S. and Taiwanese female students in CAD instmctional 

activities. It discusses problems female students face in CAD courses, and identifíes 

problems they report in using CAD software. The data on instmctional activity is 

organized according to focusing codes: goals, instmctional strategies, leaming activities, 

percentage of female students, additional skiUs, and attitudes about computers. The data 

on socialization is organized by focusing codes: career expectations, role models, and 

attitudes toward computers. Finally, the data on leaming CAD is organized by focusing 

code: labeled problems in using CAD software. The details of interview transcription are 

shovra in Appendix C. 

Instractional Activities 

Perceptions of U.S. Educators 

Goals. U.S. educators reported that the goal of their CAD classes was to encourage 

students to complete projects with the aid of computer technology. In interview 

statements, they reported that they trained their students to use CAD drawing and to 

integrate CAD design concepts throughout the design process, enabling the stíadents to 

draft floor plans, elevations, constmctions, and 3D images which could be applied in their 

fields, such as theatre, visual art, and architecture. 

The U.S. teachers said that their students could accurately express design ideas with 
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the computer. For instance, US-M-7 taught the software of Form Z™. He said, "The goal 

for the Form Z project that I saw was to expose the students to another way of making 

3D objects, at an introductory level. The students get to learn a way to connect the 

physical to the digital." US-M-9 noted that CAD software is helpftrl in the study of 

architectural space, making it possible for students to study space via computer. 

The U.S. teachers believed that CAD has become a requirement for getting jobs. 

US-M-2 explained that digital software is somewhat easier to use for designers and to 

commvmicate wdth clients. US-M-5 said that CAD skills are needed to get jobs. This was 

very imusual a few years ago, but now, computer skiUs are expected. 

Percentage of Female Students. In this study, roughly 30% of students enrolled in 

the interviewees' classes were female. The details of class size are shovm in Appendix C. 

Architecture is a male dominated field according to US-M-1 and US-M-2. US-M-6 said 

that the situation is similar in the fíeld of set design and technical design in theatre, and 

US-M-7 reported that creation of the visual art of 3D computer graphics and animation 

are also male-dominated. 

According to US-M-2, 

There are one-third female students or less than that. But the women seem to, 

as a population, perform at a higher level than the men. Maybe they are more 

dedicated. It is a very male dominated fíeld, so they [female students] have to 

be little bit better and more aggressive or assertive, just to be there. 

U.S. college students, in the fírst two years, generally follow a general curriculum. 

Students can spend the first two years considering their aptitudes and future career goals. 

US-M-2 told me that Architecture started with 300 students in their freshman year. Half 

self-selected out of the program. By the time students were through their junior year. 
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another half selected itself out; this was a fíltering process. He pointed out that women 

who continued in the program were interested in this fíeld and motivated for future 

careers. 

histí^ctional Strateeies. Six out of nine teachers used example leaming. They 

believed it helped female students in leaming CAD. US-F-4 said, 

I like to see examples. If you talk about the concepts, then show me an example 

fírst. Sometimes we are not allowed to do that due to time constraints. So if you 

can provide an example wåth the concept, I think it will be easier for female 

students to apply it later on. 

Johnson (2004) found that women preferred concrete examples that could be seen, 

touched, and heard, to help them to leam (p. 113). Women need to concentrate more on 

examples. US-M-I claimed that concept leaming and example leaming are inseparable. 

He believed that for undergraduate students, concept leaming may be diff cult, especially, 

for those unfamiliar with the specifíc software being used. He observed, 

My feeling is, even if you teach all the concepts, unless the students have 

experience in software, the students are not going to fully grasp the concept 

itself. If you give them both, when they fully understand the concept of where 

the tool is going to take them, and then vice-versa, by understanding the 

concept they will know why to use the tool. 

He thought that discussion of concepts may help students understand the usage of 

commands and tools. Examples can help them to understand the relationship between 

design and software. US-M-I's teaching included both methods. According to his 

experience, such a course design was helpful to both male and female students. 

Most of the U.S. teachers employed example leaming as their main teaching strategy; 

looking at the interview statements closely, cross-reference between example and concept 
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sti-ategy was highly valued by the teachers because they always used examples to 

illuminate concepts. US-M-6's stated, 

I do a lot of instruction through examples. When we work with a new tool, 

what I would like to do is, when all of the students are in front of their 

computers I can provide a screen at front of the class which has the 

examples.. .For example, I ask them to draw a rectangle on the screen. Once 

they do it, I ask them to draw circle, covering it partially. 

Students can process the message from the menu bar according to categorization, and this 

leads them to make strategic decisions. 

US-M-9 practiced using CAD software for practical work. He gave the students an 

assignment on a design project and asked them to fínish it. He believed this was the 

fastest method for leaming. It allowed the students to get used to the idea of fínishing 

their designs using the computer. 

Leaming Activities. Most of the contents of U.S. courses involved individual 

activities. Students were expected to fínish assignments on their own. Seven out of nine 

teachers agreed that the female students performed well in their projects, believing that 

female students did not experience diff cult in leaming CAD. US-M-2 did not fínd that 

women had any more diff culty in leaming CAD procedures and processes than did their 

male counterparts. US-F-3 stated that she never had any students who had problems in 

her class due to gender; she reported that the women in her classes worked well. US-M-5 

thought that female students spent more time with their projects by giving more attention 

to details. US-M-6 did not think that there were any gender differences in leaming CAD, 

in his class. US-M-7 thought that leaming CAD really depended more on individual 

personality. He did not believe that success related to gender. U-F-8 noted that male and 
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female students were equal in ability in CAD classes and the female students did work 

that was every bit as good as the work the males did. 

US-M-5 pointed out that young women in the U.S. have laptops, use e-mail and do 

Intemet searches in secondary school, helping familiarize them with computer technology. 

He also thought that female students work harder. US-M-1 and US-M-6 believe that in 

order to leam CAD software, which is very cumbersome, the better students usually 

spend more time practicing on computers. US-M-1 stated, "You can tell by how much 

time they put into their work. One who enjoys and is comfortable with the software, 

mterested in the software, they are, typically, the ones who get the best grade." US-M-9 

claimed that application software is not diíFicult at all. He believed that each person has 

dififerent levels of comprehension ability. Some leam faster; some slower. He said he did 

not see any differences between men and women. 

Four out of nine teachers responded that female students were active in raising and 

discussing questions, and that this was not related to the students' gender at all. US-F-3 

and her students had a very informal type of discussion in class, so the students did not 

have much trouble in speaking up. US-M-5 described the relationship between him and 

his students. He said, "We work closely in this class, and also in the scene design classes 

and in the lighting design classes. We work backstage together on projects. So we already 

know each other by the time we get to this class." US-M-5 did not feel that the students 

had diff culty in asking him questions while leaming CAD. US-M-9 perceived that 

female students' leaming attitudes were very serious, motivating them to interact with the 

teacher frequently. He mentioned that student participation in class could be related to 
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personality. Likewise, US-F-4 said "there was one situation with a giri who was really 

shy and she felt uncomfortable asking questions. But other giris are bold in speaking up 

in class." 

In the event that both male and female students were unwilling to participate in class 

discussions, the U.S. teachers used different strategies to motivate them. For example, 

US-M-2 employed a web discussion group. He used grades to encourage students to post 

the questions and answers about CAD on the Web. He explained, 

There are two reasons for that: one is, the visualization class has a lot of foreign 

students and they get intimidated sometimes due to lack of language skills. But 

they can type it out clearly and post it. They feel much more comfortable about 

that. The other reason is that some people aren't willing to speak up, in general. 

Maybe they feel stupid doing so or shy or don't like speaking up. 

He reported that the website became a community for both teacher and students, allowing 

students to exchange their ideas and solve problems regarding CAD. 

US-M-6 required students to write joumals to record the process of doing the 

exercises; then, the students would share their joumal with fellow students and teachers 

in class. He stated, "I ask them to keep a joumal on how they did something. I like to 

compare those. Some students may do a task in 4 steps while others took 9 steps; and I 

may get some smart student who would show me how to do it in 3 steps." They found 

that, from time to time, they could get marvelous results. The students shared their 

leaming experience through the Intemet or through their joumals. These experiences 

resonate with Freire's problem-posing education, described in Chapter two. Freire 

emphasized classless interactive teaching to decrease competition between peers. He also 

encouraged mutual help as a teaching strategy. Such strategies are illustrated in US-F-3 
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and US-M-5's teaching. Both teachers were successful in motivating students to leam, 

and in intensiíying their self-confídence with the computer. 

Additional SkiIIs for Learning CAD. The U.S. teachers believed that if students 

have experience in computer operation, in using 2D graphics software, and/or in 

computer design in their own fíelds, leaming CAD is easier that it would be without such 

experience. 

US-F-4 noted that "the female students had a problem in understanding the 

differences in a local hard dríve and that on a server or network and how they access hard 

dríves on network. There is a lot of confusion on that." In the first or second classes, she 

said, the females may face challenges with computer operation. She found that males 

come in wdth better computer knowledge. US-M-1 reported that he did see a relationship 

between software leaming abilities and mechanical inclination. He believed that could be 

a factor which affects how the women leam CAD. 

Although certain kinds of CAD software use a coordinate system to create models, 

U.S. teachers thought that CAD leaming is not much related to mathematical ability but 

that understanding the concepts of geometríc designs, space and perspective help in 

leaming CAD. Six out of nine interviewees suggested that CAD courses be offered to 

those students who have the ability to draw floor plans, elevation, and perspective by 

hand, and who know about the process of design. US-M-7 observed that when students 

had a drafting class in high school, they would have an easier time leaming CAD. 

US-M-1 believes that students who performed well in drafting also did well in computer 

design. He observed, 

I haven't been able to compare their ability in their studio courses, were they 
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good at math, and design in their studio. Because there is a direct correlation; if 

a student is basically a good designer in studio, typically, that student is also 

good in a 3D environment. So if they cannot design, the odds of them doing 

well in the 3D software courses are not that good. 

US-M-5 pointed out, "When I fírst started teaching this class, we did some drafting and I 

felt we were losing time dealing with questions like what perspective is. Now that's 

[perspective] within the design class to be taken before this [CAD] course." US-F-8 said 

that "Now, we make sure students know how to hand draft before they do computer 

drafting." Likewåse, US-F-9 feft strongly that training in drawing, designing, and 

aesthetics is important to have before leaming either 2D or 3D computer graphics; such 

ttaining is helpfiil for students leaming CAD. 

In regard to knowledge of aesthetics for leaming CAD, US-M-2 stated, like US-F-8 

and US-M-9, that it requires some aesthetic vision, especially in the undergraduate 

program. He gave me an example. He has a computer science student; the reason he 

admitted him is that he has a minor in art, in other words, some artistic background. 

Without this background it would have been hard to accept him. Visualization involves 

interpretation of somebody else's design layout. US-M-5 concluded that people who have 

a good aesthetic sense are really gifted in that they will have an artistic goal along with a 

technical goal. 

Attitudes About Computers. Margolis and Fisher (2002) did a study in which 

women reported less positive attitudes towards computers than men did. For instance, 

women tend to become computer anxious more easily than men. US-M-I pointed out that 

there is an anxiety level in leaming any new piece of software. He said, 

If I was teaching a female student software for the first time, as compared to a 
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guy for the first time; it does seem that the guy is more open to this. If you are 

more open, you will leam it more quickly. Females seem to give up eariier than 

the guys, and seem to get fmstrated earlier. 

US-M-1 called this is a compounding problem. He encouraged female students to come 

in witii an open mind. In his teaching experience, after the students spent about two 

weeks with CAD software. they should be beyond the anxiety level. 

On the contrary, US-M-5 and US-M-6 speculated that computers have become 

common. Women easily getting frustrated in using computer technology may have been 

tíiie few years ago, but not so much now. US-M-5 mentioned that when he first started 

teaching CAD, no one knew anything about computers. The situation today is 

dramatically diíferent. Both boys and girls use computers from a young age. 

Perceptions of Taiwanese Educators 

Goals. Taiwanese teachers believed that students who possess CAD drawing skills 

have advantages in their íuture careers. T-M-10 told his students that traditional drafting 

is also important to leam, though this is a computer age, and now, using computers for 

drafting and designing is required for their future careers. The goals of these courses in 

Taiwan are for the students to know the functions of CAD and to integrate computer 

technology with the design concepts in their projects. For instance, T-M-11 taught 3D 

computer graphics and animation in the Department of Multimedia and Animation of 

Arts. He said that the class is a very practical course, and "the students can expect to gain 

experíence in using the graphics tools in use today in both research and commercial 

facilities. They can expect to gain skills which may enhance their creativity in producing 

3D computer animation." T-M-13 taught Computer Assisted Design and T-M-I4 taught 
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CAD for Product Design. They expected their students to use the computer as a tool in 

their projects. T-F-I6 and T-M-18 taught CAD in a theatre department; they expected 

their students to be able complete the graphics for theatre projects by using computers. 

Percentage of Female Students. According to the interview data, female students 

account for about 40% of the students in CAD classes. The details of class size are 

shown in Appendix C. This is about 10% higher than in the U.S. Many CAD courses in 

Taiwan are well received by both male and female students, who want to know how 

technology can aid in tiieir projects. T-M-12 and T-M-14 added that female sttidents have 

high expectations in leaming CAD. But it is worth mentíoning that when female students 

encounter certain problems, some become frastrated and tend to give up more easily than 

male students. T-F16 and T-M-18 believed that in this situation, women were more 

seríous than men. There were 15 female students in T-F-I6's class; only two of them 

could keep pace with the instmction. T-M-14 and T-F-16 said that in their opinion 

female coUege students' motivation for leaming is weaker than that of the U.S. students, 

except for those students with strong self-expectations and self-recognition. T-F-16 

thought that this could be related to the system of higher education in Taiwan. In the 

freshman year, students select their major. Students then start a program of professional 

training. Some of them may have chosen an inappropríate major, without any sense of 

the future. However, it is diffícult to change majors; therefore, they may simply complete 

their program with the minimum amount of effbrt, as they do not intend to work in the 

field of their major in the future. T-F-16 mentioned that when she was a student some her 

female classmates looked only as far as getting the diploma that would show that they 
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had received a college education. 

nstructional Sttategies. Example leaming is the most common teaching strategy 

among Taiwanese teachers. T-M-10 found example leaming to be effective. If his 

students leamed according to the steps he demonstrated there was not much difference 

between men and women. However, T-M-11 noted that teachers must also give 

importance to the leaming of concepts so that students understand the principles and the 

theory behind each step. He said, "The problem is that when concept leaming is absent, 

the students tend to solve the problem using their own experíences, which are insufficient 

to help them solve new problems." When students have problems in using soítware, they 

not only are unable to solve them by rememberíng personal experiences but need to solve 

them by building on concepts. T-M-13 observed that, "The main reason is that concepts 

are applicable to other related models. Thus students are able to leam by themselves and 

acquire the capabilities for accomplishing their work." Both teachers emphasized the 

importance of independent leaming and thinking. In the long-term, students should have 

acquired the ability to solve problems using CAD by themselves; they should know how 

to effectively complete self-study work. 

T-M-I8 used practical examples to encourage his students to use the computer as a 

tool. For instance, he preferred to demonstrate to them the examples from tutorials. He 

invited the students to his studio and allowed them to see how computer software is 

applied in the theatre. His main intentions were to show them how the software could be 

applied in their fiiture work and to build their self-confídence. 

Leaming Activities. Four out of the eleven Taiwanese teachers interviewed noted 
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that most of the female students performed well in class; six out of eleven Taiwanese 

teachers perceived that the female students studied much harder than the male students. 

However, T-M-10 and T-F-15 said that female students tended to learn computer skills 

slower than did the males. T-M-10 claimed that computer leaming requires patience. He 

discovered that male students tend to try the functions of software in diíîerent ways not 

taught by the teacher. Generally, female students are passive and follow the teacher's 

instíiiction. T-F-16 observed that the boys often tried to fínish an assignment by using 

many different methods, but tiiat the girls do not. Taiwanese female students appear to be 

more conservative than their male counterparts. Males love the sense of achievement 

more, she reported. If I give the boys a difficult project, they try their utmost to solve it. 

Because male students often use the trial and error method, she said, they have enhanced 

problem-solving abilities. Similarly, T-F-15 indicated that in the course of their leaming, 

female students want immediate answers to their questions while male students prefer to 

fínd the answers themselves. She said that the best students in her class were the ones 

who would spend time fíguring out things for themselves rather than coming up and 

asking questions. T-M-14 claimed that this could be closely related to student aptitude, as 

well as to different leaming styles. 

According to T-M-10, male students in Taiwan have more interest in using CAD for 

their creations and careers than do female students. As an explanation for this, T-M-11 

pointed out that men use computers at an earlier age than women in Taiwan. For instance, 

the fact that young men play computer games helps them obtain more computer 

knowledge, both about hardware and software, than do women. T-M-11 also found that 
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knowledge about mathematics and space affects Taiwanese female students' willingness 

to leara CAD, a phenomenon discussed in Chapter Two. Eighty percent of Taiwanese 

interviewees noticed that female students have difficulty with concepts in geometry, 

space, and perspective. T-M-12 and T-F-15 pointed out that in Taiwan's job market, 

many women are in 2D media related work while most of the men are in the 3D fíeld. 

Taiwanese interviewees stated that they principally give students individual 

activities to foster vmderstanding of the entire process of design and software operating 

procedures. Meanwhile, they encourage student interaction. Five out of eleven Taiwanese 

teachers reported that students of both genders ask few questions in class. Those teachers 

believed that Taiwanese students tend to be conservative in the classroom. As noted 

earlier, this relates to religious traditions. Second, in the traditional academic environment 

of Taiwan, students are used to "banking" education, especially at the high school level 

(Wu, 2003), where they spend a lot of time in textbook study. In the classroom, the 

teacher lectures the entire time. T-M-13 claims that teachers need to know how to use 

their authoríty to enhance students' leaming and that it is also important to create an 

environment where both teacher and students, interact with each other in sharíng leaming 

experíences. An example of this is found in US-F-3 and US-M-5's teaching experíence. 

Their classes included a discussion portion during which teacher and students shared their 

experíences, reducing the dividing line between teachers and students. Female students 

can make progress in this type of leaming. 

Additional Skills for Leaming CAD. The interviewees made several comments 

which were particulariy interesting in the context of this study. Six out of eleven 
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Taiwanese teachers required that students have basic training in the techniques of 2D and 

3D drawing, methods of representation. and knowledgc of aesthetics before taking CAD. 

T-F-16 stated that, for her class, students were required to have knowledge of elevation 

drawing, the language of lines and symbols in theatre. With this background, students 

would feel comfortable using computer skills in their drawing, and they can acquire 

practical experíence in using CAD for theatre design, giving them a sense of achievement. 

She also mentioned that the building of 3D models with software is easier than building 

with the tí-aditional, hand-drawfn perspective method. However, students also need to 

leam tiie basic concepts of perspective drawing, which help in leaming 3D CAD. T-M-IO 

taught Computer Aided Design in the Crafts and Design Departínent. He discovered that 

the students who performed well in hand drawing also did well with computers. He 

strongly believed that these two abilities are somehow related. 

In regard to knowledge of aesthetics for leaming CAD, T-F-15 told me that when 

the students take the of Computer Graphics class, they are not required to have previous 

training in aesthetics. She did not think that this knowledge was of central importance in 

leaming CAD. T-F-15 thought that if students do not have any background in a field 

related to art, they have more space to develop their imagination and develop new ideas. 

In her observation, students majoring in fíelds related to aesthetics tended to be bound in 

their creativity by traditional concepts. I believe that studies of the relationship between 

aesthetics training and computer use would be a valuable extension to the present study. 

3D design is related to space, geometríc design, and perspective, T-M-11 believed 

that students who perform well in mathematics are suitable for the field of 3D computer 
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graphics and animation. In addition, T-M-13 pointed out creativity as a main issue for 

artists. The computer is a good tool for helping artists present their ideas. He encouraged 

his students to create work by using computers; he believed that students also have to 

cultivate their own creativity. T-M-18 suggested that students who often use the computer, 

or are familiar with the operation of computers, have an advantage in leaming CAD 

software. He said that it would be a good thing for the school to offer classes, such as the 

basic concept and operation of computers, which would help students leam advanced 

software. 

Taiwanese students have to use a second language (English) to read menus. T-M-20 

saw that when students begin to leam CAD, language does present certain difficulties for 

some students, both men and women. However, this was not a significant factor hinderíng 

their leaming of software. Somehow they easily overcome this problem. T-M-10 

considered that good language skills do help students in leaming software, but not much. 

In his observation, the fact that students spent a great deal time on their projects was the 

key to their software leaming. T-M-19 taught AutoCAD at a College of Architecture. He 

pointed out that his students tended to rely on the Chinese version of AutoCAD. So, 

language was not an issue in his class, either. 

Attitudes About Computers. There are similaríties in women's experience in using 

computers, in both the U.S. and Taiwan. Some women tend to lack confidence and have 

become computer anxiety. T-M-12 believed that ten years ago female students 

experienced many frastrations because the software was designed for engineering 

professionals. Today, CAD interface is friendly, which helps artists leam it. For instance. 
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a 3D model would have taken ten processes to fínish in the past. Now the same object is 

only requires two steps. T-M-I2 claimed that there are no gender diflferences in using 

CAD software, and that the students' creativity has become more important than ability 

to use softwíire. 

T-M-11 claimed that the fact that young men playing computer games provides 

them computer knowledge. However, T-M-18 pointed out that playing computer games 

involves only tiie pressing of certain keys on a keyboard and players seek speed, not 

computer skills, while playing. Regardless of gender, he thought that sttidents can have 

equal success in using computers; especially now that the Intemet and technological 

information have become such common factors in our lives, and have helped students get 

familiar with computer operation and interface. 

The Socialization of Women 

Perceptions of U.S. Educators 

Career Expectations. US-M-2 stated, "Students have picked a profession from the 

time they enter the freshmen year in a specific discipline.. .they are dedicated to being 

architects." US-F-3 believed that female college students rely upon the idea that they will 

have careers. They keep working and they are consistent. US-F-3, a part time instmctor 

and graduate student, said, "There are a lot of companies coming up that are employing 

females equally, including constraction companies." As to her owa experience, she hopes 

to engage in design work after graduation because it is her favorite job; she believes that 

many women have the same idea to have their own careers, and that women can perform 
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very well in the job market. US-F-4 added, 

I think they [female students] are also motivated about their future careers and 

want to take care of themselves and make money. Since they are pursuing 

higher education, that shows more motivation. They focus more on "Am I 

going to have a job? And will I be able to make enough money?" I think they 

worry about their future a lot. 

According to the U.S. interviewees, young women are generally aware that their futures 

will be challenging. Female students understand that they are going to work in an 

environment predominantly led by men and that the job market they are going to enter 

will favor men. They work hard in college to prepare for their careers. 

In the fíeld of theatre, technical direction is also male dominated. However, US-M-6 

told me that in the past few years more than one-half of his graduate students have been 

women and that they have found jobs. He had a female student who started a job last year 

as an assistant technical director at the National Opera in Washington, DC. He said that 

women are breaking into this fíeld and in good numbers. US-M-6 pointed out that 

because the theater is a very inclusive and tolerant social and work environment, there is 

little gender or sexual orientation stereotyping. The same boundaries do not exist in the 

theater that exist in the corporate world, engineering or architecture, or at least are not as 

strong. 

In US-M-1 's perspective, family and career balancing are a challenge for today's 

women. He noticed that his female students are very clear about the fact that they are 

going to have a career. In other words, they understand their goals at the college level. 

US-M-9 believed that gender discrimination in the job market would not happen to those 

who are talented, since the situation for females conceming inequality in work and 
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education has improved. Today, he thought, talent is being given more importance than 

gender. However, US-M-I noted that when women get married and have children, their 

ability to continue to contribute their talents in the job market is a question worthy of 

further study. Nanneri O. Keohane (1990) states, 

Young women are now encouraged to set their sights on the same kinds of 

careers as their brothers and male friends, and yet at the same time expected to 

continue to excel as wives and mothers and teachers of mankind, the roles 

which have been assigned to us for so many centuries. (p. 8) 

Keohane also questions if women prepare well for such a dual life. According to 

US-M-1 's viewpoint women usually consider their families their fírst priority. They may 

give up their careers and put more effbrt into taking care of their families, especially if 

they have children. While women seek the same opportunities in employment as men, 

they tend to bear a heavier burden because of their responsibilities at home. 

Role Models. One interesting question is whether the lack of female role models 

accounts for the female students lacking confídence in the fíeld of computer technology. 

US-M-2 stated that although the number of female role models is low, this does not 

detract from female students' motivation in leaming CAD. More specifically, it never 

occurred to US-M-1 that the lack of models might cause female students to lack 

confídence in using computers. He emphasized that people always look for something to 

provide them motivation when they want to pursue a goal. 

US-M-5 opined that it is no longer tme that female role models are lacking. US-M-7 

said that now more and more women are getting involved with computers. Additionally, 

US-F-3 and US-F-4 said they did not feel the need for a particular role model to emulate. 

Obviously, each interviewee hase different ideas regarding this issue. The idea of role 
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models does not seem to be relevant to female students' leaming of computer technology. 

Perceptions of Taiwanese Educators 

Career Expectations. Taiwanese traditional family values are strong. In "An 

Investigation of the Gender Stereotyped Thinking of Taiwanese Secondary School Boys 

and Giris" Hong, et al. (2003) stated, 

[Taiwanese parents] wish their sons to be rcsponsible for and capable of taking 

care of the family economically when they get older; most parents believe that 

tiieir marríed daughters do not have this responsibility. The present fíndings 

may provide some indication that traditional expectation of the man as family 

provider are diminishing, perhaps because of the gender-equity and women's 

movements, which have been developing since I970...Nevertheless, [the 

results of our research] suggest that the ttaditional gender-oríentation 

perspective, especially for adolescent boys, persists in present Taiwanese 

society. (p. 502). 

Although Hong, Veach, and Lawrenz's research shows that the notion of man as a family 

provider is diminishing, yet, men are still economically responsible for the family, which 

was evident duríng my interviews. For instance, T-M-10 believed that men have to 

consider their fiiture careers more seriously than women do because society expects men 

to support their families. He said that men think that obtaining more knowledge about 

science and technology wiU be benefícial for them in the future. Hence, T-M-10 thought 

that his students' motives for leaming are closely related to their future career plans, and 

he considered male students in his class to be more ambitious about leaming CAD. 

As noted earlier, many Taiwanese women are in the fíelds of 2D representatíon, such 

as homepage design or poster design, while many Taiwanese men work in 3D 

representation such as space or product design, or the game design. T-F-15 and T-F-I6 

stated that the main reasons females avoid the 3D job market are long and irregular 
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working hours; and family pressure. T-F-16 is a part-time college teacher, and she also 

works as a design assistant. Her job mostly involves using CAD software to help a set 

designers fínish their fínal draft of projects. T-F-I6 told me that she enjoys using 

computer technology to create a work of art, but that it is a rather unstable job that 

requires long hours. Her parents hope that she can fínd a regular job with regular working 

hours. This was also tiue of T-F-15 and T-F-17. T-F-17 said that although her parents 

view them equally when educating her and her brother, Taiwanese parents still think in 

terms of gender-orientation in the jobs their children eventually acquired. Because they 

believe that the male should be responsible for the welfare of his family, they think it is 

normal for men to concentrate more on their careers, and therefore are expected to work 

late. Women are expected to have steady jobs with regular working hours. 

T-F-15 teaches computer graphics in a college. She also works full-time at a 

television company in design planning; a team of computer graphic artists works with her. 

She was not sure what her female students' expectations were regarding their careers. 

However, she told me about her experience of interviewing the computer graphic artist 

applicants for her company. She found that there were attitude differences between men 

and women. For instance, women asked how much their pension would be and whether 

the working hours would be too long. In contrast, men were concemed about what they 

could contríbute and leam on the job. T-F-15 said that the job requires young artists to 

put in long working hours but that women will usually prefer a more stable kind of job 

with regular working hours. 

T-F-16 also pointed out that many Taiwanese college students do not have a sense of 
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future because of the Taiwanese system of higher education, as explained in earlier 

sections. She observed that female students are majors in theatre, but that after graduation, 

they do not insist that the job should be related only to theatre. This, she said, was 

especially trae of women who are interested in designing sets, lighting, or technical 

design. T-F-I6 explained that, fírst of all, these kinds of theatre jobs tend to require 

considerable physical strength and long work hours. Second, in Taiwan, designers are 

expected to participate in production tours, locally or abroad. Thus, working in theatre 

would mean added pressure for married women. 

T-F-I6 claimed, men, on the other hand, stick to the field they studied in college. 

They are not likely to want to change to another career path because it would waste their 

time to start over and learn new skills after graduation. Therefore, young men pay more 

attention than women to skill training in school. For instance, T-M-10 observed male 

students showing a strong interest in computer skills that could benefit their careers, as 

mentioned earlier. 

Glenn Hill stated, "The very best male students and very best female students see 

themselves in a very different role. The very best male students see themselves as star 

artists and solo practitioners. Top women see themselves in team based roles and that's 

where they go" (personal communication, Apríl 14, 2004). This is similar to T-M-11 's 

perceptions. He claimed that women do well in a cooperative and integrated job 

environment. T-M-11 used the animation industry as an example. He said that when he 

and his students engage in a project, they separate it into different stages, such as 

storyboard, audio, and visual stages. Women participate in design planning; the position 
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is similar to a production manager. T-M-11 has female students doing similar work at 

animation companies. They possess knowledge of these stages that helps them to 

communicate with their co-workers. He suggested that female students develop their 

careers in that direction. T-M-14 noted that each student has his/her own possibilities. 

Students should be encouraged to develop their potential abilities, to inspire confidence 

in themselves during the learning períod. T-M-20 suggested that computer graphics is a 

profession of high-tech creativity. Women should have more room to present their talents. 

According to Xie and Shauman's research (2003), gender socialization could be the 

factor that most negatively affects women's motivation to leara computer technology. 

This section of the study shows significant difîerences between U.S. and Taiwanese 

female college students' leaming motivation and future planning. In observing students' 

CAD leaming, many U.S. interviewees felt that female students are fairly confídent about 

the prospect of working in a male oríented environment. They are also confident in their 

professional skills and can overcome any leaming obstacles, such as exist in CAD 

leaming. Earlier, in the literature review, I mentioned females' lack of confídence in 

technical fíelds, but the results of this study do not support this in the case of female 

students in the U.S. 

On the contrary, T-F-15, T-F-16, and T-F-17 argued that traditional family values 

influence Taiwanese women. Taiwanese interviewees do not perceive their female 

students have as strong self-awareness as they do in the U.S students. This implies that 

while female educational rights have increased dramatically in Taiwan, compared to the 

last forty years, gender socialization still exerts a powerful effect on female students' 
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personal leaming and the careers of young women. 

Role Models. T-F-I5 and T-F-16 believed that technological work lacks female role 

models. However, they did not see this issue as signifícantly influencing female students' 

motivation to leam CAD. T-M-18 said he does not tend to choose his role models based 

on gender. T-M-I9 had a similar view. 

Leaming CAD software 

Since both the U.S. and Taiwanese teachers believed that female students performed 

well with 2D CAD draMdng software, this section of the study emphasizes building 3D 

models, creating materials, using lighting, animating scenes, renderíng scenes, and 

integrating the use of CAD into projects. These six items employ the three levels 

(Knowledge, Application, and Synthesis) of Bloom's Taxonomy as cognitive targets to 

evaluate female students' abilities in leaming CAD. The perceptions of U.S. educators 

are shown in Table 4.1. The perceptions of Taiwanese educators are shown in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.1. U.S. educators' evaluation of female students' abilities in learning CAD 

Item Bloom's Taxonomy (N=9) 

% Agreeing 

Building 3D Models Understanding terms of geometry 100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to create models 67% 

Integrating separate models in the scene 67% 

Creating Materíals Understanding terms of the material editor (N=8) 

100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to create/use (N=8) 

materials 88% 

Integrating materials in the scene (N=8) 

88% 

Using Lighting Understandingtermsoftypesof Hght sources 100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to create lights in 78% 

the scene-

Animating the Scenes Understanding terms of animation (N=2) 

100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to animate (N=2) 

100% 

Rendering the Scenes Understanding terms of rendering 100% 

Choosing appropriate methods of rendering 78% 

Integrating the Use of 67% 

CAD Into Art 

Projects ^ 
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Perceptions of U.S. Educators 

Table 4.1 shows that the U.S. interviewees belicved their female students possess the 

"Knowledge" level, understanding terms of geometry, the material editor, light sources, 

and rendering in leaming CAD. At the second level, "Application," 67% of the 

interviewees concurred that female students can choose appropriate methods to create 

models; 88% of the interviewees agreed that female students can choose appropriate 

methods to create materials (one interviewee had no comment on this issue); and 78% of 

the interviewees believed that female students can appropriately employ lights and 

rendering in the scene. At the third level, "Synthesis," 67% of the interviewees perceived 

that female students work well in integrating separate models in the scene; and 88% of 

the interviewees perceived that female students can integrate materials in the scene. 

There are only two teachers who instmcted the students about animation; both 

interviewees believed their female students could understand terms of animation, as well 

as choose appropríate methods to animate. 67% of the interviewees agreed that female 

students can do well integrating the use of CAD into art projects. 

Building 3D models. US-M-7 told me that the fírst time he saw CAD software, it 

seemed very analytical and mathematical. However, he pointed out that "[Today,] 

changing the interface to be welcoming and intuitive and less analytical helps to even it 

out between both genders." For this reason, he did not feel that female students have 

difficulty building 3D models. 

US-F-4 thought that if female students have a background in design and building, 

they would have no problems with 3D modeling. She claimed, 

CAD is geometry with more a perspective nature.. .Female students have 
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problems perceiving space. For instance, looking at a plane drawing and 

perceiving that this room is 10 feet by 12 feet and 20 feet high-they don't 

grasp this kind of idea. They have problems in following this kind of idea, and 

by my experíence, it's more than just geometry. 

Likewise, US-F-1 encouraged students to take design courses before they enrolled in 

CAD courses; in this way, students could familiar with both 2D and 3D drawing, 

including knowledge, application, and synthesis, when they leam computer drawing. 

Creating Materíals. Seven interviewees agreed that female students do well in 

creatíng materíals. US-F-4 concluded that women have a much stronger attention to 

detail in their projects than men. Creating materíals requires patience, she said. The 

women can use appropríate methods to create materíals, and they are a lot better at 

making it look ríght. 

Using Lighting. US-F-8 described new CAD software with global illumination 

renderíng for rícher, more realistic images that better predict what designs will look like 

under varíous lighting conditions. She believed that her female students were able to 

employ the function of lighting in their theatre projects. 

Conversely, in the fíeld of architecture, US-F-4 found that there is a general problem 

among students with lighting. She stated, 

They don't think about when to exclude objects from light or when not to catch 

the light. No one ever wants to put the lights on Ray Traced shadows and make 

them look horríble. I can't designate this problem to either male or female. It's 

more general. 

She thought that her class was at an introductory level. Therefore, lighting was an overall 

weakness of all the students. CAD oífers many lighting features but trying to imitate 

nature is the best way to leam lighting in CAD. She suggested that her students study 
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lighting in their environment and reproduce that lighting in their projects. 

Rendering the Scenes. Most interviewees believed that rendering scenes is not 

difficult for students. However, according to one CAD handbook, there are many ways 

for users to improve and fine-tune the rendering process so that they produce the best 

solution for the scenes (Aaron Ross and Michele Bousquet, 2002, p. 548). US-F-4 found 

that a few students could not follow the instmctions to get the right pixels. Their 

renderings were non-vmiform, too small or distorted, a phenomenon possibly related to 

understanding of instractional terms. 

Integrating the Use of CAD nto Art Projects. US-M-1 pointed out that there are 

female students who are able to do everything well—building 3D models, creating 

materíals, and using lighting. He stated that if she is good at one, she is good at others. 

For these kinds of female students, integrating design ability is not a problem. 
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Table 4.2. Taiwanese educators' evaluation of female students' abilities in leaming CAD 

Item Bloom's Taxonomy (N=I1) 

% Agreeing 
Building 3D Models Understanding terms of geometry 100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to create models 55% 

Integrating separate models in the scene 36% 

Creating Materíals Understandingterms ofthe material editor (N=7) 

100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to create/use (N=7) 

materials 100% 

Integrating materials in the scene (N=7) 

100% '0 

Using Lightmg Understanding terms of types of light sources (N=7) 

100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to create lights in (N=7) 

thescene 100% 

Animating the Scenes Understanding terms of animation (N=2) 

100% 

Choosing appropriate methods to animate (N=2) 

50% 

Rendering the Scenes Understanding terms of rendering (N=7) 

100% 

Choosing appropriate methods of rendering (N=7) 

100% 

Integrating the Use of 55% 

CAD Into Art 

Projects 
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Perceptions of Taiwanese Educators 

Table 4.2 shows that there are eleven interviewees who introduced the building of 

3D models to their students, seven interviewees who introduced creating materials and 

using lighting, two who introduced animation, and seven who introduced rendering. The 

Taiwanese interviewees believed that their female students possess the abilities at the 

"Knowledge" level. At the second level, "Application," 55% of the interviewees agreed 

that female students can choose appropriate methods to create models; all the 

interviewees agreed tiiat female students can choose appropriate methods to create 

materíals, and employ lighting and rendering in the scene. At the third level, "Synthesis," 

36% of the interviewees perceived that female students work well in integrating separate 

models in a scene; all the interviewees perceived that female students can integrate 

materials in a scene. There were only two teachers who instmcted their students about 

animation, and both interviewees believed their female students could understand terms 

of animation. One of them agreed that they could use appropriate methods for animation. 

55% of the interviewees agreed that female students can do well in integrating the use of 

CAD into their art projects. 

This evaluation shows that these Taiwanese teachers believed that female students 

have certain difficuhies in leaming to build 3D models. T-M-11 perceived that geometric 

design is the main problem for female students. He found that they need more time to 

work with spatial concepts. T-M-I3 had the same comment, but added that if female 

students have a strong intention to leam, they can do well. Moreover, he believed that 

spatial concepts could be taught. He found that female students in architecture have both 

knowledge and experience of architects' plans, drafts, and the building of traditional 
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models. Therefore, these female studcnts did not seem to have any difficulty using CAD 

software. In choosing appropriate methods for animation, T-M-l 1 found that female 

students have difficulty setting the keyframes with the motion paths. Creating smooth 

motion is a challenge for all designers as this phase involves the concepts of time and 

space and this seems to be especially diffícult for some female students. 

Summarv 

U.S. and Taiwanese Female Students in CAD nstmctional Activities 

Developing students' abilities to face the job market in the 21^' century is a common 

teaching goal for both covmtries' interviewees. In course design, the teachers try their best 

to fit content to the job market, thereby intensiíying student motivation by encouraging 

them to realize that the class will better prepare them for the future. Anticipating a future 

career can be a very strong motivation for student leaming. 

Regarding teaching method, the combination of concept leaming and example 

leaming is essential to students leaming CAD. This is also important to encourage 

students to engage in independent and individual thinking and to improve their ability to 

solve problems. Women, in particular, must possess the ability to leam independently in 

order to deal with the current norm of updating and adding of software functions. 

Four interviewees~two U.S. and two Taiwanese—claimed that in order to promote 

their students' accomplishments in leaming and to cultivate positive attitudes toward the 

computer, teachers should encourage students to understand information technology in a 

broad sense. Thereby, they should be able to determine suitable solutions when any 
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unforeseen problems occur. In addition, they should possess the ability to communicate 

with other people conceming computer technology issues. 

Interviewees have their own styles of teaching. Regarding age, the research 

discovered that teachers who are in or above median age-the median age was 26 for the 

U.S. female teachers and 30 for the Taiwanese; the median age was 32 for the male U.S. 

teachers and 38 for the Taiwanese-can adjust their teaching methods in accordance with 

the student capacities, characters, and needs, due to their prolifíc teaching experience. 

According to the interview statements, the teachers' ages do not affect their relationships 

with students. The teachers also claim that they do not intentionally differentiate between 

male and female students in their teaching. 

Eight out of eleven of the educators interviewed in Taiwan received a Westem style 

of higher education. They treat the students like colleagues and try their best to convey 

this idea. However, the Taiwanese students have been long influenced by "banking" 

pedagogy and so their interactions with the teachers are not as frequent as those of their 

the U.S. counterparts. 

Regarding teacher-student interaction, the U.S. teachers believed that collaboration 

and sharing of different experiences and information are very important in computer 

leaming. During one interview, the teacher reported employing the Intemet skillfully in 

his teaching. He encouraged the students to post their fíndings on the net or to share their 

experiences with the teacher or fellow students. The Intemet tends to overcome the 

traditional barriers between teacher and students, and they can get results beyond their 

expectations in this virtual world. Leaming is not limited to the classroom with one 
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teacher teaching many students; the teacher is no longer the only instmctor of knowledge. 

Feminist pedagogy also emphasizes changes of stmcture and interrelationships 

between teachers and students. The abandonmcnt of hierarchical instmction techniques 

and competitive courses are particulariy benefícial to female students. Therefore, it is 

essential to give up the stereotypical concept of the teacher as the one who knows and the 

students as those who do not know. Through discussion and exchange of experiences 

between students and teachers, teaching goals could be accomplished. 

Problems Female Students Face in CAD Courses 

From the U.S. interviews, it is clear that U.S. educators do not perceive that 

women's ability to leam computer skills is much different from that of their male 

counterparts. Female students' performances in class occasionally eamed considerable 

acclaim from the teachers. Educators reported that the women completed courses 

systematically, preparing for their future careers. However, in this research, only a 

relatively small percentage of female students took CAD courses. The interviewees 

mentioned that these female students were self-selected for the program. They showed a 

certain degree of persistence and patience that allowed them to make friends with the 

computer. On the other hand, women who doubt their computer abilities and are 

uninterested in using CAD were omitted from this research. Normally, they do not enroU 

in the advanced computer technology classes. Of course, they have no intention of 

engaging in CAD-related jobs. 

The study indicates that leaming CAD is strongly related to future careers. When 

CAD becomes an essential technique in the job market, males' motivation for leaming it 
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is higher than females' enthusiasm. An American Association of University Women 

Educational Foundation research report (2000) indicated that many women criticize 

computer-related jobs for only intensiíying materialism, feeling that these kinds of jobs 

contiibute less to society, yet provide a way to eam a lot of money. The women's 

cnticism also demarcates a boundary between genders; it seems to hint that men are 

devoid of ideals and can be more easily motivated by monetary award than women. Thus, 

we can see more men working in the fíeld of computer technology (p. 59). Although the 

interviewees did not discuss tiie issue of materialism, a similar concept is mirrored in 

Taiwanese society. 

In Taiwan, men are usually expected to take care of family fínancial affairs. The 

interviewees tended to believe that computer technology may be helpful to students' 

future careers. Such beliefs become strong motivations for leaming to use computers. 

Male students are willing to spend a great deal of time and energy to receive computer 

training. Most interviewees agreed that the education level of the current generation of 

women has been considerably elevated. Women no longer regard marriage as the only 

indicator of their future happiness, because they are economically independent and able 

to share in family support. Instead of marriage and family, work has become the new 

paradigm for women. However, their problem is maintaining the balance between family 

and the career they pursue for a sense of personal accomplishment. This has become an 

important issue for Taiwanese women. One female interviewee believed that her family's 

emotional support was indispensable for her career. 

In this study, Taiwanese educators perceived that Taiwanese female students 
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leaming CAD tend to give up more easily than thc males do. In Taiwan, when students 

are in thcir freshmen year, they have to select their major. If they find out that they are not 

interested in this major, it is difficult for students to transfer to other departments. 

Normally, for the sake of a diploma, students may tolerate a fíeld they do not like for four 

years. At the college level, their motivation for leaming may not be as strong as the 

motivation of U.S. students. This is one reason the Taiwanese teachers regard their 

students as lacking in ambition. Hence, the interviewees suggested that it was important 

to encourage the students to imderstand their aptitudes so that they can make íull use of 

their talents as well as surviving in the job market. The teachers also discovered that 

computer science and computer animation are male dominated. From the perspective of 

the working environment, three teachers encouraged women to engage in coordinating 

kinds of work because they believe that integration of various stages is done well by 

women. In other words, women may not have to operate computers for specifíc projects 

but if they have computer knowledge, they are very suitable for production/design 

planning. 

Problems Interviewees Report in Using CAD Software 

Bloom's Taxonomy is the examination of students' accomplishments in leaming. 

The U.S. and Taiwanese teachers observed that female students performed well in 

creating lighting and creating materials, but they sometimes had some problems in 

application and synthesis in building 3D models. The details of educators' evaluation of 

female students' abilities in leaming CAD is shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. 

Six out of twenty teachers invoked the belief that 3D models are related to spatial 
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concepts to explain the girls' under-perfonnance. According to related literature, 

women's grasp of spatial recognition and sense of sphere tends to be weaker than men's 

comprehension of the same phenomena. Likewise, twelve out of twenty teachers 

suggested that before the stíadents enroll in CAD, they should have basic knowledge of 

the graphics of hand drawing, computer operation, professional drawing language, and an 

understanding of the design process. Also, students' experience of 2D computer graphics 

is helpful in learning CAD and vmderstanding the concept of 3D space. 

CAD drawing is done using a vector format. This format facilitates drawing with 

mathematical calculation and representation with dots and lines. Therefore, CAD 

soítware is constracted with mathematics. This presents certain difficulties for the 

students who are not good at math. However, this research found that the barrier is not as 

high as previously expected. Since the 1960s, people have been using the computer for 

drafting, and there have been many improvements in the operation of the software since 

then. The user-fríendly interface has replaced the mechanical and boring textuai 

interfaces of the past. The graphics interface is easy to use and leam. Even the most 

complicated function can be done by just a click. This is one reason for the narrowing of 

the gap between the accomplishments in leaming of male and female students. 

This narrow gap does not mean, however, that female students' eí îciency in 

leaming has increased. Most related literature indicates that conceming attitudes toward 

computer use, male students have a more positive response than females. The 

interviewees thought that if the women could spend more time, they would master the 

skills of CAD. However, fíve of twenty teachers believed that there is still room for 
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improvement concerning accomplishments and efficiency in leaming. In order to bring 

about self-confidence and a sense of achievement, teachers can encourage female 

students to use CAD more frequently in their creations. The more frequently a student 

uses CAD as an assisting design tool, the more familiar he/she can be with the application 

of the software. Eventually, working efficiency should be greatly improved. 

Bloom's Taxonomy was used to evaluate students' ability and leads to the question 

of whether students can integrate CAD software with their creativity. This study found 

that, if the students can operate the software flexibly, they would not have much difficulty 

incorporathig it in their work. The functions of the software are usually beneficial to 

creation because, as mentioned earlier, computer technology is helpfiil in overcoming the 

barríers inherent to traditional media and tools. CAD software provides the artist with the 

capacity to represent her work in a multi-dimensional function: an artist only needs to 

move and click the mouse to change perspective views. This is beneficial for those 

students who are not good at sketching perspectives. 

This study revealed that CAD software is widely used in the field of architecture. 

However, there were not many female architecture students in the classes of the educators 

sampled by this study. Nevertheless, four interviewees saw that their female students 

regard computer technology not only as a powerful tool, but also believe it to be a source 

of inspiration for their creativity. CAD software can help students finish any parts they 

had diff culty drawing by hand and can render their work closer to reality, especially in 

the representation of buildings. Such a powerful tool increases student motivation, which 

in tum intensifíes their incentive for leaming. 
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In the discipline of theatre, technical directors use CAD for making scenic 

elevations, but set designers do not use CAD software in the scene designs very much. 

The course design in most teachers' classes tends to focus on 2D computer drawing, 

without much emphasis on building 3D models, creating lighting, or creating materíal. 

This study found that female students had few problems with the process of 2D drawing. 

However, when the class got involved with 3D models, the female sttidents encountered 

pitfalls. Conceming course design, fíve teachers reported that there are classes only in 

one or two semesters whose content is largely based on CAD drawing, and which allow 

students to develop capabilities for fínishing their 2D stage drafts and elevations. Due to 

insufFicient thne in the class, theatre students are not able to simulate 3D stage design 

witii CAD. 

In the discipline of visual arts, to take computer graphics classes as example, most 

focus on 2D graphics. Usually, there are more women majoring in the arts than men. A 

study shows that there were 49,053 people who had bachelor's degrees in visual and 

performing arts in 1993-1994; about 60% of people in this fíeld were women in the U.S. 

(Hesse-Biber and Carter, 2000, p. 107). The interviewees think that there are not many 

differences between the males and females conceming their abilities to leam 2D; in fact, 

female students may perform better than males do. As for 3D graphics, male students 

display more ambition than do female students because there are more men working in 

related fíelds, such as animation and computer games. At this point, there are different 

career goals for students of different genders. According to this study, the difîerence is 

largely due to working hours and environments. People tend to think that work involving 
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animation and computer games means long and irregular hours. It is difficult for women 

to maintain such a work pattcm after they have families. Additionally, the price of 2D 

software is comparatively low. Hence, it is easy for a woman to operate a studio on her 

own or with like-minded friends. She can enjoy flexibility of schedule. Further, after 

female art students graduate, they may choose to teach in an elementary or high school. 

2D computer graphics technique can be applied in their teaching material as well. These 

extemal factors influence the male choice of 3D graphics for a career and the female 

choiceof 2D. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study is to explore art educators' perceptions of female students 

in CAD courses in the U.S. and Taiwan. The CAD teaching experiences are likely to be 

more advanced in the U.S. than in other countries, including Taiwan. However, CAD 

courses, although they have only recently been developed, have had a rapid growth in 

Taiwanese imiversities. A comparison of college art teachers in these two countries 

should facilitate additional insights into the research questions addressed in this study. 

Furthermore, the differences in cultural tradition between two countries are reflected in 

the many diíîerences in teaching and leaming styles and in teacher-student relationships 

and their classroom interaction. Such dififerences provide rich possibilities and a broader 

basis from which to draw recommendations for strengthening female students' leaming 

of technical skills in general and CAD in particular. 

The interviewees' observations are the main resource for the development of the 

design of programs for increasing U.S. and Taiwanese female university students' 

willingness to use CAD technology for the arts. Three research questions guided my 

inquiry: 

1. How do art educators develop instractional activities in CAD courses? 

2. What are art educators' perceptions of the relationship between gender socialization 

and CAD leaming? 

3. How do art educators perceive female students studying CAD? 

In-depth interviewing is the method of collecting data. Open-ended questioning is 
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the strategy. The interviewees comprised six men and three women who teach CAD 

courses in the U.S. and seven men and three women who teach CAD in Taiwan. The total 

nmnber of interviewees is twenty. The original expectation was to interview ten female 

teachers; however, only six women were interviewed. It was difficult to find female 

interviewees in the predominantly male fíelds of architecture, theatrical design, and 

computer graphics animation. 

This study adopts focusing codes as a method to organize data. The codes include 

goals, instractional strategies, leaming activities, career expectations, role models, 

labeled problems in using CAD software, percentage of the female students in classes, 

additional skills, and attitudes toward computers. The research fíndings are based on the 

data of codes that can address U. S. and Taiwanese female students in CAD instractional 

activities and the problems female students face in CAD courses as well as identify 

problems they report in using CAD software. The research fíndings and literature review 

are employed to address the research questions. 

Discussion of Research Questions 

This section focuses on the three research questions. These questions were designed 

to identiíy dimensions by which it may be possible to increase female students' 

willingness to leam computer technology at the university level and to increase their 

willingness to use CAD technology for the arts. 

Research Question One: How do art educators develop instructional activities in CAD 

courses? 
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In this research, the CAD teaching methods were mainly developed from the 

interviewee's ovm experiences. It seems that female students could accept example 

leaming the best; however, if teachers only used cxamples for teaching, students would 

become passive leamers. This would result in a narrow scope for leaming and a lack of 

understanding of the subject. Although the use of example leaming allowed students to 

enjoy a feeling of success at the time, it negatively influenced the cultivation of 

self-leaming in the long mn. In order to inculcate students with computer knowledge and 

skiUs, so that tiiey could fully use CAD firnctions in their fíelds, the interviewees 

suggested using examples to iUuminate concepts. Thus, concept leaming and example 

leaming are inseparable. 

Freire's theory suggests using "problem-posing" pedagogy to conduct education. 

Such pedagogy can be regarded as a tool for liberation. He believes that education should 

be regarded as dual-way communication, composed of inter-subjective and dependent 

entities. Through dialogue, the relation between teacher and students is no longer that of 

the teaching and the taught; instead, the teacher is taught as well. While being taught, 

students are teaching as well. 

This study discovers that the U.S. interviewees employed an open attitude when 

facing students in CAD courses, which approaches Freire's theory. According to related 

literature, women have had very unsatisfactory experiences in leaming in scientific 

disciplines. With the traditional "banking" education, students accumulate knowledge 

endlessly. They are just containers or mechanical receivers. This phenomenon did not 

seem to exist in the teaching of U.S. interviewees. 
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Conceming the interaction between students and teachers, teachers believe this is 

related to personality. If a person is quiet, he/she will perform silently in class, regardless 

of his/her gender. However, this doesn't mean that his/her achievements in leaming are 

worse than other students. This study discovered that one interviewee's best student did 

not often raise questions or present her views in class. This case suggests that each 

student has her own way of leaming. The teacher should pay special attention to 

individual students and give each appropriate help. 

In tiie "problem-posing" pedagogy, the goal is to accomplish leaming through 

cooperation between teacher and students. Such interdependence helps students and the 

teacher to overcome the alienatíon found in more traditional relationships. The teachers 

in Taiwan are as enthusiastic as their U.S. counterparts and they would like to spend time 

solving problems with their students. However, under the influence of Confucianism, 

which emphasizes respect towards teachers, the student-teacher relationship caimot be 

easily improved. Even if Taiwanese college teachers recognize that the leaming through 

teaching and interdependent leaming modes can diminish alienation between students 

and teachers, their students have already been conditioned to the teacher as "Subject" of 

the leaming process. Meanwhile, students are "objects," just listening to the lectures. 

Whether problem-posing pedagogy can be applicable to the CAD lessons in Taiwan 

requires further observation. 

A number of research results show that female students are in a disadvantaged 

position with traditional teaching. Gender inequality in education is gender activity 

constracted by a particular process that impacts the curriculum and teaching. From such 
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an educational system, women leam to be obedient; they absorb the major ideology that 

shapes femininity and social norms. These standards predict women's achievements and 

fiiture careers after taking particular courses (Friedan, 1963; Welter 1996; Lu, 2002). 

They are expected to sacrifice themselves in the spirit of serving. Gender inequality and 

prejudice also influences school policy. The interviewee T-F-I7 stated that fifteen years 

ago a high school in northem Taiwan began to build up their computer graphics (CG) 

program. However, only male students were allowed to enroll in the CG program because 

the school believed that men were more suitable than women for computer skiUs training. 

Today, we may fínd this situation unbelievable, but it provides example of the kind of the 

socialization of traditional thinking that constmcts the female's opportunity to leam. 

T-F-17 believed that this is a significant barrier for women; they have less confidence 

working in the fíeld of computer technology in Taiwan. 

The literature shows that in the classroom males can naturally grasp opportunities 

for discussion and can easily receive the teacher's attention (Lundeberg, 1997; Pan, 2004). 

Campbell (2003) stated, 

Girls tend to be quieter, cause fewer discipline problems, interact less with 

teachers, be asked fewer complex questions, and receive less praise and 

constractive feedback than boys...Boys tend to be louder, dominate class 

discussions, be more physically active, and receive more teacher attention (p. 

71). 

Thus, gender bias may exist even when teachers fail to notice it in the classroom. This 

kind of sitíiation could happen in CAD classes. Welch points out the three principles of a 

feminist pedagogy: to strive for egalitarian relationships in the classroom; to try to make 

all students feel valued as individuals; and to use the experience of students as a leaming 
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resource. These principles will be employed in the discussion of whether the CAD 

teacher attempts to break through the disadvantageous position of women as discussed in 

related literature. 

The fíndings indicate that both U.S. and Taiwanese teachers view the students 

neutrally. In other words, they do not categorize the students into genders. When the 

teachers' tt-eatment of gender diíferences is neutral, students can be treated with equality. 

Students can feel that tiiey are valued by the teachers while they are leaming. This study 

also foimd that the teacher's authority has changed. Arker (1994) suggested that teachers 

develop non-hierarchical, less competitive, participatory teaching methods that would 

help female students to leam (p. 51). The concept that both teachers and students are 

central to the classroom has been employed in these art educators' classes. The ideas of 

the U.S. and Taiwanese interviewees are different conceming gender bias from those 

recorded in the related literature. For instance, in the fíeld of science, the teachers in the 

related literature display more gender bias. 

This study, which mainly looked at differences between the genders in attitudes 

toward computers, did not fínd gender discrimination as serious as that recorded in the 

literature. While the data facilitated exploration into the relationship between women and 

technology, they revealed that the teachers who were interviewed tended to have open 

attitudes toward people of different race and gender. As US-M-6 stated, "The theater is 

such that it is a very inclusive and tolerant society and work environment. So there is a lot 

less gender or sexual orientation stereotyping. Boundaries do not exist in the theater as 

they exist in the corporate world, engineering, or architecture." Such open attitudes are 
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also reflected in these art educators' teaching methods as well. 

There were a few teachers who thought women's capacity to leam the computer was 

not as good as the men's ability; they presented different specific points to support their 

views. One tiiing is certain: it is not as diff cult as it was ten years ago to leam how to use 

computer software. Friendly interface facilitates students leaming to operate the software 

if tiiey are vyålling to contribute time and patience. Therefore, the teachers promote the 

application of the software further by discussing how to use it in design concepts. The 

main focus is maximizing the software's functíons to help artists fínish art works with 

higher quality. 

Research Question Two: What are art educators' perceptions ofthe relationship between 

gender socialization and CAD learning? 

The American Association of University Women (AAUW) Educational 

Foimdation's research indicates that only a small percentage of women have received 

professional computer training. This may be due to a problematic social isolation: 

Girls are usually outnumbered in computer science classes, they are at risk of 

social isolation, which makes leaming more difficult....Girls may worry that 

doing well in computer science will raise questions or anxieties about their 

femininity or gender identity, an issue that been stubbomly resistant to the 

information technology "revolution" of the past decades. (AAUM, p. 44) 

Women worry that if they perform too well in computer-related fields, people will 

question their femininity or gender identity. In other words, the reason that women refuse 

the acquisition of computer literacy could be that they see computer technology to be 

incompatible with femininity. 

Women who work in professional computer fields have to endure significant 
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pressures. They break through the socially-constracted gender roles by entering into the 

worid of men. Influenced by the socially-constmcted environment and culttire, women 

worry not only about failures, but also about success: they believe that they cannot 

possess both their careers and femininity. Millett (1970) argued that femininity leads 

women to negate themselves and to accept inferior positions. This phenomenon is not as 

obvious among the U.S. female students, according to the U.S. interviewees' observation. 

Seven out of nine strongly believed that there is no difference between men and women 

in their abilities to leam CAD. Most of the time, their performance is equally good. These 

women seem to be clear about their future. The issue of computer technology and 

femininity conflict did not exist in these yoimg women's minds. 

During the interview, I had the opportunity to meet with one of US-M-5's female 

students. Her interest in computer graphics led her to take CAD courses. Now, she 

employs CAD graphics to design theatrical sets and lighting. She told me that in the 

Alabama Shakespeare Festival (ASF) Theatre and many workshops, CAD drafts are 

required, especially in lighting. After graduating from college, she plans to continue to 

study in graduate school. In the future, she expects to work in the field of theatrical 

design. Socialization does not seem to exert any negative influence on her leaming. 

US-M-6 and US-M-7 also discovered that the career environment brought by high 

technology is beneficial to women. Computer assistance can promote artists' creativity 

and the quality of production, and give women ample space in which to actualize 

themselves. In these ways, CAD is different from other disciplines in science, such as 

programming design. 
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The literature discovered that women have had some bad leaming experiences in the 

discipline of science. AIso, influenced by the socialization process (Chen, 1999; 

Morphew, 2000), women have lacked self-confídence in their performance in the 

high-tech job market, contributing to the common belief that women are not good at 

careers related to computer technology. The U.S. interviewees do not agree with such an 

impression, but it cannot be denied tíiat there is higher population of men working in their 

field, such as tiieatrical design and architecture. However, more women entered this job 

market in recent years, an achievement that has received much attention. Thus, it is not 

enough to have equality in form only; men and women should have equal opporhinities in 

careers and be able to develop as men have traditionally been allowed to do so. 

In Taiwan, the number of women receiving higher education is increasing. They 

grasp the power of knowledge and follow the promise of infínite potential. However, the 

feudal tradition of men dominating and women subordinating seems still to exist in 

Taiwanese society. The question is whether Taiwanese women today can develop their 

potentials, if they prepare well for a dual life of family and career. 

In this research, three of the Taiwanese interviewees were women who had received 

higher education. They recognized that they had to work diligently in a male dominant 

job market, all the time trying to make progress and maintain their self-confidence. Under 

the shadow of the traditional family value, they endeavored to fínd a balance between 

their families and careers. De Beauvior (1953) claimed that women always think and 

identify themselves in relation to men, without regarding themselves as "Subjecf' but as 

absolute "Other." In the 21^' century, we see this in the interviewed Taiwanese women 
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who tried their best to redefíne their identifícation and thinking patterns that were built in 

relation to men in the past. Due to long-term oppression by the patriarchal mechanism, 

these women have had to expend extra effort to free themselves from their subordinate 

position. 

T-F-15 told me that female college students do not think much about the issue of 

balancing family and careers. The stereotypical thinking is that men are good in science 

subjects and women are good in humanities, causing women to lose confídence in 

male-dominated fields. This factor does not much affect female students in using CAD. 

They usually expect to have their talents fully developed and expressed in their works, 

leading to the fiiture opening of their personal creative horizons after they graduate from 

college. T-F-15 thought that the number of female students enrolled in the CAD classes 

shows that traditional socialization has little negative influence on their leaming; almost 

half of the students in CAD classes were women in this research. Although some 

interviewees thought that some female students' performance was not at a professional 

level, the women still have more chances to develop their talents through CAD related 

training. As noted earlier, they can use their professional abilities in coordinating projects. 

The interviewed teachers encouraged students who are at the college level to understand 

their aptitudes as preparation for the fiiture. 

This study found that a stable job was the first choice of Taiwanese women looking 

for employment. A survey "Pre-service Teachers' Gender Difîerences in Computer 

Leaming," reports that a high percentage of employers tend to readily accept men to 

work in the field of information and computer-related jobs; meanwhile, the acceptance 
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rate of females to work in similar fíelds is rather low. Perhaps this is because women tend 

to choose stable jobs, which mles out many computer-related jobs because software is 

upgraded so frequently (Chen, 1999). This also explains why, although there are more 

and more women leaming CAD in Taiwan, so few of them seem to be working in the 

fíeld after graduation. In addition to frequent software upgrade, jobs related to CAD also 

usually require long working hours. Even if their performance was good in school, 

women are not likely to adopt life-long CAD related careers. 

This situation may be explained in this way. The women's movement in Taiwan 

started in the 1970s (Xue, 2001, p. 205-206). Lu (2002) indicates that many overseas 

Taiwanese sttidents and scholars retumed to Taiwan in thel980s. Some of the female 

scholars worked in academia, such as teaching at the university level. They advocated the 

experiences and theories of the women's liberation movements in the U.S. and Europe. 

They challenged the patriarchal system to discover the reasons for women's oppression, 

and gave impetus to political and economic equality through lectures, vsritings, art 

exhibitions, films, and theatre performances (p. 106-107). In general, feminist concepts 

influenced young women and Taiwanese society. Women who were bom after the I970s 

lived in a liberal environment with feminist consciousness to inform their growfth and had 

more choices for their ftatures than had their mothers. However, if a young woman has to 

make a choice between her family and her career, she will still usually regard her family 

as the first priority (Wei, 2002, •! 12). Taiwanese traditional family values are strong; the 

strength is reflected in this study. The reason for the lower number of women using CAD 

for creative projects has no relation to their abilities; rather, it relates to their fiiture career 
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plans. When women choose their careers, they consider their families, too. Men do not 

appear to have the same constraints when choosing career paths. 

Research Question Tliree: How do art educators perceive female students studying CAD? 

The applications of the computer to arts, which include product design, architectural 

design, computer animation, communication design, spatial design, and theatre design, 

tend to be diverse these days. When students enroll in a CAD class, they want to know 

how to apply CAD software to future design projects. At the same time, they can equip 

themselves with computer skills for a fiature career. The female students usually work 

harder to finish the assignments. Once again, the interviewees perceived that there was 

not much difference between the academic accomplishments of men and women. 

CAD can include mathematics, as in scientific calculation, for example. A few 

interviewees believed that it would easier for students with science and engineering 

backgrounds to understand the concepts and principles of software application. Most 

respondents (16 out of 20), however, had different opinions but agreed that mathematical 

competency has no direct connection with the use of CAD software. If female students 

are interested in and spend more time practicing, they should have no problem leaming 

CAD. 

In Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the U.S. and Taiwanese educators evaluated their female 

students' abilities to leam CAD. The item of building 3D models could be the one 

obstacle to female sttidents when they use CAD. As for the matter of geometric design, 

space, and perspective, the interviewees suggested having basic spatial concepts, and 

taking a design and drafting course before enrolling in CAD courses would help female 
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stijdents handle the perspectives in computer drafting. US-M-5, US-M-6, T-F-16, and 

T-M-18 found that once the students are familiar with CAD software, they tend to find 

computer drafting easier than hand drawing. If female students can complete the 3D 

model building section, CAD will become a usefiil tool for intensiíying their creative 

ideas. 

Recommendations from Research Findings 

Suggestions for increasing U.S. and Taiwanese female university students' 

willingness to use CAD technology for the arts are as follows: 

1. Realize that a combinatíon of concept leaming and example leaming is essential to 

students leaming CAD. 

2. Employ Welch's three principles in classroom activities—to strive for egalitarian 

relationships; to try to make all students feel valued as individuals, and to use the 

experience of students as a leaming resource~to avoid the existence of gender bias in 

the classroom. 

3. Encourage independent thinking and teach problem solving abilities that can motivate 

the female students to leam and intensify their confidence in CAD software. 

4. Encourage female students to be patient while leaming CAD to avoid gender 

differences. This study does reveal that friendly interface is to the advantage of 

women when leaming CAD and the female students can perform well in using CAD. 

5. Encourage female students to understand their aptitudes and to actualize themselves 

in work and education. Women should not be influenced by gender socialization. 
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6. Provide basic knowledge in computer operation, the language of professional drawing, 

and design skills that could help female students when they leam CAD. 

Hand-drawing ability in 2D and 3D can help them to solve the difficulties of 

geometric design, space, and perspective. 

Other Significant Findings 

This section indicates other significant findings firom the interviewees' statements 

that provide usefiil information for teachers who develop their CAD courses. 

Maximizing Functions in Using CAD 

Computer training allows women to work in a wide variety of related fíelds. 

Leaming CAD does not imply that one has to work in the monotonous fíeld of computer 

drawing. For instance, T-F-15 is a multimedia designer. With her professional knowledge 

and computer experience, she can integrate and coordinate the projects of different 

departments, such as animation, music, and visual effects. T-M-18 employs AutoCAD 

to analyze theatrical elevations. The stractural accuracy of computer drawing is vastly 

superior to hand-drawing. US-M-7 uses Form Z™ to understand the stracture of his 

sculptures from different angles before starting to plaster them. The applications of 

computer technology have become very diverse. T-M-14 also found that when students 

become familiar with computer graphics, the designers' creativity and productivity would 

be promising. 

Artistic Creativity in Using CAD 

Some teachers observed that, if students could use their skill in computer graphics to 

develop their design ideas, students possibly should be required to have some visual art 
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experience before enrolling in a CAD course. The interviewees encouraged the students 

to become familiar with computer design skills so as to enhance artistic creativity. The 

computer graphics training process resembles that of traditional art training. Teachers 

should encourage students to acquire training in art appreciation in order to enhance the 

artistic quality and diversity of their creations. 

Recommendations for Art Educators 

With the aim of increasing female imiversity student willingness to use CAD 

technology for the arts, this section discusses a leaming model, teaching strategies and 

attitudes, and appropriate soítware. The recommendations integrate the results of research 

questions and literature. 

SCC Model 

AAUW suggests that fluency in information technology relies on a framework of 

skills, concepts, and capabilities (SCC). The results of research questions show that CAD 

courses are necessary to emphasize concept and practice; also, to build students' 

independent leaming and problem solving capability so as to handle the rapidly 

developing environment of technology. SCC could be an appropriate model to develop 

students' knowledge and skills in CAD leaming, allowing students to build 

self-confídence in their own fíeld. This model gives the following framework for CAD 

courses: 

Skills. Sttidents should become familiar with CAD commands and the operation of 
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CAD software. CAD software can be applied in different ways to different arts; for 

example, CAD software can provide powerful fimctions and commands that particularly 

appeal to the graphic artist. Users will fínd some CAD functions and commands 

unnecessary; thus, teacher should help sttidents apply CAD knowledge in their own 

particular fíelds. I suggest that CAD teachers should possess experience in using CAD in 

their ovra fíeld. For instance, U-S-6 is a theatre technical director. He used CAD for his 

own ground plans and consti^ctíon drawings and taught AutoCAD™ and Vector 

Works in the theatre department. U-S-7 majored in art, focusing on metal smitíng and 

used CAD for the design drafting and creating models. He taught Form Z™ in tiie School 

of Visual Arts, where he incorporated this knowledge. Teachers' practical experience can 

help students leam more eíFiciently. 

Concepts. As students get familiar with the operation of CAD software, teachers 

should encourage them to use it to finish their design projects. Teachers should also urge 

students to understand the key terms of software, which can help them to understand the 

possible uses of CAD in producing efficient and sophisticated work. AIso, conceptual 

understanding of CAD software is helpful to their problem solving abilities. Then, when 

the students encounter problems in design and the operation of the software, they can 

apply this knowledge to solve the problems. 

Capabilities. Zhang, et al. (2004) state, " Digital image processing, computer vision 

and computer graphics must work in concert in order to provide designers, decision 

makers and consumers with better qualitative information" (p. 3). Currently, CAD 

courses usually focus on the study and development of skills. The humanities and 
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aesthetics of computer graphics are still in an embryonic stage. Many teachers still 

remain at the stage of treating CAD as an application tool, neglecting it as a means of 

communication and creativity. Ablan (2003) explains that tradhional art is not obsolete in 

the digital realm. He writes, "Many animators have background in the traditional arts, 

such as painting, drawing, or acting" (p. 4). This suggests that students should have 

courses in art so that they may apply art concepts to their computer creations. Meanwhile, 

it is also necessary to promote students' aítainment of technological basic computer 

knowledge if they are to cope with the rapid growth of the computer industry. 

Teaching Strategies and Attitudes 

In order to avoid students' frustration in CAD classes, it is necessary to encourage 

them to first acquire general drawing and drafting skills as well as computer literacy. 

Conceming assignments, teachers should give students homework and adjust its diflficulty 

fi-om time to time in accordance with their abilities. For female students who are less 

experienced in computer technology, the teacher should pay more attention to their needs. 

AAUW recommends the beginning of "a discussion on equity for educational 

stakeholders. A more equitable and inclusive computer culture depends on 

consciousness-raising within schools about issues of gender, race, and class" (p. xii). 

Conceming gender issues, school policy may affect teachers' attitíades. Teachers should 

avoid gender discrimination by being positive and encouraging toward women who are 

employing computers in creative projects. 

Choice of Appropríate Software 

There are many different kinds of CAD software that fit different requirements. 

When choosing suitable software, the teacher should give priority to the professional 
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needs of different disciplines. The job market is also another factor that should affect 

software choice. For instance, AutoCAD™ is the most popular computer-drafting 

program for creation in many fields. If teachers make the commonly used software 

available to sttidents, it will be helpful for them when they are looking for jobs. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

To Add Art Training to Course Design 

Computer graphics should retum to the fimdamentals of visual communication. Art 

appreciation and creative thinking could be a part of the curriculum. The objectíve of 

CAD class should be not only to train students to be skillful in the use of keyboard and 

mouse, but also to use computer skills for constracting digital culture. Most computer 

graphics courses currently focus on technological training. However, when the use of the 

computer is no longer a problem for students, integrating an art course m to a CAD 

course could become an issue for further exploration. 

To Probe Into the Relationship between Creator, Computer, and Aitwork 

The values of computer graphics have become an issue in the art world. The artist 

may arrive at many ideas when working with the software feature. The new ideas could 

be completely diíîerent from creators' original concepts. In other words, through the 

process of computer graphics creation, versatile ideas come unexpectedly. Due to digital 

properties, creators are able to continuously modify and try different ideas in their work. 

The relationship between computer and user is no longer tool and user, but a mutual 

process of creation. As computer hardware and soítware continue to be upgraded. 
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creators should adjust their relationship with both computer and artwork. 

To Investigate Female Students' Experience in Leaming CAD 

Future study should focus on female students at the college level. The following 

research questions can be based on my current research findings: 

1. What instínctional strategies are suitable to help female students leam CAD? To 

what extent do example leaming and concept leaming help them? 

2. What leaming activities are suitable to help female students leam CAD? To what 

extent does the concept of "problem-posing" pedagogy help them? 

3. What motivates female students to leam CAD? To what extent are gender bias and 

gender socialization factors that affect their leaming? 

4. Which CAD elements pose obstacles for female students? To what extent are 

geometric design, space, and perspective factors that affect their leaming? 

5. What additional skills could assist female students in leaming CAD? What can 

schools do to help them? 

Summary 

This study finds that both countries believed that the goal of CAD courses is to 

develop students' ability to face the job market and to use computer-drafting in their 

projects. Most of the teachers in both countries used example and step-by-step leaming in 

their classes. They believed that a combination of concept and example leaming is 

essential to students' leaming of CAD. Both countries' teachers agreed that female 

students performed well in the classroom. They thought that female students spent 
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sufficient time using computers. 

Most of the U.S. teachers thought that their female students used CAD confidently 

and without computer anxiety. A U.S. teacher pointed out that young women in the U.S. 

start using computers when they are in high school, which helps them to leam advanced 

in computer technology. 

The literature indicated that women's attitudes toward computers are often negative. 

The U.S. teachers did not see tiiis happen to their female students. In explanation for this, 

the mterview data shows that roughly 30% of students enrolled m the U.S. interviewees' 

classes were female. The sample was small, and these female sttidents should profíciency 

in leaming CAD. According to interview statements, they usually were juniors at the 

imiversity. They possessed the ability to make 2D and 3D drawings by hand and 

knowledge of the design process in their fíeld. Therefore, the results of this study from 

the U.S. interviewees were different from other studies conceming gender issues in 

computers. 

Neither countries' teachers saw gender discrimination in the job market. This study 

did not fínd it to be as serious an as problem was recorded in the literature. In explanation 

for this, the women's movement has made a difference in both U.S. and Taiwanese 

societies. However, differences in educational background and cultural tradition 

accounted for different ideas about ftiture careers for students. The Taiwanese teachers 

thought that society expects working women to have a steady job with regular working 

hours. This study shows that Taiwanese women usually do not expect to have a career 

related to their college study, such as theatre design. Some of the Taiwanese teachers 
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pointed out that educators should encourage female students to understand their aptitudes 

at the college level and to actualize themselves in work. 

This study indicates that female students can perform well in the field of CAD 

technology. I hope this study can increase female students' willingness to use CAD for 

the arts; the study's recommendations will be usefiil in development of CAD courses that 

will help female students to leam. 
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Focusing Code: Goals 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-I Course: Computer Assisted Design Development Tl 

-The generation, communication and management of 

three-dimensional design information during the design 

process. Emphasis on maintaining the integrity of the 

design information throughout the design process and 

communication through web based presentation 

(Syllabus, 2004). 

US-M-2 Course: 3D Digital Visualization Tl 

-To provide the student with understanding of and ability 

to create 3D digital models, materials, lighting, and 

rendering (Syllabus, 2003). 

US-F-3 Course: Computer Assisted Design Development TI 

-The generation, management and communication of 

three-dimensional design information through the design 

process using digital output media (Syllabus, 2004). 

US-F-4 Course: Computers in Architecture. Tl 

-An introduction to computer use in architecture and 

applications in basic concepts of computer-aided design 

(CAD) drawing (Syllabus, 2004). 

US-M-5 -Course: Computer Graphics for the Theatre Tl 

-This is an advanced class designed for students pursuing 

a career in theatre technology. It assumed and expected 

that you have a background in design and/or technical 

theatre and will be able to immediately apply this new 

draíting and design tool to your current and future 
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projects (Syllabus, 2004). 

US-M-6 Course: Stage Drafting and Vector Works for the Stage Tl 

-Stage Drafting: I teach the basics and language of 

drafting. I also teach the use of computers one day a 

week, and I am experimenting in teaching both hand and 

computer drafting in parallel. It's a very hard class and 

students have a lot of work to do. 

-Vector Works for the Stage: In this class we take it a 

little bit further; leaming to use the software, modiíy 

software, proper techniques for maintaining the fíles and 

creating templates. Customizing and creating macros. 

This class is mainly on computer graphics. 

US-M-7 Course: Ideas as Objects Tl 

-The goal for the Form Z project that I saw was to 

expose the students to another way of making 3D 

objects, at an introductory level. The students get to leam 

a way to connect the physical to the digital. So I changed 

the projects every semester. So semester they would use 

it like a sketch, where they would sketch the model and 

build it in the woodshop themselves. 

-Most recently I did an experiment, wherein I simplified 

the model they were going to make. But there is function 

in the software where you can unfold the model, print it 

out and then fold it back up. So that was the way that 

they could build directly from the model. I think it was a 

way for the students who didn't like working on 

computer, to see the advantages of using computer tools 

over hand drawing. 

US-F-8 Course: Lighting Design Studio Tl 

-What we really expect them to leam is: How to navigate 

within the program, get all their proper language and 
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proper drawing techniques done in the computer so that 

it will be a representation of their hand drawing. What 

we actually thought is to have them recreate what they 

already have done. 

US-M-9 Course: Architecture Design Tl 

T-M-10 Course: Computer Aided Design Tl 

I tended to integrate my teaching with their future 

career by using CAD to create projects. 

T-M-11 Course: 3D Computer Graphics and Animation Tl 

-This is a very practical course. Students can expect to 

gain through experience in using the graphics tools in 

use today in both research and commercial facilities. 

Students can expect to gain skills which may enhance 

their 'creativity' in producing 3D computer animation 

(Syllabus, 2004). 

T-M-12 Course: Computer 3D and Digital Image Tl 

-Basically, this class is about leaming how to use the 

software, and express their storyboards with computer 

software. 

T-M-13 -Course: Computer Assisted Design Tl 

-The goals of this class is [sic] that students can use 

CAD as a tool to create projects. 

T-M-14 Course: CAD for Product Design T1 

-To imderstand how to create the product's model, I 

expect the students to use the computer as an assisting 

tool. 

-At present we use the following software: 

Studio-Design, PhotoShop, Corel Draw, in class. The 
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assignment in the curriculum starts with teaching the 

students how to use the software. 

T-F-I5 Course: Computer Graphics XI 

-1 expected my students to exploit the functions of the 

computer, I also teach them how to develop an 

inclination towards art. 

T-F-I6 Course: Computer-Aided-Design Tl 

-I hope they can get familiar with the commands for the 

computer, and be able to use them in theater graphics. 

They should have the capabilities for constmcting 3D 

models and image processing. Further, I also expect them 

to know how to use some 2D graphics software. 

T-F-I7 -Course: Computer-Aided-Design Tl 

- Teach the student to communicate appreciate a work of 
art. 

T-M-I8 Course: Stage Sketch Tl 

-I set a goal for the students. By the end of the semester, 

they have to complete Disney Logo; I expect them to 

fínish this assignment with the skills-they leam about 

computer graphics in class. 

T-M-19 Course: CAD for Architecture Tl 

-Leam and get familiar with AutoCAD 

T-M-20 Course: Computer-Aided-Design TI 

-Regarding the students at the Department of 

Architectural Design, they are allowed to try all 

possibilities and combinations from computer aided 

design, materials sampling and sketching, space and site 
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decoration, the camera usage and view capture, to the 

movement and changes in light and shadow, etc. The 

combinations are for coordinating the requirement of the 

sketches, vsåth the other assignments. 

- They leam to use computer animation or multimedia to 

represent their design concept. They also leam to use the 

resources on the Intemet to synthesize all the brilliant 

ideas for design from around the world, and to establish 

their own model bank. Employing computers for post-

production and schedule management, they make their 

reports into an audio-visual multimedia presentation to 

make a complete project. 
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Focusing Code: Instmctional Strategies 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-I -There are 2 areas: there is theconceptual ideaof why Tl 

you want to do something vsãth the software(s/w); and of 

course, there is the tool set, you've got to know how to 

use to actually understand why you want to do it. 

-We mn through the examples. My feeling is, even if you 

teach all the concepts, unless the students have 

experience in s/w, the students are not going to fully 

grasp the concept itself If you give them both; when 

they fully understand the concept and understand where 

the tool is going to take them and then vice-versa, by 

understanding the concept they will know why to use the 

tool. 

-Since they are all undergraduates, a lot of them are all 

architecture students. Right now, we have changed the 

class to be based on precedents. [...] Everybody gets to 

select his or her projects [individual assignments]. We 

are trying to get them into the s/w to give a fírst hand 

experience of how to do something in 3-D. 

US-M-2 -I don't dififerentiate between male and female students Tl ,T2 

in my teaching strategies. What I feel like is, the most 

successful you can be if dififerent people leam in 

diflferent ways. Some people are verbal leamers, some 

are visual leamers, and some people like to read things, 

some like to be shovm. So, people have a variety of ways 

of leaming. 

-[Example leaming and concept leaming do not] appear 

to be gender specifíc. Even though there are defínitely 

those two diflferent types of people within both the male 
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and female population. 

US-F-3 -What we do is give one single project. Then we sort of Tl 

take photographs of one particular project, either of the 

fíeld of architecture or a model of their own. They start 

working on it and then they prepare a model, texture and 

come up with a composition for it. Then they have to 

make a presentation of their project. 

-Basically we use both the concept and example leaming 

methods. We do tell them how the whole concept works 

and then concentrate more on examples. For instance, 

when we talk about various modeling techniques, we do 

so by showing lot of examples. That gives more time to 

students to go ahead and work on it. There is no point in 

you talking a lot about it without showing them how to 

do it. So even if the students don't want to understand 

the concepts, they still can work on CAD. 

US-F-4 -With our classes, since they are imdergraduates, I try to T1,T2 

stress upon [sic] concepts. Hopefiilly they understand 

and are able to apply to their Studio Works. We provide a 

course especially for the 2D exercises wherein very 

concrete instmction, click-by-click, is provided for basic 

things like drawing a door, click on the icon, etc. That 

helps them develop a mentality for 2D line drawing. 

Those who can draw well by hand can pick up the digital 

drawing a lot faster. Once we get to the modeling, it's 

more concepts oriented. Simply because, every student is 

for doing his/her own project and I can't tell them draw 

this here and there, for each one of them! 

-The female students have a harder time in grasping 

concepts straight away. Even from my own experiences, 

I like to see examples. If you talk about the concepts then 

show me an example fírst. Sometimes we are not 
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allowed to do that due to time constraints. So if you can 

provide an example with the concept, I think, it will be 

easier for female students to apply it later on. 

US-M-5 -ft's just a piu-e lecture demo. The class is very project Tl 

driven. Students are given small projects to do almost 

everyday. So they are given assignments which make 

them study some parts on their own. 

-I use the book "Mastering AutoCAD," and the good 

thing about this book is that a working version of the 

program comes with it. 

-I sell it as a job skill. A few years ago it was very 

unusual now it is becoming more expected. Some 

students come here írom high school havmg leamt 

AutoCAD and so it's now very much expected. But 

before it was a skiU which would thrill the employer if 

you had it and would put you above everybody else. 

CAD has become the industry standard for Lighting 

designers. 

US-M-6 -I do a lot of this through examples.[...]. The course is Tl 

primarily project based. We do a lot of copy projects 

where students use photocopies of designs and draw 

them on computer. I don't want them to make decisions 

about design at that point. We also try to teach drafting 

as a process wherein you have to design/develop both 

elevation and ground plan simultaneously. 

US-M-7 -Since it's a foundafíon class in 3D, the students are Tl 

taught to see ideas as objects. The students are to get 

fovmdation in the ability to take ideas and make objects. 

So this includes working in woodshop, working in 

classroom building; like a sculpture class. So they build 

objects in lots of dififerent ways. All of our students get 
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an experience in woodshop, after going through a safety 

orientation. So it's really about making sculpture and 

understanding where the ideas come from. 

-All the projects incorporate both technical and 

conceptual leaming. I emphasize that students 

vmderstand how to communicate ideas through abstract 

forms. Most of the sculpture that they make in class is 

not representational but abstract forms. That's the 

challenge for them: to make abstract ideas physical. 

-First of all I believe in active leaming. I love teaching 

studio and mostly prefer working one-to-one basis with 

the students at all time. 

-I just introduce those tools, give them handouts and 

encourage them to experiment wdth other tools. I use 

Form Z in a particular way and don't use it for texture, 

animation, lighting, etc. These come later and this is a 

basic class. 

US-F-8 -Each student leams it differently, whether male or Tl 

female. Sometimes you have both male and female 

students, pick up a concept right away and sometimes 

you have to show them how to do it, once, before they 

can do it. Sometimes you have to show them 5 or 6 times 

before they pick it up. 

US-M-9 -About the teaching methods I use, I think using these Tl 

software for practiced work, is the best way for leaming. 

In other words, I give them an assigmnent on a physical 

object and ask them to fínish it. It is the fastest method 

for leaming. It allows the students to get used to the idea 

of fínishing their designs with the computer, and this 

process gives them the greatest help. 

T-M-IO -Example leaming—Step by Step TI 
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T-M-II -I try my best to integrate concept leaming and example Tl 

learning. 

-The problem is that when concept leaming is absent, the 

students tend to solve the problem with their own 

experiences, which are insufFicient to help them solve 

new problems. 

T-M-I2 - The teaching method most resembles example leaming. Tl 

It mainly uses tutorials to introduce the students about 

the fimctions. It starts by giving them examples, or a case 

study. 

T-M-13 -1 expect the student to use my way of logical thinking, Tl 

which consists of concept leaming and example leaming. 

This approach is suitable for leaming software. Doing so, 

the leaming time wiU be shortened considerably. The 

students can grasp my points easily. 

-When I emphasize concept leaming, it doesn't mean 

that I want them to follow my instraction step by step. 

The main reason is that such types of concepts are 

applicable to other related models. Therefore, they are 

able to leam by themselves, and acquire the capabilities 

of fínishing the work. 

-I always encourage my students to breakthrough their 

own bottlenecks, by themselves. If they cannot solve 

them on their own, then they come to me for help. 

T-M-14 -My teaching method works in this way: at the T1 

beginning, I would tell the students one command after 

another one. Then I go on to assign a topic for them. The 

students start from the sketch; then, they continue to 

establish the 3D model. 

-For female sttidents, I tend to use the method of 
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teaching them one step after another one. ft is better to 

give them a model in order to make them understand 

better. 

-On the contrary, male students tend to have better a 

logical thinking, and can leam faster This seems to 

highlight a problem that female sttidents name a lack of 

creativity. 

T-F-15 -In order to orient the students with the job market in the TI 

fiiture, the students so ready for the job market, the 

design of each class is diflferent. In additíon to 

professional concepts, I also emphasize guidance on 

practical work. 

T-F-16 -I wdll give them a stage drawing and ask them to fínish TI 

the elevatíons. Then they should build and color the 

model as well. 

T-F-17 -In my class, my teaching method emphasizes more on Tl 

[sic] personal development. I don't like the students to 

imitate. In class, I would start fi-om the basics. Then, I 

teach them how to appreciate some related works and tell 

them what ideas those works intend to communicate. 

Further, I would also arrange time for individual 

discussion and point out their problems one by one. 

- In design, computer software is only a tool. I don't 

expect the students to be limited by the software. I care 

more about what the students wish to express. Therefore, 

they are not required to specialize on a particular 

software; I do not wish to have their incentive in leaming 

bound by the computer 

T-M-18 - In Theatre drawing class, the fírst semester, I would Tl 

start by teaching them to a sketch by hand. During the 
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semester, we proceed to computer graphics. The reason I 

teach them sketch by hand is that I expect them to get 

oriented with the graphics language used in the theatre. 

This emphasis is also on the concept of communication, 

and leaming to view from the top view and 3D 

perspectives. 

-After they leam to use the computer in sketching, they 

fínd out that drawing by hand is a waste of time. But I 

wiU emphasize that hand sketching is a very important 

fovmdation at this stage. 

-1 start by inttoducing the commands, to allow them to 

imderstand the interface of AUTOCAD, and how to 

insert the captíon and print out the graphics. Then, I am 

going to give them a simple assigimient, such as drawing 

a table, to allow them to acquire practical experience in 

completing the graphics of a real object. After the 

midterm, we go on to 3D modeling. 

-I would use practical examples to encourage them in 

using the computer as a tool. For example, I prefer to 

demonstrate to them the examples from the tutorials. It 

allows them to see how the application of the computer 

will actually perform in theatrical techniques. My main 

intention is that I want them to see how this software can 

be applied in their future work. Further, it can also help 

them build up their self-confídence, stimulating their 

motivation in leaming. 

T-M-19 -Employing the method of using examples (from books T1 ,T2 

and cases) studies can be helpfiil for female students in 

leaming the commands. Simply put, it is rewarding to 

teach them the functions of the commands through 

detailed descriptions. Then, they are asked to practíce the 

examples in class. 
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T-M-20 - Students that plan to enroll in this class must have basic Tl ,T2 

training in architectural design. Further, they have to read 

the assignments or record the observation before class. 

As this class is the preparation for Digital Media Studio 

in junior and senior years, in the design tools, the 

students are expected to possess the skills for using 

fraditional commimication media, such as drafting, 

modeling, etc. They are also expected to have capability 

in image processing, such as Photoshop, flash, etc. 

Further, they also need to have the skills in 3D sketching, 

as Form-Z, Auto CAD, etc. About video recording and 

production, they need to understand how to operate the 

audio-visual equipment, and have the skills for cutting. 
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Focusing Code: Leaming Activities 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 -There have been female students who have got the TI ,T2 

highest grade in the class and then there have been 

classes where boys have got the highest grade. So right 

now, if I took the best girl and best guy in the class, I 

would consider them to be fairly equal. 

-You can tell by how much time they put into their work. 

One who enjoys and is comfortable wdth the s/w, 

interested in the s/w, they are, typically, the ones who get 

the best grade. 

- The better students would spend more time in leaming 

the soflware by themselves and ask less questíons. By 

going through the process on their own, they retain it 

better than remembering what someone had been telling 

them about. 

US-M-2 -I don't fínd, in general, that the women have any more Tl ,T2 

difificulty in leaming the procediu-es and the processes 

than their male coimterparts. I don't see a diffículty, at 

least in the students we get. We get now a highly 

motívated group of students. If you look at our 

populatíon versus that of other disciplines, these women 

coming here are highly focused, especially by the time 

they get to their sophomore year. 

-I would say that probably women are less likely to ask 

questíons, in a public fomm especially discussion 

questions. But once again, I don't think there is not much 

difference. [...] They always led the discussion and 

asked questions. 

-1 just started using a web based discussion group. 
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Initíally, it was meant for asking questions they wouldn't 

ask but also to build a community among students. So 

that they would depend less time on me and start 

communicating with each other to come up with a 

solution. It's been most successful, so far, in virtual 

reality class. I am trying to pull back gradually and leave 

the forum to students. I do go in, occasionally to answer 

some questions. For a lot of people it works better than 

class rooms. 

US-F-3 -Women seem to be fine. I never had any problems Tl ,T2 

because they are females. Women work very well, they 

no problem at all in my class. 

-We don't have any group actívities in class. All of them 

work on their own projects and on their own. 

-If women have any problems they discuss them in class 

or come and ask me. We have a very informal kind of 

discussions in class. So they don't have much trouble in 

speaking up. 

US-F-4 -[The female students' level of performance:] it's kind of T1,T2 

50-50. Say, out of 4 girls in a class, half of them will 

perform really well. They will imderstand the concepts; 

they grasp what we are doing and get an A without any 

problems. And the other 50% straggle a lot. 

-There was one situation with a girl who was really shy 

and she felt uncomfortable asking questions. But other 

girls are bold in speaking up in class. The more they 

participate, the better their grade is. I have girls who are 

not very willing to ask questíons in class, but after 

lecturing I answer their questions. But they don't like to 

speak up in class. 

-They [male students] ask me repeat again so they can 

see it again. They discuss questions in class. In my 
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teaching style, I allow asking questions in class. I 

encourage them to approach me anytime during oflfice 

hours. 

-Right now, all homework exercises are individual. There 

is no group work involved in them. But certain students 

create their own study groups and help each other in their 

work and ask questions. I don't put together any group. 

Even the projects are individual based. 

US-M-5 -In the last 5 years [female students] certainly have been Tl ,T2 

better. I don't know whether it is due to attention to 

details or whether the males have been sorry. I have had 

good male students. But in particular, the female students 

I have seen from the last 3-4 years have been very very 

skiUed. 

-I think females spend more time with their projects; 

there is a greater attention to details. Why that is, I just 

can't tell you that. 

-All of them do individual work. I am not a big fan of 

group projects. Also this would be very hard to do as a 

group project. I don't see everybody doing one thing as a 

group for the same grade as a reliable option. 

-I would like to think that I foster a very open 

environment. It's a stractured environment; I mean we 

have set goals everyday. There is a no lectem and dark 

room in my class. I stand in middle of a row of 

computers with the students working on them; just 2 feet 

away from any student. So it fosters an open 

relationship. 

-We work closely in this class and we work closely in the 

scene design classes and in the lightíng design classes. 

We work backstage together on projects. So we already 

know each other by the time we get to this class. 
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US-M-6 -I don't think there is any major difiference. AII students Tl ,T2 

have different leaming styles. The one challenge that I 

faced with female students, although this is getting fewer 

now than it was 10 years ago, is that they are some 

females who have come in with the belief is that they 

just don't see what the object is. For example, if we are 

discussing an isometric dravring; I don't see it and I don't 

understand it, it just looks like lines to me. So I think that 

there is a diíference, more male students come in better 

equipped to imderstand drafting language that's going 

on. [.. .]So there more women who have trouble seeing 

those kinds [isometric]of drawdngs than men but not very 

much. 

-The difficult parts are the ones in discussing isometric 

projections or perspective projections [by hand drawing]. 

[However,] I haven't encoimtered any female students 

having any particular difificulty in doing modeling with 

the computer. 

-Almost all are individual activities. I have some projects 

that are group projects when we discuss sharing 

information. Typically, every student has their own parts 

that they work but there is a fínal document in which all 

the parts fít. So there is a group and shared component to 

it, but really, all of the work is individual. 

-I ask questions and force interactions. Every one has to 

answer questions and in every class. So the students are 

posed a problem and I ask for ideas on how to solve it. 

-I ask them to keep a joumal about how they did 

something. I like to compare those. Some students may 

do a task in 4 steps while others took 9 steps and I may 

get some smart student who would show me how to do it 

in 3 steps. AutoCAD is ideal for this as you can flip over 

to the text screen and see the steps taken. 
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US-M-7 -Usually around 20 students. That's a very manageable Tl,T2 

and easy to do class size. 

-I try not to lecture. I have them to follow along what I 

am doing. A basic demonstratíon is making a pile of 

blocks, I use. We make blocks of diflferent kinds, change 

their shapes in dififerent ways, stack them up in diflferent 

ways, rotate or tum them, change the views etc. This 

helps to understand and see perspectíve view with a 

binocular vision and on a flat screen. Changing views on 

the computer helps in this. 

-Honestly, I generally fínd that female students are able 

to see ideas that functíon at a lot of diflferent levels, more 

easily than males; at least initially at the 100 level 

(freshman level). But I don't want to seem sexist. As far 

as making absfract sculptures, having the forms relate to 

more than one idea to be interpreted in a variety of 

dififerent ways; a kind of complexity of thought at the 

initial level that may have come from variety of creative 

play activities. Thinking of what I did growing up with 

males, most of the imaginative play that we did was less 

of role playing and more direct. Playing soldier and 

sports; it's very laid out and with a lot of rales and not 

open ended. 

-So the female students may have little more difficulty 

initially with the computer but they have an easier time 

in brainstorming ideas on what their actual projects are 

going to be. 

- (How do you think are your female students are in 

leaming Form Z, compared to males?) I really don't 

think it was significant. It really depended more on 

individual personality. Because all my projects have 

dififerent parts, a student who is not good with the 
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computer can still do well with the project by using good 

hand skills and precision cutting. In particular in a small 

class, I get to know how hard each student is trying. So I 

give credit for putting the efifort even though their project 

may not be the best when compared to others. 

-I think it's not [a gender issue.] This is because of the 

wide variety of the components of the course. If my 

course was solely dighal modeling, in particular 

technical, tíien there might have been a significant 

difiference. I think a passion for doing that would make 

the difiference. The students who have a passion for 

digital modeling would excel. The only students who I 

have seen to love digital modeling (go bananas about it) 

have been male students. I have had female students who 

were in lOII class and did very involved and impressive 

digital models. This is was because they were very 

wonderíul students and worked very hard at every thing. 

-(How about the performance of female students in the 

group projects?) I kind of break things down based on 

personality styles than on gender basis. I think there are 

certain stereotypic personality styles like being more 

outgoing, more personable, and more dominant; tend to 

do better in groups. I have had students from both 

genders who do not work well in groups because they are 

very individualistic. I can see either gender being that 

way more. So it is not gender specific. 

US-F-8 -I have noticed that, sometimes, female students get T1,T2 

fmstrated in a dififerent way and how to deal with it is the 

hard part. A lot of times women give up when they get 

frastrated and men seem more aggressive, "I am gonna 

make this work" and make it work when they get angry 

at it. So things are a littíe different. 

-Sometimes it takes longer for women to pick up what to 
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do. It maybe because they are doing it as linear 

progression. While the male students use it a lot more 

and so they work together very well. If they have 

question, they seek and help each other very well. I 

found that a lot of times, female students complaining "I 

couldn't get this to work!" and a male student comes 

along to saying "Oh! I did this and it worked!" 

US-M-9 -According to my experience, boys have better spatíal T1,T2 

concepts than the girls. Among my students, those who 

perform well in 3D space are boys. However, the girls 

seem to be more diligent than the boys in finishing the 

sketch. I would like to ascertain the girls' endeavor; but 

it requires talents in design. 

-When the student acquired the basic concepts, I 

encourage them to discuss their experiences in using the 

software. They leam faster in this way. Although, I focus 

more on the performance of each individual on their 

assignment, they always discuss the problems together. 

-The female students always discuss the problems they 

encountered with me. Their leaming attitudes are very 

serious. But I think it is related to personality. Some girls 

are rather introverted. But generally speaking, they are 

serious in leaming; this motivates them to interact with 

the teacher more frequently. Boys don't always discuss 

their problems with me. Only a few of them do. There is 

another possibility that boys tend to solve the problems 

with the computer themselves. Boys tend to have more 

confidence in solving the problems by themselves. 

T-M-10 -When I was teaching at the university, basically, I taught T1 ,T2 

the students to do a step, they would follow my 

instractions. I didn't give them any group discussion 

assignments. 
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-Conceming active leaming, the female students in 

Taiwan are quiet. 

T-M-11 -In class, the students are not active in raising questions. Tl ,T2 

Normally, I would raise some questions actively and 

encourage them to discuss and find the solutions. 

-Female students always perform brilliantíy in written 

exams. However, they seem to be a little weak in 

computer skills in their projects. 

- The students mainly present their work as an individual 

activity because it is difificult to divide a project into 

particular sectíons of work. 

T-M-12 -I don't think there is any diflference between male and T1 ,T2 

female students. Most of them leam it with personal 

interest. If they are more enthusiastic, they wiU spend 

more time in leaming the software. Basically, women 

will not do better than men. The boys who don't want to 

spend more time, will not be good. But in the matter of 

creativity, the male students in this class perform better, 

so they get higher grades. 

All the students that enroll in my class are enthusiastic 

and curious about CAD. They want to know what CAD 

can do in creating works with different styles. Further, 

they love to watch animation movies and want to know 

how they are done. 

T-M-13 - In class, I tend to raise questions conceming individuals T1,T2 

only, not related to their gender in any sense. 

-All the students in the Department of Architecture have 

the basic training on building models; therefore, I can 

count on this knowledge. Frankly speaking, the women 

students, with the enthusiasm to leam, have proved to 

have the capabilities of achieving excellent leaming 
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results. 

I cannot deny that a lot of time is devoted to leaming 

CAD. It is more challenging. When leaming to use 2D 

graphics sofltware, even boys need more time. 

T-M-14 For the students at the Normal University, they do not Tl ,T2 

raise any questions actively when they have questions. 

-The students still perform well. It proves that success is 

highly related to the students' aptitude. 

-In Taiwan, no matter how excellent the equipment is at 

school, it cannot attract them to stay at the computer lab 

in school. The main reason is that they have excellent 

computer equipment at home. 

T-F-15 - On tiie whole, female students score higher in final Tl ,T2 

grades, although they are not that good in computer 

skills. 

-At present, I still expect the students to finish their work 

on their own; because group projects will make some of 

the students more dependent on others. 

-If they have questions when leaming, female students 

want the answer directly. Male students prefer to find out 

the answers themselves. 

T-F-16 ~The boys always try to finish a project with dififerent T1 ,T2 

methods; but girls won't. They appear to be more 

conservative. The boys treasure the sense of achievement 

more. If I give them a difificult problem, the boys will try 

to solve it with all their eflfort. 

-We set up a discussion group on the Intemet for leaming 

CAD. The students post their techniques for drawing 

graphics on the net. 

T-F-17 - Female students tend to be aflfected by stereotyping and T1 ,T2 
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can be distracted easily. Simply put, their emotions will 

influence their in leaming eflfectively. When they 

encounter a little bit of frastratíon, they will give up. 

-I feel that the downside of group leaming is that the 

work is completed by a few students. So, I try my best to 

have them complete the work on their own. 

-To take my students as an example, perhaps due to their 

personalities, they have good interaction with me. I guess 

it may also be related to the students' intention to enroU 

in this course. As these students are very active and 

lively, they do not seem to be shy in class. 

T-M-18 -Taking this class as an example, the best two students Tl ,T2 

were women. 

-If they had the motivation for leaming, they could reach 

the level I set. 

T-M-19 -On the whole, female students concentrate more in class Tl ,T2 

and on the course contents. 

-Conceming the completeness of the assignments, the 

women students perform better. Further, they can 

complete the assigimient independently. About group 

discussions, both male and female students perform 

similarly. The major difiference is that when discussing in 

groups, having both male and female students, the 

female students are better in listening and not insisting 

on their ideas. 

-In class discussion, female students are more active. 

T-M-20 -There are not many differences between the male and Tl ,T2 

female students. Male students perform better in 

architectural stracture. Meanwhile, female students are 

better in the constraction scenes, such at the atmosphere. 
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music, etc. 

-Whether a female student can accomplish the 

assignment independently or not depends on the issue of 

themes and materials. If the target is the building of an 

independent scene, she can finish it on her own. If the 

project is a huge scale architectural design, as the design 

of a town or a city, community participation, 

maintenance of historical monuments, etc, these tasks 

have to be accomplished by a team. 

-Normally, female students are not as enthusiastic as the 

male students in leaming the computer They seldom 

discuss it actively or even raise any questions. 
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Focusing Code: Percentage of Female Students 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 -I have only 3 girls and 14 boys in the class. T2 

US-M-2 -Often those who don't have that inclination are really T2 

culled from the program; they find something more 

interesting and self select themselves out of the field. So 

we end up wåth a sub selected group by the time they 

come to these s/w courses. So they have perceptions and 

things that are not common to general population. 

-As a general mle, in graduate classes, there are 

one-third female students or less than that. But the 

women seem to, as a population, perform at a higher 

level than the men. Maybe they are more dedicated. It is 

a very male dominated field, so they have little bit better 

and more aggressive or assertive, just to be there. 

US-F-3 -I have 3 [female students] in class. The total is around T2 

15 students. 

US-F-4 -I used to have 3 to 4 girls in class. T2 

US-M-5 -Normally there are 6 or 7 students in every class and I T2 

teach in every spring. I would say, about 40% of the class 

is usually female students. 

US-M-6 -hî the spring, out of a class of 12, there were 7 women. T2 

So a little bit more than half 

US-M-7 
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US-F-8 Half-and -Half T2 

US-M-9 -There are about 15 sttidents in my class. 6 of them are T2 

women, majoring in architecture, with the experience of 

using AutoCAD. 

T-M-10 -40-50%» female sttidents T2 

T-M-11 -30%> female students T2 

T-M-12 Ti 

-About 40%> female students in my class. 

T-M-13 -IntheDepartmentof Architecture, thereare T2 

fewerwomen students; only one third of the total number 

T-M-14 -About 65% female students in my class. T2 

T-F-15 

T-F-16 - 5 female and 5 male students T2 

T-F-17 

T-M-18 -About 30%o female student in my class. T2 

T-M-19 

T-M-20 
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Focusing Code: Additional Skills 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 I do see a relationship between the software and these T3 

mechanically inclined, sciences, mechanics and so forth. 

So if there is really that bridge, then I think it is going to 

impact the female facility- to leam that software. 

US-M-2 

US-F-3 -I think the students need to have skills for designing on T3 

paper. 

US-F-4 -It is supposed to be a prerequisite that the students have T2,T3 

the basic knowledge of computers and their operation. 

Females have a problem in understanding the diflferences 

in a local hard drive and that on a server or network and 

how they access hard drives on network. There is a lot of 

confusion on that. I caimot definitely pinpoint where the 

problem is. But surely the males come in with better 

computer knowledge. 

-Everyone has taken such a designer course and hence 

they don't always know the fundamental architectural 

skills. Like if I ask them to draw an "elevation", some of 

them won't know what it is. 

US-M-5 -I think anyone that has a good aesthetic ability is really T3 

gifted in the sense that they will have an artistic goal 

along with a technical goal. 

- Those [the concept of perspective and geometry] are 

the concepts that I am hoping we already have dealt 

with. I mean, when I first started teaching this class, we 
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US-M-6 

did have to do some drafting and I felt we were losing 

time dealing with questíons like What perspectíve is?, 

etc. Now that's dealt with in the design class to be taken 

before this course. 

US-M-7 -Just being comfortable on a computer is the first step. T2,T3 

Definitely, being able to draw and understand those 2D 

drawing tool is very important to moving to 3D tools. 

Wherein doing curves and knowdng to control them with 

different handles and dragging boxes (in 2D drawmg) 

helps to make cubes in 3D design. I think that those tools 

are very similar in 3D and the student who can, in 

particular the ctirves which are a little confiising to figure 

out, imderstand the usage of 2D tools like Adobe 

IUustrator, will definitely have an easier time. 

-(How about aesthetics?) That depends on their overall 

background where in if they had a chance to think like 

that before. There are a couple reasons why I encourage 

that. One is, most students haven't created abstract works 

before, particularly not sculptures. And the other is, I 

think they have more opportunity for success because of 

the time enhanced skills necessary in making competent 

representatíonal sculptures. It's very difificult. So I think, 

the students who have tried earlier are more disappointed 

than the students who are working abstractly and 

generally have a more of a feeling of success with their 

work. I think they are more open-minded. 

US-F-8 -Right now, we make sure they know how to hand draft T2,T3 

before they do computer drafting. 

-One thing that would help is (I haven't explored the 

curriculum enough), to have a basic computer course; 
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what it does and what programs can help you. More of a 

seminar class. Because when students come into class, 

the fírst question I always get is: "What computer should 

I get?", "How would it run this?" 

So a course that would help them to work with their 

computer and keep it updated. I think that would be a 

good thing for the school to ofifer One thing we can 

work towards is gearing each computer software for each 

individual program. So we intend to use little bit of 

Photoshop, PowerPoint for digital portfolio work. But 

trying to take that out of regular Photoshop class would 

overwhelm the students. 

US-M-9 -The fraining in drawdng and aesthetics are very 

important. Before leaming computer graphics, if the 

students have received such training, it wiU be helpíul 

for them in integrating the work. In other words, they can 

express their design concepts with the computer 

accurately. 

T-M-10 -As you leam how to use the computer from time to T3 

time, it can help you leam 2D. For the people that are not 

familiar with the computer, they may have problems in 

leaming how to use 3D. 

T-M-11 -I know that 3D software is related to space, geometry T3 

design, and perspectíve. Further, such framework is 

grounded on mathematícs. In tiieory, if the male students 

perform better in mathematics, h can be deduced that 

they fit better in this field. 

T-M-12 -The students are visual communication arts majors. T3 

They have good drawing backgrounds. 
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T-M-13 -Using the computer to design is a mode of expression, T3 

like computer 3D graphics. It can represent designers' 

imaginations by graphical means. Creativity is the 

designers' capital. By using the computer to build 

models, it can save the designers a lot of time, which 

means more income from the aspect of cost and fees. 

This is why I consider using computers for designing. 

Therefore, the students should use the computer to 

express their ideas; they should not abandon the 

creativity in design. 

T-M-I4 

T-F-15 -When the students take this class, they are not required T3 

to have previous training in aesthetics. I don't think it is 

very important. On the contrary, I feel that if they don't 

have any background in related fields, they can have 

more space to develop their imaginations, and diflferent 

ideas. The students majoring in fields related to 

aesthetics tend to be boimd by the traditional concepts. 

T-F-16 -For working in the theatre, the students should have the T3 

knowledge of constraction drawing. Then, they should 

leam CAD. For example, they need the knowledge of 

lines and signs. Then, I am going to ask them to create a 

constraction drawing with CAD. It is more practical for 

them to leam CAD. 

-The building of 3D models with software is easier than 

using traditional hand-drawn perspective method. But 

the students need to know the basic ideas about 

perspective drawing. 

T-F-17 
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T-M-18 -I think those students who always use the computer, or T2,T3 

are familiar with the operation of it, would have an 

advantage while leaming this software. 

T-M-19 -Skills in sketching and basic aesthetics are beneficial for T3 

drafting the 3D drafts, before the operation. Logical 

thinking and 3D spatial concepts may aflFect the 

completeness and accuracy of the assignments. 

-Now there are Chinese versions of AutoCAD RI4 and 

2000, which we are using. The students tend to rely on 

Chinese in operation. They seldom read the English 

manual. 

T-M-20 -The basic fraining in 2D drawing and image T2,T3 

representation is an important facet in the training for 

aesthetic representation, in computer aided instraction. 

-When they begin to leam, they have to operate with the 

English options. This presents certain barriers, because 

of the implied meaning in these options. But after 

operating it, these difficulties are overcome. 
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Focusing Code: Attitudes About Computers 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 -Ifl was teachingfemale studentss/wforthefirsttime, T2 

as compared to a guy for the first time; it does seem that 

the guy is more open to that. If you are more open, you 

will leam it more quickly. Females seem to give up 

earlier than the guys and seem to get firusfrated more and 

earlier. 

US-M-2 -Theengagingpartofcomputertechnology, inearly T2 

stages, has been male oriented. Because men developed 

the programs. What you think keeps the male involved in 

computers beyond a certain task required for school? 

(Like more men playing computer games.) It is the fact 

that the games are male oriented, probably because men 

in general are more competitive. For e.g. the first 

computer game was "Kong"- male oriented. Here you try 

to beat the computer or your opponent. 

-My experience is, women are less competitive at this 

level and in this way. As computers got more 

sophistícated, simulatíon games were developed, like 

"Sim-city", which were about interpersonal relationship 

artificial mtelligence or people; and less competitive. 

This would keep people interested in technology and 

make them want to create their own game. 

US-F-3 

US-F-4 

US-M-5 -That [women easily get frastrated in using computer T2 
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technology] may have been tme few years ago. Just like 

when I first started teaching CAD, a long time ago, 

nobody knew anything about computers. I think about 10 

years ago, guys started dealing first with computers 

because they were machines and things like that. But 

now, certainly here, the women that come through junior 

high schools have emails, cell phones, do intemet 

searches. So I think the culture has changed and it is no 

longer trae. AU females have laptops, at least the ones I 

have been dealing with at the university. 

US-M-6 -The computer is becoming so common. Earlier there T2 

was a difference. Boys got to play more games. It was 

seen as a boy kind of toy. I think that a few years ago 

there was a diflference in the basic experience levels of 

men and women with the computer itself. One of the 

things about the theater is that it is a very inclusive and 

tolerant society and work environment. So there is a lot 

less of gender or sexual orientation stereotypes. 

Boundaries don't exist in the theater as it exists in the 

corporate world or in engineering or in architecture. 

US-M-7 -It depends on the personality of the students in how T2 

particular they are about that connection. I encourage 

being open to evolution. Like sketch your ideas in a 

book, take some time to build models of it. If it's a 

project where they are not printing it out but folding; let 

it process inform and evolve ideas. So respect the tools 

you are using whether those tools are digital or band saw. 

The students I have seen get frastrated are the ones who 

try to make the physical object looking exactly like the 

digital object. But the digital objects were made one way 

and the physical objects were made the different way. So 

it's important to respect your tools and materials. For 
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example, it is very easy to make a slear on a computer; 

if s very diflficult to make a slear out of wood. 

-So I think it depends on how receptive the students are. 

The case where I would see male students having an 

easier time is when they had a high school drafting class 

and they printout projected views of their project and lay 

them out and build them according to blue prints. I have 

seen both male and female students do that. The female 

students generally have come from architecture. We have 

some students who start in architecture, don't like it and 

come to individual art. 

US-F-8 -I noticed that the older students fear it more than the T2 

yoimger students. I think its' because that both male and 

female students are growing up with the same pace and 

so they are comfortable with it. But older students are 

just really scared of it. They [men and women] are pretty 

much the same for both male and female. Because they 

have grown up in that era "where if you touch a 

computer wrong, you will break it!" 

US-M-9 -I feel that application sofitware isn't difficuh at all. Each T2 

person has different levels of comprehension ability. 

Some leam faster, some slower. I don't see any 

differences between boys or girls. 

T-M-10 

T-M-11 

T-M-12 -Ten years ago, female students encountered more T2 

frastratíons while leaming CAD, because the sofltware 

was designed for engineering. But CAD interface is very 

friendly now. 10 years ago it would take 10 processes to 
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finish the same model. Now, it jusí takes us 2 steps to do 

so. Thus there are no gender dififerences in using CAD. 

Now, the students' creatívity has becomes more 

important; more important than using the software. 

T-M-13 

T-M-14 

T-F-15 

T-F-16 

T-F-17 

T-M-18 -I don't think playing computer games has any relation to T2 

leaming CAD. Basically, playing computer games 

involves the pressing of certain keys on the keyboard 

only; the player just seeks for speed, not skiUs while 

playing. So, this practice lacks any understanding of the 

contents of the computer. So, it does not matter whether 

they are men or women; they have the same 

opportunities using the computer, especially after the 

Intemet has become commonplace to us all. All these are 

the ways that help them to get familiar wdth the operation 

or interface of the computer. 

T-M-I9 

T-M-20 
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Focusing Code: Career Expectations 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 Female students did worry about their future careers, T2 

and this tendency helped their leaming motivation. 

US-M-2 -I would say, because our students have picked a T2 

profession from the time they enter freshman year, in a 

specific discipline... We start with 300 students in 

freshman year. About 150 of those self select out of the 

architecture programs. By the time they are through their 

junior year, another half self-selects itself out. So it's a 

filtering process. In the graduate program this becomes 

more evident, not only are they self selecting themselves 

but reselecting them too! They are dedicated to being an 

architect. -As a general rale, the very best male students 

and very best female students see themselves in a very 

different role. The very best male students see 

themselves as star architects and solo practitioners. Top 

women see themselves in a team based roles and that's 

where they go. 

US-F-3 -Therearealotofcompaniescomingupthatare T2 

employing females equally, including constraction 

companies. Most of the architecture undergraduate girls 

from India, who come to US, do their Master's and then 

start working here. 

US-F-4 -I believe the architecture curriculum is pretty intense, T2 

both at the undergraduate and graduate level. There is lot 

of work to be done in those 5 years. I think the female 

students who are motivated enough to participate in this 
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program, to meet the set goals and expectations as the 

college administration expects, I think they are also 

motivated about their future careers and want to take 

care of themselves and make money. Since they are 

pursuing a higher education that shows more motívation. 

They focus more on "Am I going to have a job? And wiU 

I be able to make enough money?" I think they worry 

about their future a lot. 

US-M-5 The people that take this class have, by and large, gone T2 

on to do their theater degree and careers. 

US-M-6 -Technical direction as a field is male dominated. But I in T2 

past few years, more than one half of my graduate 

students have been women and they have got jobs. I had 

a female student who got a job last year as an Assistant 

technical Director at National Opera at Washington DC, 

a very important job. So women are breaking into this 

field and in good numbers. 

US-M-7 -There is a big world of fine arts. My very small T2 

sub-field under it is metal smiting. This includes like 

jewelry making as well as other metal kinds of smaller 

sculpture things. Metal smiting has a majority of females 

because of the emphasis bn jewelry. So within this field a 

lot of departments are incorporating digital modeling, 

rapid prototyping and different kinds of digital 

fabrication. 

- In general, these issues get a little sexist in nature and 

are more important or interesting to female artists. 

Of the digital artists I know within metal smiting, there 

are more females than males. Within making physical 

sculpture or actual objects, there are more males than 

females. But within animation much more male than 
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females are there; like in game design etc. 

US-F-8 -I heardalotof people, indififerent fields, say thata T2 

male figure is in charge of something and has a female 

assistant. This assistant is the one who would do 

everything on the computer and the male would just 

want to attend meetings. 

US-M-9 -In my concept, I feel that I don't have any gender T2 

discrimination. I value their abilities and performances 

more. These are the major factors. 

T-M-10 -Men have to consider their fiiture career and having a T2 

family. 

They may think if they have more knowledge about 

science and technology, it wiU be beneficial for them in 

the future. 

-Further, when men enter the job market, they tend to 

work harder because they have to support their families. 

-The society expects men to support the family, shoulder 

the economic responsibilities. 

T-M-11 -In the job market, women can do well in a cooperative T2 

environment and integrated work. 

In Taiwan, the job market (3D design) is not friendly to 

the female students. I have a few points on this: First, the 

animation companies in Taiwan do not know how to cut 

down their costs so they tend to locate at remote areas 

with inconvenient traífic. Second, they tend to have long 

working hours without regular ofifice hours. 

T-M-12 -There are more women working in the field of 2D T2 

design. 1 think the reason may be that it doesn't take 

them that much time to do the projects. 3D graphics. 
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such as videogames, will come the second choice for the 

job applications. In fact, there are more men working in 

this field. I have met women doing 3D. In order to 

survive, they have to do films, rather than games. 

Mainly, building computer games is the market for 

males; therefore, male designers tend to have more 

opportunities in the job market. 

T-M-I3 -It is the computer age now. The students should have T2 

computer skiUs, to maintain their competitiveness in the 

job market and satisfy the market's demand. Now, many 

companies regarded computer graphics technology as a 

basic requirement for new employees being recraited. 

-For women, their only, and common, problem is getting 

pregnant. Therefore, most employees consider this as a 

factor when they hire a new employee. For example, my 

students who are working outside always tell me 

something about the human resource conditions in their 

companies when they visit me. It is a fact that men are 

more in number than women. In Taiwan, most people 

stiU retain the concept that men should work outside, and 

women should tend their homes. 

T-M-14 -I think that there is not that much of concem about T2 

gender discrimination. 

-Now, the software keeps getting upgraded regularity; if 

the students cannot improve their computer literacy, they 

are going to lose their confidence very soon. 

-If female students do not get better training in this field, 

they may not be competitive enough in the job market. If 

they are eloquent enough, they can work as sales 

representatives. They can organize their jobs well, 

forming a great team. There are more men working in 

the area of industrial design. Meanwhile, more female 
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students work in the field of visual communication. 

However, regarding visual communication, men perform 

better. It is the same in the job market. On the other 

hand, female students are more sociable; they can 

develop in such directions. 

T-F-15 -Female students tend to work in the field of 2D T2 

multimedia. Meanwhile, male students prefer to do 3D 

design. 

-When I interview the applicants, I discover that there 

are not that many women. But eventually, I tend to tura 

them down because they ask me questions during the 

interview, like how much wiU her pension be? Or, will 

the working hours be too long? 

- For men, they care more about the working 

enviroimient: can they leam anything in this job? The 

values for men and women are diflferent. The problem is 

this type of job requires them to spend long working 

hours. Women prefer to be stable, and want to live a 

colorfiil life. If they have to face the computer all the 

time, they have to sacrifice these; it may be related to the 

social values as well. 

T-F-16 -As far as I know, many theatre female students just want T2 

to have coUege degrees. They may not do theatrical work 

in the fiiture. Working in the theatre is a rather unstable 

job. The expectation of most women is to find stable 

jobs. Only if they have got college degrees, can they find 

jobs with a wage of about 20,000-30,000 NT doUars a 

month. 

T-F-17 -In my leaming process, the school only allowed male T2 

students to enroU in some courses that teach computer 

technology. As a woman, I had to foUow the rales 
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because it was futile to complain to the school. I was 

very lucky when I took up further studies in the U.S., I 

began to get in touch with the computer In fact, I 

discovered that I could use computer software to express 

abstract beauty. But I don't expect my students to leam 

to use one software package only because it will afifect 

their creativity. 

-At present, society expects that the work in this fíeld 

should be done by men. Therefore, they have a very 

subjectíve and an arbitrary view about women. They 

always think that women cannot stay in the business for 

long. I don't know whether tiiis is gender discrimination 

or not. 

T-M-18 -In class, I also mention that after they leam the skill, T2 

they don't have to work in the fíeld of theatre design. 

They can also take certain certification tests to give them 

more chances of finding a job. As to the students I am 

teaching now, at least, they have better understanding 

about this software and know more about computer 

graphics. 

T-M-19 -The course what I teach is related to architecture and T2 

civil engineering; there are more men working in this 

field. Therefore, they seem not to welcome coUeagues 

from the other gender, and impose certain limitations on 

women. 

T-M-20 -Whether gender discrimination exists in their work or T2 

not depends on the company's policy and work 

environment. However, conceraing the field of 

architecture in Taiwan, there are more men than women 

in the computer design departments. 
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-The so-called category of high-tech belongs to the 

business of technology. In such a business, there are 

many for engineers, such as program engineers 

organization engineers, etc. Women are in minority in 

this business, naturally. Computer Graphics, such as 

architectural computer design, should belong to the 

business of high-tech creativity. As it is related to 

creativity, women have more room to show their 

abilities, and more opportunities to be outstanding? than 

in any other high-tech business. Therefore, in the 

teaching process, it is necessary to inform the female 

students of the contents they are leaming at the moment. 

Likewise, it can increase the female students' incentive 

in leaming. 
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Focusing Code: Role Models 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-1 -I never looked at that way [the lack of role models T2 

causes female students to lack confidence in using 

computers]. Well I think, in everything people look 

towards something to give them motivation. So if there 

was a female who was considered a role model in 

technology of computers, then I think, yes, that would 

have afifect. The reason is, we all look to some kind of 

motivation to excel. Whether that is just a goal or a role 

model, we are still looking at something to emulate. So it 

could have eflfect. 

US-M-2 

US-F-3 

US-F-4 [For me,] I don't have a particular role model to emulate. T2 

But have several role models that touch the dififerent 

aspects of architecture. 

US-M-5 -The person who is the CEO of Autodesk is a woman! I T2 

don't think this is as trae now as it may have been a few 

years ago. This may be an outdated research. Everybody 

is computer literate now. An analogy would be to 

automobile, when in 1910 you got to know how take off 

the engine and how to be a complete repairman. 

US-M-6 

US-M-7 - One is the influence of gaming and the other is fact of T2 
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working alone on a computer. In growing up male, I 

might be prejudiced; as an only child I had lot of time 

alone and had time to create things on my own. I think 

it's shifting and as the community develops I see more 

and more female population getting involved with the 

computer. That may be because of being able to send 

pictures/videos easily and being able to communicate 

better with your friends. 

-I would think since females have lesser or no role 

models to emulate; females feel less confident to enter 

this fíeld. Some things could change that like simulation 

games. I had some female students confess that they 

were very addicted to playing simulation games (Sims). 

Right now I see more games being designed towards the 

male market and because of that anyone interested in 

going into that profession would tend to be male. But I 

think I would expect that to even out. 

I only know of Sims that has been popular with both the 

genders. 

US-F-8 

US-M-9 

T-M-10 -Role model influence on the students, I do not have T2 

such a sttong feeling. 

T-M-11 

T-M-12 

T-M-13 

T-M-14 -There seems not to have the phenomenon of role model T2 
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at the Normal University. 

T-F-15 This is a trae that technological work lacks female role T2 

models, but I do not see this matter have any influence 

on the female students. 

T-F-16 The same comment as T-F-15 's statement. T2 

T-F-I7 

T-M-18 -According to my experience, I do not tend to choose my T2 

role models based on gender. 

T-M-19 -I do not see female students choose their role models T2 

because of their gender. 

T-M-20 
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Focusing Code: Problems in Using CAD Software 

Assigned Codes Interview Statement Reference 

US-M-I -There are some females that are able to do all this at the T3 

same level. What I mean by that is, I haven't seen any 

diflference between a female who is able to do a good 

model, to do the materials and to do the lighting. If she is 

good at one, she is good at others. 

-I haven't been able to compare their ability in their 

studio, so were they good at math and design in their 

studio. Because there is a direct correlation; if a student 

is basically a good designer in studio. Typically, that 

student is also good in a 3-D environment. So if they 

caimot design, the odds of them doing well in the 3-D 

s/w course are not that good. What if they love 3-D s/w, 

what if they like that s/w. That means they may not go 

into design but they could go into entertainment, doing 

character animation and modeling and all that. So if a 

female can imderstand the s/w and get over the initial 

anxiety level, I think, she will do better in all 3 levels of 

s/w. 

-If a person can do those 3 things (build models, create 

material and lighting) in the 3D s/w then they can 

integrate very well too. By integrating, that's where their 

design ability comes into play. 

US-M-2 

US-F-3 

US-F-4 -CAD is geometry with more perspective nature. I think T3 

this maybe because this course is so early in their 
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education. Female students have problems perceiving 

space. For instance, looking at a plane drawing and 

perceiving that this room is 10 feet by 12 feet and 20 feet 

high; they don't grasp this kind of idea. They have 

problems in following this kind of ideas, and by my 

experience, its more than just geometry. 

-In creating a 3D model, as long as female students have 

a design background to use elements to create a model; 

they don't have any problems in 3D modeling. Its mainly 

the students who do not have any design and building 

education that have problems with 3D modeling. 

-I think the girls are a lot better at making it [creating 

materials] look right. The girls have a much stronger 

attention to details than boys. Further, girls pay more 

attention to interiors than exteriors. While the boys like 

the exteriors. 

-I think there is a general problem among students with 

lighting. They don't think about when to exclude objects 

from light or when not to catch the light. No one ever 

wants to put their lights on ray frain shadow and make it 

look horrible. I can't designate this problem to either 

male or female, but its more general. 

-This semester, the students did not have much problem 

in understanding the quality of rendering. But last 

semester, students had a big problem with it and I don't 

know why. Maybe it's with understanding the terms. For 

example, they don't even have to do the math, I said that 

the pixels should be 1200X1650 and they stiU messed 

up. There were horrible images; stretched non-uniformly, 

or too small and distorted. I don't know the reason for 

this. 

-It's really diíficult to find students who are good in all 

the areas and good at integrating them. I think it would 

be interesting to do a group project and see what student 
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takes on what roles. 

US-M-5 

US-M-6 -Ten years ago, female students not having taken T3 

geometry classes in school, could have a problem [on 

concepts of geometry, space and perspective] 

occasionally. I haven't seen that in many years. 

US-M-7 -AutoCAD is definitely more about numbers and math. I T3 

think 3D model software is getting more and more 

intuitive and less about math. The first time you see the 

screen and interface and the terminology, it seems veiy 

analytical and mathematical. I had a good geometry 

teacher in high school. She taught it through application 

like folding and gluing papers. I liked it as it was very 

visual. If more students leamed geometry that way, both 

genders would like it better If you just ask on the basis 

of the initial response to the 3D software (which is 

analytical initially), I think more males would be 

comfortable and respond positively than females. 

Changing the interface to be more welcoming and 

intuitive and less analytical would help to even it out 

between both genders. 

US-F-8 

US-M-9 I feel that application software isn't difificult at all. Each T3 

person has dififerent levels of comprehension ability. 

Some leam faster, some slower I don't see any 

differences between boys or girls. 

T-M-10 -Female students showed to have more problems when T3 

integrating the steps to fínish the assignment. 
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T-M-11 -Women don't have many problems in materials and T3 

lighting. 

-In modeling, it can be categorized into two major parts: 

Mesh and Nurbs model. Geometry is the fírst major 

problem. 

T-M-12 - Basically, leaming software is different from hardware. T3 

There are major diflferences between men and women; in 

the aspect of computer hardware, women tend to rely on 

males. On the contrary, there aren't any differences when 

it comes to leaming software. 

T-M-I3 - As CAD gets involved with the spatial concepts, T3 

women students need more time to leam. But for those 

who have sfrong intention to leam it, they all can do 

well. -Female students are weaker in the aspects of 

geometry and spatial conception. Later in the course, I 

told them to use poly-line to create characters. Then, 

they could use the fígures to stretch them further. With 

such teaching methods, the students can build models 

easily and quickly. 

-I don't think my female students would have any 

problems in building models with the computer because 

they have the spatial concepts, knowledge, and 

experiences in building traditional models. Women are 

great in lighting. I think it requires enthusiasm and time 

invested in leaming to be good. Although it seems that 

male students have advantages in leaming the computer, 

female students can do just as well if they can spend time 

and efifort. 

T-M-I4 
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T-F-15 In the application of the software, tiie students cannot T3 

avoid getting involved with the concepts of space and 

coordinates. Female students performance less well in 

such aspects. If they are majoring in science, they can 

acquire the skills more easily. 

T-F-I6 -I believe that the students wiU not have many problems T3 

in leaming 2D graphics, wdth AutoCAD. But when they 

proceed to 3D graphics, they cannot keep pace with the 

progress in class. An example is in the exchanging of 

coordinates. 

T-F-17 -In spatial imagination, female students are worse than T3 

male students. They need to be guided step by step 

T-M-18 -There won't be any problems for the female students to T3 

leam to use 2D. But in leaming 3D, they seem to have 

certain difficulties when compared to male students. I 

believe, it would be helpfiil if they could spend more 

time in leaming it. It can make up for the natural 

deficiencies. 

-When the female students encounter some frastrations, 

they tend to give up. 

T-M-19 -On performance average, female students are less T3 

desirable in the logical performance on the subject of 

space and perspective when compared to their male 

counterparts. However, when iUustrations and 

hand-drawn drafts to the actual objects are given, they 

can imderstand better with these aids. 

-In using materials, there are certain differences between 

male and female students. Most female students love soft 

color tone and soft materials. In the aspect of lighting 

simulation and model making, there are many 
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diflferences between male and females students. 

T-M-20 -Constracting the 3D model is the most diflficult stage for T3 

the female students. 

-Female students are weaker in 3D objects and spatial 

constraction. Meanwhile, in graphics and image (2D) 

processing, they are better than the male students. 
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